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Common Core Standards

Nancy Frey, Ph.D.

Reaching for the Common Core
The adoption of the Common Core State Standards raises the bar for
reading instruction in elementary schools. Their purpose, developed
in partnership with the National Governors Association in 2010,
was to articulate a set of standards that are fewer in number, clearer
in explanation, and higher in rigor. The standards have resonated
with educators and curriculum developers nationwide, and have also
presented a challenge: How best to staircase literacy learning in order
to meet the college- and career-ready goals articulated throughout?
Elementary school is the first step on that staircase, and educators
need comprehensive curriculum that addresses the shifts in practice
that the CCSS require. These shifts, while significant, are not
insurmountable. The Reach for Reading program was designed
with these shifts in mind.

by Nancy Frey

These decodable texts afford students with experiences building
their text and visual literacy skills. Students don’t just read about
flamingos; they see photographs of the birds in labeled diagrams. The
standards stress the integration of knowledge through relationships
between text and visual information, and these decodable readers
make it possible to seamlessly integrate all.

Shift #1: More Informational Text
The standards prod us to examine text types used across the day.
While narrative still dominates in the primary grades, by fourth grade
it should be a 50/50 split between narrative and informational. While
this figure needs to be considered across the day, not only in the
reading/language arts block, it is equally important to consider how
texts are used. Duke’s (2000) finding that a scant 3.6 minutes a day
was devoted to informational text reading in first grade classrooms
sounded an alarm for educators. While there has been more attention
in the last decade to increased use of informational texts, Yopp
and Yopp’s (2012) analysis of teaching practices with pre-school
through third grade teachers found that 77 percent of the titles they
identified as ones used for read alouds were narrative. Among those
informational texts, 85 percent were from the sciences (mostly life
science), and only 12 percent were related to social studies content.
Reach for Reading prepares children for the world of informational
texts. Readings in the physical and life sciences, as well as
engineering, abound. As well, many are dedicated to social studies
concepts, including geography, history, and economics. Each grade
level averages 60 percent informational text, ensuring that students
are apprenticed to the specific content reading demands. Importantly,
decodable texts, an essential component of a comprehensive reading
program, perform double duty. Nearly 75 percent of these readers are
nonfiction, and thereby contribute to the learner’s knowledge while
growing their competence in foundational reading behaviors. In other
words, they are learning to read and reading to learn simultaneously.

Shift #2: Shared Responsibility for Literacy
Across Content Areas
A second shift is the distributed responsibility for literacy development
across the curriculum. The core standards describe reading, writing,
speaking, listening, and language development across content areas.
Effective teachers are attentive to literacy demands across the day, and
seek opportunities to integrate. Reach for Reading makes it possible
with its attention to engaging reading units that build background
knowledge for science and social studies instruction.
Many of these address content that is otherwise challenging to fit
into a busy school day. Kindergartners learn about technology
and engineering in the Then and Now unit. Fifth grade students
learn about principles of economics in the One Idea unit.
Yet all of this is accomplished without losing sight of the primary
mission: to teach students to read, write, speak, and listen using
academic language. These grade level content connections allow for
reinforcement of important literacy skills while assuring that content
knowledge isn’t detached from the rest of the learning day.
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Common Core Standards, continued
Shift #3: An Emphasis on Academic Language
and Vocabulary
Academic language takes center stage within the core standards. More
than simply memorizing a list of vocabulary words, the standards
require that students learn how to solve for unknown words by
encouraging them to look inside and outside of words: through
structural analysis, contextual analysis, and using resources (Frey &
Fisher, 2009). Vocabulary is further addressed regarding selection.
General academic words and phrases appear more frequently in texts
than in everyday speech, and “represent the subtle and precise ways to
say relatively simple things” (CCSSO, 2010, p. 33). Domain-specific
words and phrases refer to those associated with a discipline. Beck,
McKeown and Kucan (2008) call these Tier 2 (general academic) and
Tier 3 (domain-specific) words.
The Reach for Reading program is filled with routines for teaching
general academic and domain-specific words and phrases. Students
are introduced to both in the Student Anthology using strong visuals
and text. Domain-specific Key Words are linked to science and social
studies concepts to support English learners in building academic
knowledge and skills. Consistent routines for integrating the use of
these words in reading, writing, speaking, and listening abound.
These include sentence frames to scaffold students’ use in speaking
and writing, as well as the Power Writing routine that links writing
fluency with academic language.
Additionally, “In Other Words” is a scaffolded text feature that
appears on the pages of the readings. For example, while fourth
graders read about underwater kingdoms, they utilize annotated
secondary text that expands their definitional understanding of the
terms reef, chemicals, and outer skeleton. These scaffolds help make
content accessible and help reinforce the further development of
vocabulary that must occur through wide reading.

Shift #4: Increased Text Complexity
Classrooms need a range of texts. Some are used for read alouds
and shared readings, while others are used for close reading or
independent reading. Still others are leveled texts for use in small
group reading instruction. The texts should provide a staircase
such that students reach expected complexity levels as outlined in
the CCSS. Understanding what makes a text complex is critical for
teaching students to read and understand rigorous selections. There
are at least three ways to consider text complexity: quantitatively,
qualitatively, and based on the task readers will be expected to
complete (Fisher, Frey, & Lapp, 2012). Quantitative factors are
numeric scores that rely on word choice, sentence length, and
syllables, used in a range of different formulas. As such, they provide
a good estimation of complexity. However, quantitative measures do
not provide enough information about what made the text complex.
As well, they are not suitable for evaluating texts used at Kindergarten
and first grade, or in poetry.
Qualitative factors, such as levels of meaning, organization,
structure, language conventions, and knowledge demands provide
teachers with more information about what they can teach using a
specific text. The third factor focuses on the task required of the
students as they read the text. Undoubtedly, asking students to
independently read a text makes it harder. Teacher-led and peer-led
tasks allows for increased complexity due to the collaborative nature
of the task.

Three dimensions
of text complexity

Science Vocabulary

Key Words
CoveringsAcademic Vocabulary

Parts

feathers

beak

More Key Words
alike

mouth

• body

different

A baby has a
small body.

These fruits are
different.

Reach for Reading provides teachers with a wide selection of
texts, including an anthology and a classroom library. These texts
were specifically selected because they are worthy of students’ time
and because they provide the staircase that students desperately need
to become sophisticated thinkers and readers. Reach for Reading
provides teachers with authentic literature and non-fiction as well as
the instructional support to ensure that teacher-led and peer-led tasks
result in deep understanding. Each topic contains four leveled readers
such that students at all levels have content to share with each other.
The instructional support provides students opportunities to read and
reread, which allows them to synthesize across texts.

scales
HIGH
RES IN
PLACE

tail

These cats are
photo
needs
alike.
fur

CC
feature

• look
neck

paw

tail

Talk Together

Look at the parts and coverings of animals on this
page. How are they different?

Talk Together

Use one Key Word
in a sentence.

I look like
my brother.
A long neck is the
main feature of
a giraffe.
• High Frequency Word

5

These apples
look the same.
Add words to My Vocabulary Notebook.
NGReach.com
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Shift #5: Text-dependent Questions
Simply stated, some questions require that students have actually
read the text, while others do not. Unfortunately, valuable classroom
instructional time can be lost when students are asked questions
that encourage them to move away from the text rather than back
to it. Text-dependent questions should result in rereading and
deep discussions about what the text really means. Sometimes, it’s
appropriate to ask a general understanding question in which students
need to understand the gist of the text. Other times it’s appropriate to
ask about key details that are critical to understanding the perspective
of the author. In addition, there are times when vocabulary questions
or text structure questions are valuable. For example, the teacher
may ask a question that provides students an opportunity to practice
using context clues or morphology. Further, questions can encourage
students to consider the author’s purpose or to make inferences.
These questions require a deep understanding of the text itself and
may involve further re-reading to identify clues that the author has
provided. In this way, students begin to read like detectives, looking
for clues as they read. Finally, there are questions that require that
students form an opinion, and support it with evidence from the text.
In doing so, they can compare information across texts.
In Reach for Reading, texts are read and reread with different
aspects of the text highlighted based on the questions asked. In
addition, we provide an entire page to “respond and extend” students’
thinking about the text. This allows students to think critically about
what they have read and provides them with time and space to
respond, using evidence that they have gathered from the text. Finally,
we use comprehension questions to ensure that students have
thoroughly understood the text before moving on. If students fail to
grasp the meaning of the text, we provide teachers with ideas about
reteaching and skills development.

Shift #6: Argumentation and Text-based
Evidence
Argumentation is a critical skill that students must develop if they
are going to be successful in college, career, and life. Unlike arguing,
argumentation has rules for engagement. In general, these rules
include presenting a claim, providing evidence for that claim, offering
counterclaims, and agreeing and disagreeing with others, while
supplying evidence from the text. In elementary school classrooms,
argumentation is opinion-based. Students must learn to clarify their
opinions and to support their opinions with facts and evidence.
This requires much more than simply noticing the difference between
a fact and opinion; it requires that students provide evidence for their
opinions.
In Reach for Reading, students are provided with specific learning
tasks that develop their understanding of argumentation. These
begin with the Big Questions (BQ) for each unit, which are designed
to spark inquiry, discussion, and debate using information from
all the readings: anthology, decodable texts, and leveled libraries.
These questions allow children to take the knowledge, insights, and
information from what they read to build into BQ discussions over
the course of the unit. Returning to those questions again and again
and having to mine those texts for perspectives and information that
form and shape perspectives on those BQs provides a good foothold
for argumentation.
Unit at a Glance

Language: Retell a Story, Define
and Explain, Science Words
Literacy: Make Inferences
Content: Ecosystems

Invaders!

When the rain stopped, I climbed the tree and sat by a
small hole at the top of the trunk. The hole that had been made
by my grandmother’s great-grandmother’s great-grandmother.
I dropped the bucket tied to my waist down to
Grandmother, who filled it to its brim from the baobab’s
necklace. Slowly I pulled the bucket up, then poured its contents
into the tree. It took two breaths before we heard the splash of
water hitting bottom, deep inside the tree. Grandmother’s eyes
sparkled at the old, familiar sound.

Unit

5

Share What You Know
1

?

Big
Question

When do
harmless things
become harmful?

Think of a time when you really
noticed something in nature.
This thing might have surprised you.

2

Draw a picture of what you saw.

3

Tell the class about what made
you notice this thing in nature.
What was different about it?

Build Background: Use this interactive resource to learn about living things in their environment.
NGReach.com

282

?

Big
Question
In Other Words
brim top
familiar well-known

When do
harmless things
become harmful?

Before You Move On
1. Character Why does Fatima decide to
work with Grandmother?
2. Figurative Language What sound image
does the author use to describe the work of
the pump? Why?

353
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Common Core Standards, continued
Lessons also focus on students’ development of opinions, and how
they can find evidence to support them. For instance, an interactive
whiteboard lesson material profiles the National Geographic explorer
Mike Fay’s work preserving the redwood forests of California. The
teacher can project examples of student opinion writing about this
piece of informational text, highlighting passages that offer evidence,
reasoning, and the author’s opinion.

3
1

The language of opinion is integrated into the program such that
students become proficient with the range of interactions necessary to
forward an opinion and then agree or disagree with the opinions of
others. Using language frames for discussion and writing, students
experience how academic language is utilized to forward conversation
in speech and on paper. As students learn the academic language of
opinion, they also develop the thinking required of argumentation.
When that happens, they’re ready to write persuasive pieces.

iv
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Conclusion
The core standards require shifts in literacy practices as it relates to
access and use of informational texts across the day. Students also
need to use academic language in speaking and listening, as well as
reading and writing. These shifts represent a change in how it is that
we prepare learners for their post-secondary lives. By staircasing their
literacy experiences from the beginning, we can foster the kind of
achievement we have long aspired to. With Reach for Reading, it is
within reach.
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Understanding Your Students

Patricia A. Edwards, Ph.D.

Understanding and Reaching Your Students
by Patricia A. Edwards

You may have made your initial decision to become a teacher because
of your love of a particular discipline or your admiration for an
inspiring role model. Although many teachers give these as reasons for
the attraction of a career in education, most remain in the profession
because they enjoy being with their students (Olsen, 2008, Zeichner,
2003).

The Millenial Classroom
Today, you can expect a class to consist of a complex mixture of
students with varying ability levels, ethnic backgrounds, family
situations, maturity levels, and school experiences. You can also
expect that, while these differences can create a rich experience for all
of your students, they can also present many challenges throughout
the year. According to Danridge (1998), “The heart of schooling beats
in the classroom. It is the place where students and teachers interact.”
If the way we teach is guided by the needs of developing students, it
will re-shape not only our classroom practices but also our classroom
environments. A classroom can be viewed as a kind of “aquarium,”
containing the ideas, ethics, attitudes and life of all its inhabitants.
Looking into the aquarium, we often believe that the reality of life
within is obvious (Edwards, Pleasants & Franklin, 1999). What we
sometimes fail to realize is that there can be many types of “fish”
within an aquarium that are not equally equipped to survive in
the environment provided for them. A teacher’s lack of ability to
change the environment in which the students “swim,” can become
problematic for the students, the teacher, and ultimately the parents
(Edwards, Pleasants, & Franklin, 1999). To create a student-centered
environment, a teacher first must understand the students, their
families, and their learning and language backgrounds.
Although teachers may often wish for classes composed entirely
of motivated students who are capable of performing well all the
time, most teachers know that teaching is a challenging job with
many unique frustrations. The rewards of teaching, however, are
innumerable. When you look at your class roster, remind yourself
that every one of your students deserves the best instruction you
can deliver every day and develop confidence in your abilities to
deliver that kind of instruction. A teacher’s confidence grows with
understanding of the various environmental issues that appear in the
classroom aquarium.

While teachers encounter struggling students on a daily basis,
the reasons some students “get it,” while others seem completely “at
sea” are among the great mysteries of teaching. While you may not
always unravel the mystery, you can employ effective instructional
approaches that can help you inspire and lead students to learn,
especially those who struggle with increasingly demanding standardsbased curriculum and content. The following key strategies can
positively affect the success of struggling students.

Build Student Motivation and Confidence
Among the many difficulties a teacher faces, the variety of reasons
for students’ lack of motivation is one of the most challenging.
Determining which cause applies to a given student can be a daunting
task (Mendler, 2009). With a little patience, some conventional and
unconventional thinking, and a lot of perseverance, however, a teacher
can identify and implement ways to encourage and inspire students
to become more motivated. Erica Belcher, eHow contributor, (2011)
provides a list of instructions for motivating students.
•

Enhance access. To help students feel welcome, create a
classroom atmosphere that emphasizes effort instead of
achievement. Encourage participation and risk-taking by
showing students that the classroom is a safe place that honors
all thinking, including thinking that leads to incorrect answers.
National Geographic Reach for Reading offers several tools that
help the teacher accomplish this. For example, every unit begins
by activating prior knowledge about a topic (Share What You
Know) and each day begins with an activity that suggests a bridge
to accessing the content for the day (Warm-Up).

•

Obtain information. Identify causes of the lack in motivation.
Problems at home, at school, or both may distract the student’s
attention. Psychological or mental issues may hinder the
student’s ability to grasp the information or stay focused. To
counteract these and other causes, the affective and metacognitive
assessments provided for Reach for Reading may help you target
specific topics or genres that will motivate reluctant readers.
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Understanding Your Students, continued
•

Remain positive. Show that you care for each student. To
establish effective rapport with students, share your own struggles
and mistakes as a student. Encourage students to share personal
goals and plans for the future. As part of the Small Group
Reading or Leveled Reading time Reach for Reading provides
guidelines for student-teacher conferences that can help you
demonstrate your interest in the student’s goals and challenges.

•

Recognize results. To help increase the student’s self-esteem,
reward positive behaviors instead of criticizing the student’s
efforts. Continue rewarding positive behaviors to encourage the
student to repeat this behavior. In Reach for Reading, the Check
and Reteach feature that accompanies every lesson for a specific
learning objective suggests effective strategies for revisiting the
concept; the Differentiate features that are provided for every day
suggest effective alternative approaches to reach students who
have learning or language differences.

•

Model embracing learning challenges. Maintain high levels
of energy and enthusiasm while presenting information. Teacher
scripting in Reach for Reading models positive attitudes toward
challenging concepts. To demonstrate that learning and building
literacy is a lifelong process, share aloud your own thinking and
learning challenges. Teach problem-solving skills and encourage
the student to self-evaluate and self-monitor progress. In Reach
for Reading, explicit steps in reading and writing lessons and
Language Frames provide support for expressing ideas and
concepts. To develop students’ confidence, offer choices of
activity such as those suggested for each Unit Project.

Connect with Family and Community
Parents and families have very direct and lasting impacts on a
student’s learning and development of social competence. Research
indicates that family engagement leads to student achievement. When
parents are involved, students achieve more, exhibit more positive
attitudes and behavior, and feel more comfortable in new settings
(Edwards, McMillon & Turner, 2010; Edwards, 2009, Epstein, 2001).
Today, family structures are markedly different than they were
even a decade ago. A student’s principal caretakers may include
grandparents, aunts and uncles, or other guardians. In this economy,
many students’ caretakers devote a great deal of time to working
two jobs or seeking other income sources; they may both attend
school and work full time; they may be single parents or raising their
children with help from other family members (Edwards, 2009).
Regardless of the specific family structure, you and the family
members have something in common; you both want the very best
for the student. To be effective, however, you must understand
the dynamics of various family structures before deciding how
to approach a situation in interaction with family members. The
following key strategies can help you develop effective family
involvement with students’ learning.

vi
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•

Communicate in
a variety of ways.
Use the Reach for
Reading Family
Newsletters
(available in 7
languages) to reach
out to families and
make connections
between the home
and the classroom
at the start of each
unit. Draw upon
the knowledge
and strengths of
individual family
members to
communicate in
relevant ways. For example, identify the family’s preferred method
of communication. Many millennial parents respond more
quickly and effectively to email and text messages than to letters
or phone calls.

•

Develop trust. Consistent and frequent communication is the
key to building trust among family members. Be dependable:
initiate communication with family members, follow through,
and reach out when you say you will. A positive response from the
family is more likely when the members perceive that they can
depend on the teacher to communicate regularly and consistently.

•

Focus on the student’s education. Each family is unique and
each will react in its own way to feedback about the student.
Many times families are struggling with a variety of life issues.
Keep your conversations with family members focused on issues
that affect the student’s academic progress and suggest other
resources for discussion of unrelated issues and concerns.

•

Collect parent stories. According to Vandergrift & Greene
(1992), “every parent has his or own story to tell.” Coles (1989)
further contends that “one’s response to a story is just as
revealing as the story itself.” Encourage family members to select
anecdotes and personal observations from their own individual
consciousnesses to give teachers access to complicated social,
emotional, and educational issues that can help to unravel for
teachers the mysteries around their student’s literacy learning
(Edwards, Pleasants & Franklin, 1999).

•

•

Include a third party. Sometimes a conversation may benefit
from additional perspectives. Invite another teacher to a parentteacher conference or a scheduled meeting with the parent to
assist with effective communication. Encourage family members
to bring with them a spouse, another caretaker, or someone else
with pertinent information or insight.
Continue communication. Communicate with the family
routinely, whether things are going well or problems arise. This
can play an important role in maintaining trust and helping
motivate the student. Use the Strengths and Needs Summary
provided with Reach for Reading to clarify the student’s progress.
Express appreciation as progress is made and encourage family
members to continue their support of the student’s efforts. To
promote a continuing relationship with family members, thank
them frequently for their participation in the student’s education.

Utilize Language and Cultural Differences
Today’s classrooms are rich in diversity of language and cultural
backgrounds as well as unique learning styles and abilities. To
motivate and connect with the diverse learners in your classroom, you
may need to utilize a variety of approaches. The Differentiate features
provided for every day of instruction in Reach for Reading model a
broad spectrum of specific lesson adaptations to meet the unique
learning needs of students in these categories: English Learners, Below
Level, Above Level, and Special Needs. Following are some more
general approaches for working with students with specific cultural
and learning needs.

Tips for Working with African-American Students
While there are many strategies that are effective with all students,
there are also some that are particularly successful in teaching
African-American students (Lazar, Edwards & McMillon, 2012;
Lewis, 2010, Gay, 2000, Ladson-Billing, 2000, 1994). Here are a few
methods to try:
•

Respect culture. Giving students opportunities to learn by
integrating their cultures into the school culture is a good
approach. Be attentive to and express genuine concern about all
aspects of the student’s life.

•

Teach rules. Neither excuse nor scold students for not knowing
rules of behavior and/or language. Teachers can help students
become successful in the classroom by taking the time to teach
rules. It is important to clarify expectations, provide support, and
insist on compliance with the rules.

•

Support collaboration. Challenging students to improve
their reading skills and giving them the support they need to
achieve academic success builds self-esteem along with cognitive
development. Structuring your classroom to encourage working

together and sharing ideas also creates a cooperative atmosphere
that supports each student in becoming a more confident learner.
•

Integrate culturally relevant literature. Using culturally
relevant literature is a key to a culturally relevant approach.
African-American students need to read, write about, and
discuss literature with which they are able to make text-toself connections. Students benefit most from instruction that
integrates culturally relevant materials with explicit strategy and
concept instruction.

•

Build academic language. For students who experience language
problems that inhibit their academic language development,
provide instruction in conventional English language patterns
and support for the student’s process of transition to mastery.
The Language Frames in Reach for Reading provide models that
teachers can use to teach conventional language patterns.
Individual and small group instruction, using a variety of
materials and instructional strategies, can support academic
vocabulary development. For instance, a key ingredient to word
recognition is the student’s awareness of language rhythm and
patterns. Rap music, which developed in African-American
culture, is a type of language play that can be used to enhance
instruction. Traditional clap routines can also be used to develop
pattern recognition. Word repetition activities facilitate the
acquisition of new words. Rhyming can be used as a tool to help
students make connections among words. In each unit, Reach for
Reading provides vocabulary strategy lessons that develop such
understandings as the similarities among words and use of what
students know about one word to figure out meanings of similar
or related words.

Tips for Working with English Language Learners
The backgrounds, skills, and past experiences of English language
learners may be very different from those of other students in your
classroom. Students who come to the United States from a country
in which they attended school regularly bring with them literacy
skills and content knowledge in another language, some of which can
be applied to English. Other students may come from situations in
which there was little, if any, opportunity for consistent schooling (Li
& Edwards, 2010; Cary, 2007; Freeman, Freeman & Mercuri, 2002;
Freeman & Freeman, 2000). Students’ home backgrounds may differ
as well. Some students will come from very low-income families; the
parents of some of these, however, may have been highly educated in
their home countries, and may have once held professional positions.
The resources and needs that individual students bring are therefore
likely to vary widely.
The first step in determining an appropriate instructional
approach for a given student is to discover details about the student’s
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Understanding Your Students, continued
background and current situation. As for any of your students,
understanding the skills, needs, resources the student brings will help
you to plan instructional goals and to build a classroom environment
that will enhance the student’s learning. Reach for Reading provides
a series of monographs that explain perspectives, strategies, and
suggestions to help you work with English learners. The presence
of English language learners in your class can serve as a valuable
resource, aid the learning process for all of your students, and improve
language skills and cross-cultural understanding for the entire class.
While a wide variety of subject-specific strategies can be used
to improve English learners’ success, the following checklist offers
proven strategies for any classroom (Nutta, Mokhtari & Strebel, 2012;
Herrell & Jordan, 2012). These strategies are integrated into Reach for
Reading throughout the Teacher’s Edition.
•

Use visual aids. Visual aids give visual cues that may help clarify
meaning and solidify learning. Visual aids should be clear and
reproduced for English learners, whenever possible.

•

Use hands-on activities. Where appropriate, hands-on activities
help English learners connect with content concepts. Processes
that can be experienced or observed make learning more concrete.

•

•

Model spoken language. Refrain from correcting your
students’ spoken language. Instead, model the proper usage in
a restatement. For example, if a student says, “No understand,”
you might respond with, “Oh, you don’t understand.” If a student
asks directly for correction, provide the correct language pattern
slowly and clearly.

•

Provide lesson outlines. Teacher-prepared outlines or notes can
help English learners follow along in class. Alternately, you may
ask another student to share notes with the English learner. You
may also choose to provide information about the teaching plan
and objectives to support English learners in following the lesson.

•

Teach pre-reading strategies. Directly teach reading strategies
that will enhance English learners’ reading skills. Skimming,
scanning, and even outlining chapters in the textbook are
excellent pre-reading strategies that can help students preview
material prior to reading. English learners can also benefit from
other strategies, such as predicting chapter content from headings,
creating vocabulary lists, writing responses, and summarizing.
Reach for Reading suggests a pre-reading strategy for each major
selection.

•
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Provide sufficient wait time. English learners may need
additional time to formulate their answers in English. Some
may still be translating their first language into English; others
may need time to find the appropriate words. Pause after asking
a question so that all students, including English proficient
students, have time to formulate responses before answering.

Respect the silent phase. Most second language learners
experience a silent phase as part of the learning process. Forcing a
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student to speak may cause embarrassment or self-consciousness.
While the intention may be to provide extra practice, this
approach is more likely to be counterproductive.
In addition, it is important to support English learners in
using their knowledge of their first languages to help develop
understanding of English. For example, cognates with which
students are familiar can help them understand and retain
understanding of both academic and content area vocabulary.
Reach for Reading provides lists of appropriate Spanish-language
cognates for words taught in each unit.

See also “Enrich instruction with technology” section below.

Tips for Working with Hispanic Students
Instruction must specifically address the unique needs of Hispanic
students who come from a variety of cultures (Tharp, Estrada, Dalton,
& Yamauchi, 2000). Researchers suggest five research-based practices
that, while valuable for most English learners, have been particularly
successful for teaching Hispanic students (Padron, Waxman, & Rivera
(2002; Waxman, Padrón, & Arnold, 2001). The practices described
below are integrated into Reach for Reading in each unit.
•

Be culturally responsive. For Hispanic students whose
experiences and everyday living may not be parallel to typical
experiences in the United States school environment, culturallyresponsive teaching can make new subject matter and everyday
lessons relevant and significant. It increases the transfer of schooltaught knowledge to real-life situations and exposes students to
knowledge about other individuals or cultural groups (Rivera &
Zehler, 1991). This approach includes acknowledgment of the
legitimacy of cultural and ethnic heritages, building bridges of
meaningfulness between home and school experiences, use of
strategies that connect various learning styles, and incorporation
of multicultural information, resources, and materials
(Gay, 2000).

•

Use cooperative learning. With cooperative learning strategies,
students work together to accomplish specific tasks and activities.
This enables students to maximize and stimulate their own
learning as well as that of others in the group (Johnson &
Johnson, 1991). Opportunities to discuss and defend their
ideas help students reach understandings of sophisticated

concepts. This teaching practice is student-centered and creates
interdependence among students and the teacher (Rivera &
Zehler, 1991).
•

Conduct instructional conversations. An instructional
conversation is an extended discourse between the teacher and
students in an area that has educational value as well as relevance
for the students. These conversations can be initiated by students
to develop their language and complex thinking skills and to
guide them in their learning processes (Tharp et al., 2000).
Opportunities for extended discourse satisfy an important
principle of second language learning (Christian, 1995).

•

Use cognitively-guided instruction. Cognitively-guided
instruction emphasizes learning strategies that enhance students’
metacognitive development. It focuses on the direct teaching
and modeling of cognitive learning strategies and giving students
opportunities to practice them. Through explicit instruction,
students learn how to monitor their own learning by tapping
various strategies to accelerate their acquisition of English or
academic content (Waxman, Padrón, & Knight, 1991). One
example of effective cognitively-guided instruction is reciprocal
teaching, a procedure in which students are instructed in
four specific reading comprehension-monitoring strategies:
(1) summarizing, (2) self-questioning, (3) clarifying, and (4)
predicting.

•

Enrich instruction with technology. Technology-enriched
instruction is student-centered, incorporating active student
roles in their own learning. When using multi-media and
other technology, the role of the teacher shifts from delivering
knowledge to facilitating learning (Padrón & Waxman, 1999).
Web-based picture libraries can promote students’ comprehension
in content-area classrooms (e.g., science and mathematics).
Multi-media materials can facilitate auditory skill development
by integrating visual presentations with sound and animation
(Bermúdez & Palumbo, 1994). Digitized texts, such as Reach
for Reading’s Comprehension Coach, are also effective tools
that allow students to request pronunciations and definitions
for unfamiliar words, and ask questions. Technology-enriched
instruction also helps students connect learning in the classroom
to real-life situations, thereby creating a meaningful context for
teaching and learning (Means & Olson, 1994). It allows students
to connect classroom instruction that may be beyond their
everyday experiences via rich and interactive media that may be
more familiar to them.

Tips for Working with Students with Special Needs
Special needs is a very broad term that encompasses a wide range
of learning conditions. In years past, special needs students were
segregated in separate classrooms or centers, where they had little
contact with the general school population. This practice ended with

the passage of Public Law 94-142, which mandated that students be
educated in the “least restrictive environment”—that is, that students
with special needs be mainstreamed to the greatest possible extent
(Turnbull & Turnbull, 2001, Turnbull, Turnbull, Stowe, & Wilcox,
2000). Because of this law, students who have special needs are now
frequently part of everyday classroom life. In today’s classroom, you
can expect to have many types of special needs students in your
classes, from students who need only slight accommodations to help
them learn to students with severe disabilities that require more
complex adaptations. Your success in handling this challenge depends
on your attitude. Along with having a positive attitude, the following
general strategies can help you effectively address the unique learning
issues of students with special needs (Turnbull & Turnbull, 2001,
Turnbull, Turnbull, Stowe, & Wilcox, 2000). Specific types of
strategies are integrated into Reach for Reading Differentiate features
throughout each unit.
•

Use the resources available to you. Study students’ permanent
records in order to understand the instructional strategies that
have worked well in past years. As soon as possible, contact the
special education staff to whom the students in your class are
assigned so that you can learn the specific strategies that will
help them learn successfully. Some of the other adults who can
help you learn about your students are parents, the school nurse,
counselors, previous teachers, and the library staff.

•

Understand your students’ limitations. Although some
teachers think students with disabilities that are not as obvious
as others just need to try harder, trying very hard is not enough
to create success for many of these students. Students who do
not understand the work or who need extra help will not be
successful, no matter how much effort they put forth. To support
these students’ learning, the teacher must utilize a variety of
teaching approaches and present content material in a variety of
ways that help the students overcome their limitations.

•

Be proactive. Make sure you understand each student’s specific
disabilities and the required accommodations. Your special
education resource staff can help you identify students’ specific
limitations and strategies that can help them succeed.

•

Give your best effort. Work closely with the special education
staff at your school to help you modify your instruction to
meet the needs of every learner in your class. Give this special
instruction your best effort and your special needs students will
gain more than many would expect.

•

Accept responsibility. Continue to educate yourself about
how to work well with your special needs students by reading
professional literature, researching relevant Web sites, attending
workshops, observing special education staff as they work
with students, and applying recommendations of your special
education staff.
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Understanding Your Students, continued
•

Be sensitive to and anticipate students’ needs. Seat students
with special needs where they can see and hear you without
distractions. Provide appropriate levels of exposure to noise and
activity levels of the classroom. You may need to shield some
special needs students from stimulation; for others, you may need
to provide more stimulation, such as frequent redirection or task
assignments.

•

Discuss students’ concerns with them. Make it easy for your
special needs students to communicate with you. Even young
students can often tell you a great deal about how they learn best
and what activities help them master the material.

Understanding learning styles can help you create more inclusive
classrooms where everyone has a chance to succeed. For instance,
a student who prefers to listen quietly or a visual learner who is
uncomfortable with speaking can be at a disadvantage when a portion
of a student’s progress and/or grade are based on oral participation in
class. Effective teachers understand this and use a variety of methods
to promote and evaluate student learning. Following are some basic
tips about how to teach effectively in a diverse learning environment
(Nieto, 2010a; 2010b; Nieto & Bode, 2008).
•

Recognize individuality. Having a “color-blind” classroom
is neither possible nor beneficial. Trying to do so inevitably
privileges a particular perspective (usually that of the teacher) and
fails to recognize the experiences and needs of the learners. It is
preferable to use strategies that recognize and capitalize
on diversity.

•

Appreciate individuality. While generalizations sensitize us to
important attributes students share, it is essential to recognize
and celebrate that each individual student has unique values,
perspectives, experiences, and needs. An effective teacher
appreciates the unique contributions each learning style has to
offer and expresses that appreciation to students.

•

Acknowledge one’s
own individuality.
Being aware of our own
individualities allows
us to develop a more
inclusive teaching style
that can benefit all our
students.

Tips for Working with Various Learning Styles
There is no right or wrong way to learn; a variety of methods work in
unique ways for a variety of learners. The key to better learning is to
evaluate each student’s learning process and use techniques that will
contribute most to the student’s learning.
Howard Gardner’s work in the realm of multiple intelligences
has had a profound impact on thinking and practice in education
(Gardner, 1999, 1993, 1983). Gardner identified seven distinct
intelligences. According to Gardner’s theory, “we are all able to know
the world through language, logical-mathematical analysis, spatial
representation, musical thinking, and the use of the body to solve
problems or to make things, an understanding of other individuals,
and an understanding of ourselves. Where individuals differ is in the
strength of these intelligences — the so-called profile of intelligences
— and in the ways in which such intelligences are invoked and
combined to carry out different tasks, solve diverse problems, and
progress in various domains.”

Gardner’s Multiple
Intelligences

x
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Every unit of Reach
for Reading concludes
with a project about
the unit’s Big Question
(Share Your Ideas) that
honors various learning
styles by offering a
variety of means for
students to use to
expresstheir ideas.

Tips for Working with Students Who Change
Schools Mid-Year
Since families move from school to school more frequently today
than in the past, students often are dealing with more stress within
the home and the school community. When a student suddenly
leaves with no explanation, other students may become frightened.
Students who leave a current school experience anxiety and other
stresses as well. Although you have little control over a student’s move,
there is much you can do to help all students in a class cope with the
change. (Edwards, 2009, Popp, 2004). Below are some suggestions for
addressing this situation:
•

Prepare for the change. Before a student leaves, encourage
classmates who have moved to share their experiences and explain
their feelings about entering a new school.

•

Address the feelings. If you know in advance that a student is
moving, ask the student to share questions about the new school.
You can then request answers from the receiving school and share
the answers with the student.

•

Ease the transition. You can send letters from a student’s current
classmates to the student’s new school to greet the student upon
arrival. You can also send a profile sheet about the transitioning
student to the receiving teacher. This allows the new teacher
to make the initial greeting meaningful and personal for the
student.
When a new student enters your classroom, encourage the
student to ask questions and invite other students to help answer
the questions. Assign an appropriate classmate “buddy” to ease
the new student’s feelings of isolation and confusion.

Conclusion
Teachers have responsibilities to ensure that all their students have
equal opportunities to achieve to the best of their abilities. If
instruction reflects the cultural and linguistic practices and values of
only one group of students, then the other students are denied equal
opportunities to learn. Daily contact with students provides teachers
with unique opportunities to either further the status quo or make a
difference that will impact not only the achievement but also the lives
of their students. Indeed, teachers must recognize their “power” and
use it wisely in teaching other people’s children (Delpit, 1995;1988).
Although the curriculum may be dictated by the school system,
teachers teach it. Where the curriculum falls short in addressing the
needs of all students, teachers must provide bridges; when a system
fails to honor cultural and linguistic differences, teachers must
demonstrate understanding and support. Reach for Reading provides
materials and examples that engage in practices and demonstrate
values that include, rather than exclude, students from a variety of
backgrounds. By doing so, Reach for Reading enables teachers to fulfill
their responsibilities to all their students.
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Deborah J. Short, Ph.D.

Building Comprehension for All Students
by Jennifer D. Turner and Deborah J. Short

As teachers, we have all worked with students who can read any text
placed in front of them, but they simply can’t comprehend what
they’ve read. When we see these students struggle, it reminds us
that comprehension is more than just reading a text; when students
comprehend they are able to make meaning from the text, and equally
important, they are able to critically think about and transform those
meanings for their own purposes (Au, 2006; Hammerberg, 2004).

Why don’t all students “get” comprehension?
There are a number of reasons why students may have difficulty with
reading comprehension. Some readers do not have some of the “basic
building blocks” of comprehension, including phonemic awareness,
phonics, fluency, and vocabulary. Students of non-English language
backgrounds may also have to learn our alphabet system. Such skills
are the vital foundation for constructing meaning from texts.
Some students have started to develop these foundational skills
but struggle in other ways. They may decode words successfully
but not know the meaning of an unfamiliar word, or they know an
alternate meaning for a multiple-meaning word. They may not have
the background schema to activate key concepts or themes in a text.
Without broader vocabulary and background knowledge, students
struggle to comprehend what they read.
Other readers may not have acquired comprehension strategies
because they had limited access to explicit strategy instruction. In
today’s schools, this may sound a bit unbelievable, but it does happen.
Students from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds are
often placed in low-level reading and writing groups which overemphasize beginning skills. Although some students may need
these skills, a problem occurs when instruction in these groups
overemphasizes literal recall and other lower-level skills, and at
the expense of building higher-order thinking skills and teaching
comprehension strategies (Au, 2006).
A related and equally significant impediment happens when
teachers do not believe that students of color are capable of building
and using complex comprehension strategies (Hammerberg, 2004).
By waiting too long for introduce comprehension strategies to
students, we do them academic harm as they get further and further
behind their grade-level peers.

Finally, some students, especially those who have severe reading
difficulties or have been placed in special education, may need
additional scaffolding to acquire comprehension processes and
strategies. Some may need additional in-class support, while others
might need targeted interventions.

What can teachers do to promote
comprehension for all students?
Many students benefit from an explicit approach to teaching
comprehension strategies, including clear teacher modeling and
explanation, extensive practice and feedback, and opportunities for
application across a variety of literary and informational texts that
span topics across the content areas (Pearson & Duke, 2002; Duffy,
2009; Villaume & Brabham, 2002).

Decodable texts and authentic literature selections provide
literary and informational texts that span the content areas.

According to Fisher, Lapp, and Frey (2011), comprehension is
dependent upon the interaction of four sets of critical variables:
• reader variables
• text variables
• educational-context variables
• teacher variables.
We would add a fifth set as well, support variables—oral and written
discourse supports for making meaning of text.
To consider, plan, and implement effective comprehension
instruction, teachers need to become orchestrators (Turner, 2005).
Orchestrators carefully and thoughtfully bring together these five
variables in ways that support students’ comprehension and develop
their lifelong love of literacy. Finding and using appropriate materials
can assist teachers and students in this endeavor.
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Comprehension, continued
Reader Variables

Text Variables

No two readers are the same. Children enter our classrooms with
a variety of backgrounds as literacy learners. They have different
strengths in reading and writing, different genre preferences and
interests, and different areas of challenge. All of our students have
their own cultural and linguistic backgrounds, and participate in
a multitude of literacy practices embedded within their families,
friendship networks, and communities (Au, 2006; Turner &
Hoeltzel, 2011). Research shows that comprehension instruction is
most effective when it is responsive to the varying needs and interests
of individual readers and builds upon their cultural and linguistic
resources (Au, 2006; Hammerberg, 2004).
Fortunately, Reach for Reading can help teachers to learn more
about their students and use that knowledge to their pedagogical
advantage. First of all, the units and lessons feature high-quality
fiction and informational texts that reflect the diversity in our
classrooms. In these pages, students read about people and
places within a wide variety of cultural, racial, ethnic, and global
communities. Primary languages are often incorporated into the
selections in ways that affirm students’ linguistic backgrounds, and
multiethnic characters and storylines build on students’ cultural
knowledge (Moll, 1992). As children discuss these varied texts,
make personal connections, and share their family and community
experiences, teachers gain insights about their students’ cultural
backgrounds.
Second, affective diagnostic assessments in the Reach for Reading
program, such as interest surveys, also provide multiple opportunities
for teachers to gather information about students’ reading preferences
in and out of school. All of this information can help teachers to be
more responsive to the diverse strengths and needs of their students.

Increasing literacy demands of the workplace and a globalized society
require that our children know how to consume, comprehend, and
critique the texts they encounter in their schools, their families, their
friendship networks, and their communities (Au, 2006). Now more
than ever, students need to start learning to read a wide range of texts
and then reading to learn from them. The Common Core Standards
as well as the National Assessment of Educational Progress put a
premium on different genres.
Students therefore benefit not only from exposure to various text
types but also to explicit instruction in genre study and in selecting
appropriate comprehension strategies according to the genre. This
type of instruction helps students anticipate the type of information
to be delivered and offers schema for constructing meaning.
Reach for Reading offers students a wide variety of fiction and
nonfiction texts. While children from all cultures enter our schools
with knowledge of narrative, because story-telling is a universal
experience, not all children have been exposed to informational and
expository text, or poems and biographies for that matter. Yet we
know that the ability to make meaning from all types of text is critical
for success in school. Reach for Reading highlights a wealth of genres
including realistic fiction, science articles, photo essays, poetry,
folktales, and digital texts (e.g., blogs). Students are given tools for
attacking these types of text, first recognizing unique features of the
genres and then applying step-by-step comprehension strategies in
guided, then increasingly independent, ways.
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Students are given tools for working
with informational and literary texts.

Educational-Context Variables

Support Variables

Comprehension should be woven into all aspects of classroom life.
Teachers must be purposeful about the “creation of the social contexts
and situations that shape children’s cognition” (Smolkin & Donovan,
2002). Whether teachers are working with the whole class, in small
groups, or one on one, comprehension is a key literacy goal. This is
easier said than done, given limitations on instructional time and
the daily distractions that arise. Reach for Reading provides teachers
with numerous research-based practices, such as cooperative learning
strategies, small group and learning station resources, and technologyoriented activities that maximize instructional time, address learning
styles, and facilitate deeper understanding of texts.
Highly-motivating classroom communities are designed with
active, inquisitive children in mind. To become strategic readers,
students need multiple opportunities to interact with peers and
meaningfully respond to tasks that support text comprehension.
Just as students need practice reading and making meaning of texts
from different genres, they also need to respond to a range of literal,
inferential, and critical thinking questions. Reach for Reading includes
engaging learning activities that help students to build the kind of
comprehension competencies emphasized on standardized tests (e.g.,
stating the main idea, making inferences) as well as more authentic
tasks that encourage students to apply and extend their critical
thinking skills and communicative skills.

While much of this monograph has focused on the process of reading,
research shows us that investing time in student-generated oral and
written discourse can support the development of comprehension
skills (Cazden, 2001; Holliday, 1994; Saunders & Goldenberg,
2007). By creating structured opportunities for students to engage
in academic talk and academic writing, we can build their reasoning
skills, their background knowledge, their vocabulary, and their ability
to use discourse markers and subject area registers to share ideas and
relate experiences. Talking about a text before, during, and after
reading it builds comprehension. Talking with partners lets students
confirm or clarify their emerging understandings of a piece of text.
Writing about a text gives students time to reflect on what they read
and convey their impressions, formulate an argument, or condense
details into a summary.
One major support that Reach for Reading provides is explicit
teaching with language frames. Sentence starters and other types of
language frames help students articulate their thoughts, orally or in
writing. When a student wants to give an opinion, the program helps
them say not only “I believe that…” or “I disagree because…” but
increases the sophistication of the discourse, showing them other
should
” and
options such as “In my opinion,
claims
but I found that
.” These language
“
frames offer students ways of thinking about and applying higherorder comprehension processes and reading strategies. As they learn
to use them, they will also learn to recognize and comprehend them
when encountered in text.

Teacher Variables
Teachers play a significant role in developing skilled readers
“who actively read and automatically construct meaning as they
read” (Fisher, Lapp, & Frey, 2011, p. 259). Although there is no
“magic bullet” for teaching comprehension, the gradual release of
responsibility model is a useful framework. Fisher, Lapp, and Frey
(2011) outline five critical steps within this model:
1. Establishing Purpose
2. Teacher Modeling
3. Guided Instruction
4. Productive Group Work
5. Independent Student Practice
Through these steps, teachers build skilled readers by explicitly
modeling comprehension strategies and coaching students to
collaboratively practice using strategies with a variety of texts. Then
they step away to allow students to independently apply strategies.
Reach for Reading is built upon this model of systematic
instruction, with units and individual lessons designed to support the
release of responsibility from teacher to students through multiple
opportunities for practice, feedback, and the “trying out” of new
skills. By focusing instruction on one strategy over the course of a
unit, students spend time “getting good” at each strategy. Strategies
that arise naturally out of the text’s demands are consistently
included to ensure strategies are employed in the service of reading
comprehension.

Conclusion
We know that young learners do not always learn at the same rate
as their classmates. And when reading and language arts instruction
are considered, we know that some skills and language domains may
develop more rapidly than others. We also know that our students
enter our classrooms with varying reading abilities already in place—
some accelerated, some on grade-level, some below-level, and some
having no success yet. Our job as educators is to help all students
become skillful readers. We do that best by knowing our students’
cultural and linguistic backgrounds, topics they might be interested
in reading about, skills they have acquired, and those they need more
instruction and practice on.
The National Geographic Reach for Reading program gives us
tools to make our work with young learners more effective, more
meaningful to them, and more fun overall. Students learn to read and
learn how to talk about and write about what they have read. If we do
our jobs well, students will be on the path to a lifelong love of reading.

For research citations see page R19.
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Foundational Skills
Phonics
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Vets
Explicit and systematic phonics instruction is an essential part of a
successful classroom reading program (National Reading Panel,
2000). Phonics instruction teaches students sound-symbol
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correspondence and then teaches to blend sounds to decode words.
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Read On Your Own Books are not simplistic decodable texts.
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support. Consistent,
They present grade-level science and social studies concepts, topics
fi e
systematic classroom routines
that relate to real life, and texts that are worth reading and are
fine
are provided to help students
interesting to students. Beginning readers read for meaning and
Differentiate
acquire knowledge and
are then asked to think about their reading. They give opinions,
automaticity in reading and
hold discussions, ask questions, and answer them. With National
spelling words.
Geographic photographs, texts can be both decodable and contentTypical English
rich.
texts include a large number of High Frequency Words. These
In third grade and beyond, the Common Core Standards
are common words that appear very frequently and are often
indicate
that students have acquired most foundational phonological
T233l
phonetically irregular, such as a, are, one, of, and the. Children
awareness, decoding, and spelling skills. In Reach for Reading, Daily
must learn to read these words, as well as write them. To achieve
Spelling and Word Work helps reinforce and build automaticity for
this most efficiently, students use a High Frequency Word routine
all learners. Additionally, resources are provided for older learners who
and a variety of review and practice games that provide multiple
may need to build any prerequisite skills. An intervention kit, Reach
opportunities to read as well as write those words.
into Phonics for grades three through five, provides age-appropriate
After learning and practicing phonics skills and High Frequency
lessons and texts to build foundational reading skills. To help students
Words in individual words and sentences, children read the Read
transition from the primary grades to this more rigorous intermediateOn Your Own Books, which have decodable informational texts
level expectation, additional games and activities are provided in the
and stories. Accurate reading of words is only the first step in
grade three Teacher’s Edition for daily phonics intervention.
efficient reading. In order to develop automatic recognition of
Week 1
words, students must have multiple exposures to words in a variety
of contexts. Read On Your Own Books have been designed with
the idea that children can learn content even as they are learning
to read, debunking the traditional thinking that in kindergarten
through second grade, students learn to read, and not until third
grade do they start to read to learn content.
Research shows children love science, and the books in this
program abound with science stories, illustrated with outstanding
National Geographic photographs. Children practice new phonics
skills as they learn all about animal look-alikes, animals huge and
small, bodies, fins and stripes, and so many other wonders of nature
and culture.
by Lada Josefa Kratky
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Cover up all spellings except i_e on Sound/Spelling Card 34. Then use
Decoding Routine 1 to connect sound and spelling /ī/i_e and to blend words.

Step 1 Develop Phonological Awareness

1. Tell children: This word has /ī/ at the beginning.
These words have /ī/ in the middle.

2. Tell children: I will say a word. Listen for /ī/. If you
hear it, tug your ear. If you don’t hear it, do not tug
your ear. (chin and plate do not have the /ī/)

/ī/i_e

ice
slide, price, shine
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2. Say: /ī/. Have children repeat.

4. Give examples of long i words with i_e by
pointing to long i words in the song on page 42.

wn

BOOK 8
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3/5/10

Step 2 Introduce the Sound/Spelling

3. Turn the card over. Point to the i_e spelling.
Explain that one way to spell /ī/ is with an i
followed by a consonant followed by an e. The e
comes at the end of each word. The e is silent. The
sound for vowel i is its own name, /ī/.

ESL_PH_CVR_G1U2_W3_

dive, pile, chin, plate,
slice, knife

1. Display the picture-only side of Sound/Spelling
Card 34. Say: ice. Have children repeat.
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Card 34
ice, /ī/, i_e
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nine, like, dine, time,
white, bite, line, fine

Step 3 Blend Sound-by-Sound

1. Write f. Say /f/ and have children repeat.

2. Add i_e. Remind children that the e is silent and
the sound for i is its own name. Say /ī/, sweeping
your hand beneath the spellings. Have children
blend the sounds with you.
3. Add n between the i and e. Model blending
the whole word and then have children blend
with you.

4. Write and blend other words with /ī/i_e.

nine, bike, smile,
dime, prize

For Decoding Routine 1, see page BP32.

See Differentiate

English Learners

PHONICS TRANSFER

ISSUE In Farsi and Cantonese, there is no long i
sound.

STRATEGY Write familiar words with i_e and have
children practice decoding them: like, lime, time,
line, nine, kite. Use realia, pantomime, and Phonics
Picture Cards 39, 99, 104, and 123 to promote
understanding.
099
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Daily Spelling & Word Work

Long a: ai, ay
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OBJECTIVES

Thematic Connection: Weather
Spell Words with Long a: ai, ay

Use Commonly Misspelled Words Correctly

SUGGESTED PACING
Pretest
DAY 1
DAY 2–4 Daily Practice Options
DAY 5
Test

Spelling Pretest

Day 1

Spelling Test

Day 5

Spelling Words

Use these words and sentences for the weekly Spelling Pretest and Spelling Test.

Words with Long a: ai, ay
1. betray

I would never betray my friend’s trust by lying about
the weather.

2. daily

The daily weather forecast helps me decide what to
wear each day.

3. decay

That dead fish began to decay in the hot sun.

4. display

The museum will display an exhibit about weather
patterns in our region.
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CVVC Pattern
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Option 11
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CVV Pattern
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Day 33
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Option 11
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on the
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until each
each of
of the
the first
first 15
15 spelling
spelling words
words are
are
recorded
recorded under
under the
the correct
correct heading.
heading.
Apply
Apply Phonics
Phonics and
and Word
Word Analysis
Analysis Skills
Skills
Use
Use Letter-Sound
Letter-Sound Correspondences,
Correspondences, Syllabication
Syllabication Patterns,
Patterns,
and
and Morphology
Morphology to
to Read
Read Multisyllabic
Multisyllabic Words
Words

That exciting movie about dangerous lightning
storms will entertain you and keep your interest.

During the storm, it began to hail, showering me
with small balls of ice.

It was hard to maintain our footing on the icy road.

Write a Dialogue

Prepare

I read a book about a mermaid who had the torso of
a woman and the tail of a fish.

9. praise

Forecasters receive a lot of praise when they predict
the weather accurately.

Invite
Invite small
small groups
groups to
to write
write aa dialogue
dialogue using
using as
as many
many spelling
spelling words
words as
as
possible.
possible. Tell
Tell students
students to
to underline
underline the
the spelling
spelling words
words in
in their
their dialogue.
dialogue.
Have
Have groups
groups perform
perform their
their dialogues
dialogues for
for the
the class.
class.

10. relay

Please relay the weather report to the community so
that everyone knows a storm is coming.

11. remain

We must remain inside until the storm passes.

•• Divide
Divide students
students into
into groups
groups of
of two.
two.
•• Have
Have partners
partners choose
choose two
two rhyming
rhyming words
words from
from this
this list:
list: betray,
betray, decay,
decay,
display,
display, relay;
relay; entertain,
entertain, remain,
remain, sustain,
sustain, maintain.
maintain.
•• Tell
Tell each
each partner
partner to
to use
use the
the words
words in
in aa simple
simple rhyme.
rhyme. Provide
Provide an
an
example:
example:
The
The snowman
snowman and
and snow
snow woman
woman we
we can
can maintain,
maintain,
IfIf the
the cold
cold snowy
snowy weather
weather would
would only
only remain.
remain.

12. sustain

Remember to sustain yourself by drinking plenty of
water on hot, dry days.

13. traitor

The traitor lied to the ship’s captain about the
weather forecast.

14. waterway

Is that waterway a natural river or an artificial canal?

15. yesterday

Yesterday was rainy, but today is sunny.

During the flood, my toe got stuck under a heavy
boulder.

The rescuers used a rope to tow the boulder away.

18. real

Those rescuers were real heroes.

I was really happy to be free from that heavy rock!

19. really
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Day
Day 22

Option
Option 22

Bob:
Bob: (breathless)
(breathless) Yesterday
Yesterday II found
found aa mermaid
mermaid inin the
the waterway!
waterway! She’s
She’s on
on display
display at
at my
my house!
house!
Ana:
Ana: (with
(with disbelief)
disbelief) You
You have
have new
new tricks
tricks daily,
daily, Bob.
Bob.
Terence:
Terence: II remain
remain unconvinced.
unconvinced.
Bob:
Bob: It’s
It’s really
really true!
true! II wouldn’t
wouldn’t betray
betray your
your trust.
trust.
Ana:
Ana: (wondering)
(wondering) ItIt might
might entertain
entertain us
us to
to take
take aa look.
look.
Sandra:
Sandra: (entering)
(entering) She’s
She’s not
not real!
real! II saw
saw Bob
Bob tow
tow inin aa doll
doll with
with aa tail.
tail. Everyone
Everyone knows
knows mermaids
mermaids
don’t
don’t live
live inin Kansas!
Kansas!

Use
Use Letter-Sound
Letter-Sound Correspondences,
Correspondences, Syllabication
Syllabication Patterns,
Patterns,
and
and Morphology
Morphology to
to Read
Read Multisyllabic
Multisyllabic Words
Words

Watch
Watch Out!
Out!

Day
Day 22

CC.4.Rfou.3.a
CC.4.Rfou.3.a

Option
Option 33

Play a Game

Have
Have students
students write
write silly
silly sentences
sentences to
to help
help them
them understand
understand the
the WatchWatchOut
Out Words.
Words. Provide
Provide an
an example:
example: II stub
stub my
my toe
toe as
as II tow
tow the
the toy
toy sub.
sub.
Use
Use Frequently
Frequently Confused
Confused Words
Words

= one student

CC.4.L.1.g
CC.4.L.1.g

= two students

= three or more students

Word
Word Play
Play

Day
Day 33

Option
Option 22

CC.4.L.2.d
CC.4.L.2.d

Oh
Oh No!
No!

Day
Day 44

Option
Option 22

MATERIALS
MATERIALS

Play a Game

•• Have
Have one
one partner
partner read
read aloud
aloud his
his or
or her
her rhyme
rhyme while
while the
the other
other partner
partner
spells
spells each
each spelling
spelling word
word used
used in
in the
the rhyme.
rhyme.
•• Have
Have partners
partners reverse
reverse roles.
roles.
•• Then
Then have
have pairs
pairs exchange
exchange rhymes
rhymes with
with another
another team.
team.
•• Tell
Tell each
each pair
pair to
to choose
choose one
one of
of the
the other
other team’s
team’s rhymes
rhymes and
and replace
replace
the
the spelling
spelling words
words with
with another
another two
two rhyming
rhyming words.
words. (New
(New words
words do
do
not
not need
need to
to be
be spelling
spelling words.)
words.) Provide
Provide an
an example:
example:
The
The snowman
snowman and
and snow
snow woman
woman will
will surely
surely decay,
decay,
IfIf the
the sun
sun melts
melts the
the snow
snow away
away today.
today.
•• Have
Have students
students read
read aloud
aloud their
their new
new rhymes.
rhymes.
Demonstrate
Demonstrate Command
Command of
of Spelling
Spelling

Consult
Consult References
References

CC.4.Rfou.3
CC.4.Rfou.3

8. mermaid

Compose
Compose aa Dialogue
Dialogue

t-r-a-i-t-o-r
t-r-a-i-t-o-r

•• Have
Have students
students place
place the
the cards
cards on
on aa desk
desk
with
with the
the definitions
definitions visible.
visible.
aa person
person who
who
•• Have
Have students
students take
take turns
turns picking
picking aa
betrays
betrays another
another
definition,
definition, then
then stating
stating and
and spelling
spelling the
the
word
word that
that goes
goes with
with it.
it.
•• Explain
Explain that
that ifif aa student
student states
states the
the wrong
wrong word
word or
or misspells
misspells the
the
correct
correct word,
word, the
the card
card goes
goes back
back on
on the
the desk.
desk.
•• Have
Have students
students continue
continue until
until all
all cards
cards are
are taken.
taken.

CC.4.Rfou.3.a
CC.4.Rfou.3.a

7. maintain

17. tow

Option
Option 11

MATERIALS
MATERIALS

Teach

6. hail

Watch-Out Words

Day
Day 44

index
index cards,
cards,99 per
per pair
pair of
of students
students••scissors
scissors

5. entertain

16. toe

Use
Use aa Dictionary
Dictionary

index
index cards,
cards,21
21 •• timer
timer

Prepare

•• Have
Have students
students work
work together
together to
to write
write each
each spelling
spelling word
word on
on aa card.
card.
•• Then
Then have
have students
students write
write “Oh
“Oh no!”
no!” on
on two
two cards.
cards.

Play a Game

•• Tell
Tell students
students to
to shuffle
shuffle all
all the
the cards,
cards,
hail
Oh no!
including
including the
the “Oh
“Oh no!”
no!” cards,
cards, and
and put
put
the
the cards
cards face
face down
down in
in aa pile.
pile.
•• Have
Have students
students take
take turns
turns selecting
selecting aa card
card and
and reading
reading itit aloud.
aloud.
•• Explain
Explain that
that the
the speller
speller then
then spells
spells the
the word.
word. IfIf the
the spelling
spelling isis correct,
correct,
the
the speller
speller keeps
keeps the
the card.
card. IfIf not,
not, the
the card
card goes
goes back
back in
in the
the pile.
pile.
•• Note
Note that
that ifif aa student
student draws
draws the
the “Oh
“Oh no!”
no!” card,
card, all
all of
of the
the cards
cards he
he or
or
she
she has
has gathered
gathered go
go back
back in
in the
the pile.
pile.
•• Tell
Tell students
students to
to time
time themselves.
themselves. After
After ten
ten minutes,
minutes, the
the player
player with
with
the
the most
most cards
cards wins.
wins.
Demonstrate
Demonstrate Command
Command of
of Spelling
Spelling
Spell
Spell Grade-Appropriate
Grade-Appropriate Words
Words

CC.4.L.2
CC.4.L.2
CC.4.L.2.d
CC.4.L.2.d

CC.4.L.2
CC.4.L.2

Week 1 | Daily Spelling and Word Work
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Foundational Skills, continued
Fluency and comprehension
All children should learn to read accurately and without effort. Fluent
reading, the ability to read with speed, accuracy, and prosody, is
essential to reading comprehension. Students’ oral reading provides
insight into their fluency. If they are still developing decoding skills,
their reading will be labored as they sound out words, and their
reading of text may resemble reading a list of unrelated words—
reading in a monotone.
If students pause appropriately, use correct phrasing, or change
their intonation and expression in response to the text, they may not
need fluency practice. Furthermore, we can usually assume that they
understand what they are reading. Their response to the text is a
reflection of their processing of the text as they read. These students
may not need additional fluency practice. However, to be sure, assess
students’ oral reading fluency to ensure they are meeting grade-level
benchmarks. Oral reading assessments focus on accuracy, rate, and
comprehension to reinforce the importance of reading to understand,
rather than simply calling out words.
Oral Reading Assessment

Name

Unit 1

© National Geographic Learning, a part of Cengage Learning, Inc.

Grade 1 Assessment

A1.4

Unit 1 | My Family

A1p4-7_96366_ORA.indd 4

Grade 1 Assessment

01/11/11 5:51 PM

© National Geographic Learning, a part of Cengage Learning, Inc.

Grade 1 Assessment

A1p4-7_96366_ORA.indd 5

A1.5

A1p4-7_96366_ORA.indd 6

Does not read with feeling.

Reads with appropriate
feeling for some content.

Reads with appropriate
feeling for most content.

01/11/11 5:52 PM

3

2

1

Rarely pauses while reading
the text.

Child is not able to retell the passage or retells it inaccurately.

Can only read some high frequency words
automatically. Pauses to decode all others or
skips words. Pace is very slow and irregular with
many stops and starts.

Child provides some details from the passage, but the retelling does not demonstrate understanding of the
main idea and lacks coherence. Or, child may identify the topic without any elaboration.

1

Occasionally pauses while
reading the text.

Child’s retelling is accurate and coherent but some elements and supporting details may be missing.

2

Frequently pauses at all
appropriate places in
the text.

Child provides an accurate and complete retelling of the passage that includes the main idea and
supporting details presented in a logical order.

3

Pauses to decode many words. Pace is slow with
occasional stops and starts.

4

Observations and Notes:

Conclusion

Oral Reading Assessment Wrap-up
• Ask the child about his or her reading. You can prompt the child with
questions such as:
Did you have any problems reading this passage?
If yes: What problems did you have?
What did you do when you didn’t know a word?

1

• Share the positive things you noticed about the child’s reading, for
example:
I noticed that you read with a lot of expression.
Your reading is getting smoother. You don’t stop as often as you used to.
• Make suggestions about what improvements are needed, for example:
Unit 1 | My Family
Try to read more smoothly without stopping between words.
• If you asked the child to retell the story, make notes about what the child
needs to improve, e.g., distinguish the main idea from details, or present
events in the proper sequence.
01/11/11 5:52 PM
© National Geographic Learning, a part of Cengage Learning, Inc.

Unit 1 | My Family

Unit 1

Retelling Rubric
4

Does not change pitch.

Changes pitch, but does not
match the content.

Changes pitch to match some
of the content.

Circle
Score

2

Circle
Score

A1.6

Date

Oral Reading Assessment

Reads most words automatically but still pauses
to decode some words. Pace varies but is mostly
consistent.

4

3

2

1

Changes pitch to match all of
the content.

1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

Automaticity

© National Geographic Learning, a part of Cengage Learning, Inc.

Name

3

4

3

2

1

Reads with appropriate
feeling for all content.

15

53

82

28

111

Expression
6

12

81

47

23

Winter WCPM Spring WCPM
Grade

words attempted in
one minute

–

Miscue Observations

number of errors

Accuracy and Rate

=

words correct per
minute (wcpm)

I like my little paper hat!

Consistently pauses at all
appropriate places in the text.

90

on. I have my hat on, too! My hat is nice.

Reads smoothly and automatically. Pace is
consistent.

I like my little paper hat!

73

4

84

Intonation

on. I have my hat on, too! My hat is nice.

Phrasing

64

Oral Reading Fluency Rubrics

45
56

I find a mat and I find scissors.

Unit 1

10

34

I am Matt, and I want a little hat. I have
to have a hat! I find paper and I find tape.

Sam has his hat on. Tam has herSam
hat
has his hat on. Tam has her hat

Fall WCPM

her hat,
too.
to have a hat! I find paper and I find
tape.

75

31

50

21

hat. The hat that Tam has is nice. I like

25

10

on. The hat that Sam has is nice. I like his
I am Matt, and I want a little hat.
I have

90

Unit 1

Sam has a hat on, and Tam has a hat

I find a mat and I find scissors.

2006 Hasbrouck & Tindal Oral Reading Fluency Data

Date

Oral Reading Assessment

the breaks.

This is GLOBAL for these pages.
her hat,
too.

1

Name

Line breaks must match line breaks on

previous
page.
Line counts
depend
on is nice. I like
hat. The
hat
that
Tam
has

Percentile

NOTES:

on. The hat that Sam has is nice. I like his

Speech recognition technology is built into the online Comprehension
Coach so individual students can record multiple readings and track
improvement in their words correct per minute (WCPM).

Date

Oral Reading Assessment

Sam has a hat on, and Tam has a hat

Grade 1 Assessment

(WCPM). This frequent and individualized opportunity for repeated
readings helps students build fluency in a risk-free environment. The
inclusion of rich texts and comprehension questions supports the
connection between smooth reading and understanding.

A1.7

Unit 1 | My Family

A1p4-7_96366_ORA.indd 7

01/11/11 5:52 PM

Oral reading assessments include resources for measuring accuracy,
rate, and comprehension.

Reach for Reading has high-interest books at various reading levels
to ensure that students have numerous opportunities to read text at
their independent levels. Additionally, there are several activities every
week that focus on building fluency in addition to activities that build
decoding skills, language, and automaticity for students that also
need that support. Consistent fluency practice routines and practice
passages provide support for building fluency and comprehension.
The Comprehension Coach is an interactive software resource
that provides a risk-free and private individualized opportunity
for repeated reading. Literature selections from the anthology and
Read On Your Own decodable books are included in the program.
Students can read silently or listen to a model of the selection being
read fluently. They can also record and listen to their own reading
of the selection. After reading a section, the software automatically
calculates and graphs their reading rate in words correct per minute

It is important to see the five components of reading instruction as
being interdependent, and that mastering them will lead to reading
success. Through poems and chants, students are naturally engaged,
focus on sounds in words, and learn that words are made up of
a sequence of sounds and that you can manipulate those sounds.
Through explicit phonics instruction and multiple exposures to words
in a variety of contexts, students learn to read accurately and without
effort. Students are given engaging, content-rich text to help them
continue to learn to read by reading for information. Fluent reading
is essential to reading comprehension, and providing reading material
that is worth reading and high interest to students will ensure that
they read for meaning and think about what they are reading.

For research citations see page R19.
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Writing

Nancy Frey, Ph.D.

Developing Young Writers
The ability to read and write to convey information, provoke thought,
and inspire others has long been considered a hallmark of an educated
person (Manguel, 1996). More importantly, reading and writing are
tools for empowerment—they provide a voice and a forum for those
who would otherwise be silent (Freire, 2000). The importance of
being heard, both verbally and through writing, is especially vital.

Writing instruction across dimensions
Writing instruction has lagged behind reading instruction in both
its scope as well as its depth. While educators recognize that reading
requires carefully crafted experiences to promote phonemic awareness,
mapping sounds onto letters, building vocabulary knowledge, and
fostering comprehension across longer pieces of text, writing lacks
the same fine-grained approach. Writing instruction has been
confabulated with causing writing (Cutler & Graham, 2008; Gilbert
& Graham, 2010), with comparatively little attention dedicated
to building skills, establishing a variety of purposes for writing,
and building motivation for doing so. Even worse, writing occurs
infrequently and for short durations, leaving students without the
stamina they need to engage in sustained writing.
Reach for Reading seeks to alter the way writing occurs in the
classroom by promoting instruction across dimensions. Dimensions
include project-based writing and writing in response to authentic
questions; writing to reinforce comprehension; developing writing
fluency; and building writing skills.
First and foremost, the need to write begins on the first page
of the unit when a true purpose is established. Students confront
meaningful Big Questions such as “When do harmless things become
harmful?” as they explore the world of insects and competition for
habitats. Students also write daily in lessons that focus on specific
skills. They learn about the grammar of the language through writing
as well, and incorporate vocabulary and grammar in generative
sentences. Importantly, they build their writing fluency through daily
power writing. Weekly project writing allows students to answer
these Big Questions across a variety of genres and forms as they apply
their knowledge of conventions and build their capacity to engage in
skilled production. Taken together, these instructional components
consolidate to form systematic, scaffolded writing instruction that
mirrors the purposeful teaching of reading. Let’s look further at
the research base on programmatic implications of each of these
principles.

by Nancy Frey

Motivating writers with Big Questions
As with all people, children are spurred to discovery by questions that
require investigation. Ask a child “What is the difference between
then and now?” and then give her the resources and experiences
she will need to address the topic, and wonderful things can occur.
She might learn about how communication technologies have
changed, but the need to communicate has not. She can compare
and contrast similarities and differences between past and present,
view a video about invention, and develop visual literacy skills to
examine photographs and illustrations of transportation across time.
The question can even spur on investigation about space exploration
and changes that have occurred as women have become astronauts
and scientists. This is intriguing content for anyone. And, in Reach
for Reading, the content is presented in a way that is accessible to
young students. With information, ideas, and opinions swimming in
her imagination, the student can use writing as a natural outlet for
sharing with an audience.
Motivation in writing is essential in the development of this
complex skill. Young writers are motivated to write when they have an
audience and purpose (Wilson, 2008). As well, knowledge of content
and writing forms has been found to have a significant positive
impact on the writing performance (Olinghouse & Graham, 2009). It
is also significant that even primary writers find self-expression to be a
motivation for writing in school (Nolen, 2007).
The spirit of inquiry in Reach for Reading serves as a catalyst for
spurring the act of writing. But the willingness to write can be muted
by a lack of skill. Therefore, writing instruction needs to be scaffolded
to build competence and confidence.
Unit at a Glance

Language: Retell a Story, Define
and Explain, Science Words
Literacy: Make Inferences
Content: Ecosystems

Invaders!

Unit

5

Share What You Know
1

?

Big
Question

2

When do
harmless things
become harmful?

3

Think of a time when you really
noticed something in nature.
This thing might have surprised you.

?

Draw a picture of what you saw.

Tell the class about what made
you notice this thing in nature.
What was different about it?

Big
Question

When do
harmless things
become harmful?

Build Background: Use this interactive resource to learn about living things in their environment.
NGReach.com
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Writing, continued
Scaffolded instruction builds writing skills

Daily writing builds fluency

Scaffolded instruction is a principle of teaching dating back to the
early 20th century. Vygotsky’s (1938/1978) observations of the
interactions of children who were learning together gave him insight
into the possibilities of what could occur when a competent other
(teacher or peer) was present to offer support. Over time, Vygotsky’s
insights about a learner’s zone of proximal development were
reinterpreted as the teacher practice of scaffolding (Wood, Bruner, &
Ross, 1976). Scaffolding in turn has been further explained in reading
as a gradual release of responsibility model of instruction (Pearson &
Gallagher, 1983). More recently, this model has been expanded for
reading and writing instruction to include a collaborative learning
phase where students engage in productive group work in the
company of peers (Fisher & Frey, 2007, 2008).
Effective teachers deliver writing lessons designed to scaffold
student learning using a gradual release of responsibility model of
instruction (Pearson & Gallagher, 1983). Scaffolded instruction
in writing includes opportunities for students to witness the act of
writing by their teacher while he or she uses a think aloud approach to
explain the decision-making used by a writer (Davey, 1983). Reach for
Reading provides examples of modeled writing to support teachers as
they implement scaffolded writing instruction.

Systematic building of writing skills within a supportive environment
that includes scaffolded instruction is essential if students are to
become accomplished writers. However, the issue of writing fluency
is also critical to their development. As with reading instruction,
where it is understood that a steady daily diet of texts nourishes young
readers and contributes to fluency, so it is with writing. In addition
to the scaffolded writing instruction noted above, additional daily
writing instructional activities are
providedand
in Reach
for Reading
Listen
Comprehend
including power writing, generative
sentences,
and
daily
writing skills.
Realistic Fiction
Power writing (Fearn & Farnan, 2001; Fisher & Frey, 2007)
builds the writing stamina of young writers. These brief, timed
objeCtives
writing events
encourage children to put their ideas down on paper in
Thematic Connection: Weather
Domain-Specific
Words Students are encouraged
order to buildUsewriting
fluency.
to writeTalk
for
Academic
Explain Text Structure: Cause and Effect
both volume, and with effort, for a minute at a time
andComparisons
then count Anthology page 216
Make
When
we make
comparisons, we think a
prograM
resourCes
words and circle
errors.
This can be repeated, and Explain:
students
can
chart
different. Words such as both, same, and similar
PRINT & TECHNOLOGY
their best result
to gauge their own progress over time.
engaging
such asBy
different
and but signal differences. Pro
Family Newsletter 4
Cause-and-Effect
Chart: Practice
Master PM4.2
• Carrots
and beets
both grow underground.
in these short
timed writing
exercises,
students build
stamina
similar
TECHNOLOGY ONLY
• Carrots are orange, but beets are red.
to results ofSing
daily
training
for a physical activity. In addition, students
with Me
MP3
Digitalown
Library:growth,
Key Word Images
theprogress
Sing with Me Language Song: “A Go
can track their
set goals, and discuss Play
their
My Vocabulary Notebook
with their teacher.
of4.1these practices are found Then
to be
essential for
Read Aloud:All
eVisual
explain that students will discuss and co
maintainingMateriaLs
motivation (Bong, 2009).
garden. (Examples: indoors, outdoors, on a hil

Day 1

will decide which places are best.

timer

Think Aloud

Write

I’m going to write about the Great Wall of
China. When I visualize the wall, I think
about its stone walls. They are bumpy and
remind me of a tortoise’s shell, so I’ll make
that a simile.

The Great Wall has stone
walls that are as bumpy as
tortoise shells.

The wall is long and twists like a snake. I’ll
make that a metaphor.

The wall is a snake. It twists
through the mountains.

At various times, students also benefit from writing together
through the guided instruction offered by interactive writing. In
addition, students regularly experience skill-building exercises such as
generative sentences, daily writing skills, power writing, and close
examination and replication of writing models (Fisher & Frey, 2007).
Schleppegrell and Go (2007) examined the writing of fourth and
fifth grade English learners who had generated lists of possible
academic language and vocabulary prior to writing and found that
the young writers utilized these lists to strengthen the structure and
content of their writing. In addition, the children whose teachers used
writing models were able to transfer these linguistic structures
effectively.

Power Writing
Have students write as much as they can as well as
they can in one minute about the word power.
For Writing Routine 1, see page BP47.
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Have small groups compare different places to
each place is like. Remind students to share th
Tell them to respond by agreeing or disagreein
Remind them to include reasons for their resp

Science Vocabulary

The purpose of generative writing is to draw the
Keystudent’s
Words Anthology page 217
attention to several key features of effective writing,
including
Explain
and model using Vocabulary Routine
the images on Student eEdition page 217 to
vocabulary, syntax, and semantic meaning (Fisher & Frey, 2007).
the Key Words.
Inspired by the work of Fearn and Farnan (2001) on
given word
• Pronounce
the word and point to the image
•
Rate
the word.
Hold up your fingers to show
writing, students are challenged to incorporate a vocabulary
word
(1 = very well; 2 = a little; 3 = not at all) Tell wh
CoMMon
Core standards
or specific part
of speech
into a sentence. Unlike convention
writing
• Define the word:
To convert is to change on
Reading
•
Elaborate.
Relate
the
words to your experience
Determine
Meanings
of
CC.4.Rlit.4
exercises, several
conditions
are
provided
to
constrain
their
work.
For
Words and Phrases
For
Vocabulary
Routine
1,
see
page BP34.
Determine Meanings
of be instructed
CC.4.Rinf.4 to use the word weather in
instance, students
might
Domain-Specific Words
For more images of the Key Words, use the
Describe Text Structure
CC.4.Rinf.5
the third position
in a sentence that
is at least sevenDigital
words
in length.
Library.
Read with Fluency to
CC.4.Rfou.4
Support Comprehension
Responses include
the
following:
Writing
Have partners take turns repeating the
routine for each word using page 217.
The cold weather caused me to go back to getHave
a coat.
each student add the words to
CC.4.W.10
I like weather that brings sunshine after a rainstorm.
My Vocabulary Notebook.
Draw Evidence from Texts
Apply Grade 4 Reading
Standards
Write Over Shorter Time
for Specific Purposes
Speaking and Listening
Follow Rules for Discussions
Language and Vocabulary
Acquire and Use Academic and
Domain-Specific Words

CC.4.W.9
CC.4.W.9.b

•
•
CC.4.SL.1.b
• Meteorologists study weather
so they can make predictions.
CC.4.L.6

See Differentiate

The attention to position and length causes the writer to
simultaneously consider the grammatical and semantic elements
T216 Unit
4
required, giving
them
a time to consolidate this knowledge
authentically. By integrating grammar instruction into a progression
of more extended writing, students move from learning basic skills in
isolation toward making decisions about grammar at its point of use.
T214-218_96632_W1D1.indd 216
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Point out that in a discussion, people may disa
speakers disagree politely and give a reason. G
outdoor gardens are better than indoor gardens

Daily Writing Skills provide focused instruction, practice,
application, and assessment resources that target specific skills such
as using transitions or supporting ideas with sufficient and relevant
details. These focused activities help develop the craft of writing to
support students as they participate in extended writing projects.
Week 1

Daily Writing Skills

objective
Find Information in Sources

How to Find Information

Day 1

Finding Information in Sources

Daily
ge
Langua
Arts

common core StanDarDS

SUGGESTED PACING

Conduct Research
Recall Relevant Information, Gather Information
Draw Evidence from Texts

Thematic Connection: Weather

Find Information in books

CC.4.W.7
CC.4.W.8
CC.4.W.9

Day 2

DAY 1
DAY 2–4
DAY 5

Teach the Skill
Daily Practice Options
Review and Assess

Skim Web Articles

Option 1

Day 3

Option 1

Stick It On!

Day 4

program reSourceS

materiaLS

ProGrAm rESoUrCES

mATErIAlS

Sources Chart: eVisual 4.3

Small Group
reading books for Unit 4 Week 1

self-stick notes

Explorer Books: Hurricane Hunters

self-stick notes

teach the Skill

introduce

program reSourceS

Display eVisual 4.3. Explain: Use this checklist to help you figure out if the
source has the information you need.
Have volunteers read items on the checklist. Explain each item, using an
appropriate source to illustrate as needed.

Sources

How to Find the Information

books,
almanacs,
encyclopedias

• Read the table of contents.
• Skim the back cover.
• Look up specific topics in the index.

magazine,
newspaper,
and Web
articles

• Skim the titles and headings.
• Read the first sentence in each
paragraph.
• Scan for key words.
• Read the conclusion.

NGReach.com
Sources Chart: eVisual 4.3

InteraCtIVe WHIteboard tIp: Cover the
bulleted list and have students erase to reveal each bullet.

Display the following table of contents. Ask: Which pages would you turn
to for possible information on hurricanes? (pages 9–15)

Contents
What Is a storm?  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 5
Types of Storms  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 9
Storm Chasers  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 16
Getting Caught in a Storm  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 20

Display the paragraph below. Ask: Do hurricanes cause waves? To find out,
skim for the word wave. (yes)
Hurricanes are large, spiral-shaped storms that occur over
oceans . They can have wind speeds of over 160 miles per hour .
When they reach land, hurricanes can bring 20-foot waves along
with their strong winds and heavy rainfall .

about how things are alike or
r signal things that are alike. Words
ovide examples:
T213o

Unit 4

Practice
Provide Hurricane Hunters. Display the following questions:

Provide the Small Group Reading books for the week. Have students
open each book to the table of contents page. Display the questions.

1. What do storm chasers do, and why do they do it?
2. What is the difference between the eye wall and the eye
of a hurricane?
3. How were Hurricane Lili and Hurricane Katrina different?

1 . How do we read a weather map?
2 . What can clouds tell us about the weather?
3 . Can wind cause a lot of damage?
nGReach.com Student Resources

practice

Have groups write each question on a self-stick note. Ask students to place
the self-stick note in the section where they are likely to find the answer.

Practice

Have groups write each question on a self-stick note. Explain that
they will use the table of contents to figure out where the book gives
information about the each question. Ask students to place each selfstick note in the appropriate section of the book.

Print the article from Resource Directory > Student Resources >
Unit 4 > Daily Writing Skills > Ten Cool Archaeological Sites. Have
groups skim the article and determine which of the following
questions it answers.

Assess Finding Information

Conclusion
The act of writing is far too important to leave to chance. We know
that merely “causing” writing through writing prompts is not enough.
Young writers must be taught about the structures and conventions
of the language, as well as the craft. Purposeful attention to building
the fluency, content knowledge, and art of writing are woven together
into a compelling program. Using a scaffolded approach to writing
instruction, children learn not only what and how to write, but most
importantly, why we write. In discovering the art of writing, they also
discover themselves.

Day 5

ProGrAm rESoUrCES
Sources Check Chart: eVisual 4.4
Writing, Revising, and Editing Test: Assessment Masters A4.8-A4.10

1. Has anyone ever found treasure in an Egyptian tomb?
2. Why do people erect snow fences?
3. Are there countries made up of small islands?

review the Skill
Display eVisual 4.4 and have partners complete the right column.

Find Information in books

Option 2

Day 2

program reSourceS

materiaLS

Small Group
reading books for Unit 4 Week 1

self-stick notes

Skim Web Articles

Day 3

Option 2

introduce
Provide Small Group Reading books. Display the questions.
1 . How do scientists measure the speed of wind?
2 . Did the Dust Bowl have serious effects on people’s health?
3 . What do meteorologists do?
4 . What causes air pressure?
nGReach.com Student Resources

practice

Practice

Have groups write each question on a self-stick note. Explain that
students will use the table of contents, indexes, text, and headings in
the books to find information about each question. Ask students to
place each self-stick note in the appropriate section of the book.

Print the article from Resource Directory > Student Resources > Unit 4 >
Daily Writing Skills > Ten Forces of Nature. Have partners skim the article
and determine which of the following questions it answers.

Sources

How to Find the Information

books,
almanacs,
encyclopedias

• Read the table of contents.
• Skim the back cover.
• Look up specific topics in the index.

magazine,
newspaper,
and Web
articles

• Skim the titles and headings.
• Read the first sentence in each
paragraph.
• Scan for key words.
• Read the conclusion.

nGReach.com Sources Check
Chart: eVisual 4.4

InTERACTIVE WHITEBOARd TIp: Have
students write in answers.

Administer the Writing, Revising, and Editing Test.

1. Do animals ever fall from the sky?
2. How does an avalanche occur?
= one student

= two students

T213o-213p_96632_W1DWS.indd 15
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= three or more students
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Writing projects extend writing opportunities

Language Frames
Retell

Make Suggestions

• The story takes place
.
• The main character’s problem
. Then
.
is
Finally,
.
• The funniest part is when
.

• It was hard to picture
. You could add more
details to
.
in some
• Your story is
parts.
is one place
.
where you can add

ood Place for a Garden.”

The view that recognizes that writing is a social act, not just a strictly
(e.g., Au, 1997; Dyson, 1989) is a central tenet of Reach
for Reading. These social acts are fueled by the conversations that
occur between writers. The weekly writing projects in the program
agree. Emphasize that effective
capitalize on the interaction of oral language development and
Give an example: I disagree that
development. Students regularly experience research-based
s. An indoor gardenwriting
needs less soil.
instructional routines that invite them to compose orally in the
o grow gardens, including what
company
of their peers (Lapp, Flood, & Tinajero, 1994). They meet
heir ideas about what
place is best.
ng with their classmates’
ideas. their writing with peer responders who are supported with
to discuss
ponses.
language frames to shape their collegial discussions.
Time is devoted at the end of each week to publish and share
Key their
Words writing with an audience, thereby further reinforcing the
convert electricity
purpose of the writing as a way to answer a compelling question.
e 1 and
generate power
teach
renewable
scarcewriting projects do double duty, as each spotlights a writing
These
trait as well as a format or genre. These projects provide further
e: convert .
how well you knowopportunity
the word.
to consolidate complex writing behaviors, develop selfhat you know about this word.
awareness,
and
build community in the classroom. After all, isn’t that
ne thing into another thing.
e: The sun can convert
ice
into
water.
what writing is for?
While writing is often viewed as an independent activity, the
research on the importance of collaboration before and after writing is
compelling. Writing is ultimately about audience, so conversation and
response is integral to the process. As noted earlier, writers typically
begin to compose orally before they put pencil to paper. Therefore,
it is essential for young writers to convey their own ideas, listen to
the ideas of others, and dialogue about both. Children also need
NGReach.com My Vocabulary
Notebook
opportunities
to discuss what they have written with fellow writers
in order to obtain peer responses. Students meet the authors of many
of the readings in the Reach for Reading program and learn how these
professionals approach their craft. These author conversations are
intended to model the kind of thinking that writers of all ages engage
in.

ompare different places
to growone
a
cognitive
ll, in a desert, on a windowsill) They

Writing Project, continued
Revise

Edit and Proofread

1. Read, Retell, Respond Read your draft aloud to a partner. Your
partner listens and then retells the story. Next, talk about ways to
improve your writing.

Work with a partner to edit and proofread your tall
tale. Remember to use lots of action verbs. Use verb
forms of have and be. Make sure that each verb agrees
with its subject. Use the marks on page 585 to show
your changes.

Language Frames
Retell

Make Suggestions

• The story takes place
.
• The main character’s problem
. Then
.
is
Finally,
.
• The funniest part is when
.

• It was hard to picture
.
You could add more details to
.
in some
• Your story is
parts.
is one place
.
where you can add

2. Make Changes Think about your draft and your partner’s
suggestions. Then use the Revising Marks on page 585 to mark
your changes.
• Is every event clearly described? If not, add details.

on its tail.

She pulled it down and stomped.

• Make sure your what the character says sounds like that
character. Replace words that don’t.

“You can forget about this tornado!”

When you write a
contraction, use
an apostrophe in
place of the letters
that are left out.
I have = I’ve

Publish
1. On Your Own Add pictures. Read your story to your classmates.
You may even want to use sound effects!

Presentation Tips
If you are the speaker...

If you are the listener...

Read with expression.
If your story is funny, make
it sound funny.

Try to picture the story in
your mind.

Use gestures to help your
listeners imagine what the
text describes.

Laugh or smile to show the
speaker when you think
something is funny.

2. With a Group Invite family and friends to a storytelling festival.
Choose several of your tall tales to act out. Create scenery and
assign parts. Practice and perform the stories for your audience.

“This tornado can’t hurt anyone now.”

278
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Nonie K. Lesaux, Ph.D.

Beyond the Word List: Comprehensive
Vocabulary Instruction by Nonie K. Lesaux
Across generations of schooling, vocabulary instruction has started
with a list of words—often words from a particular story. And in
many classrooms, to teach these words, a familiar scene unfolds:
the teacher introduces the words and posts the list. As part of this
vocabulary instruction, students might match words with their
dictionary definitions, and, at some point, they might read a story
containing the words and answer a set of comprehension questions.
After these kinds of instructional activities, it’s often time for
assessment.
In this traditional scenario, the time and attention devoted to
vocabulary learning are limited. But to meet the needs of today’s
readers, and the literacy demands that are part of today’s Common
Core Standards, research tells us that this instructional paradigm is
going to have to shift. We need to focus more carefully on the words
we’re choosing to teach, reconsider the duration and overall approach
to vocabulary instruction, and investigate the types of opportunities
we’re giving our students to learn any given word.
For all learners, vocabulary and reading comprehension have a
reciprocal relationship—while greater vocabulary leads to greater
comprehension, better comprehension also leads to learning more
vocabulary words (Stanovich, 2008). Yet vocabulary learning is
an enormous task; in order to be academically successful, students
must leave high school with a working understanding of about
50,000 words. And at the core of the role of vocabulary in reading
comprehension is the relationship between vocabulary and a child’s
knowledge about the world—their background knowledge.
Thinking about vocabulary instruction as a vehicle to building up
a child’s background and conceptual knowledge, though, has major
implications for how we go about the instructional task (Heibert,
2005). And that means a paradigm shift—in at least four ways. We
need to
• focus on the words that matter most
• use a deep, interactive approach to build word knowledge
• follow research-based routines
• build strategies for word learning.
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Focus on the words that matter most
We can’t possibly teach students the roughly 50,000 words they need
to know to be academically successful—we just don’t have the time.
So we need to make sure that we’re making the absolute most of that
time. That means a focus on building up students’ vocabulary and
background knowledge for reading success in all content areas.
As in the opening scenario, traditional vocabulary instruction
practice tends to focus on low-frequency or rare words, or to focus
on the concrete nouns that are part of children’s everyday lives (e.g.,
furniture, foods) (Heibert, 2005). But these words can be relatively
unimportant when we stack them up against all of the words that our
students need to know. To be effective, we must more strategic about
the words we are teaching as part of vocabulary instruction.
In every classroom, we can focus on the words students need
to be academically successful and then use them as a platform for a
number of important learning goals, including 1) increasing academic
talk (e.g., dialogue, debate); 2) promoting more strategic reading of
narrative and informational text; and 3) supporting students’ research
and inquiry—all skills that make up what we call “advanced literacy”
and all key anchors of the Common Core Standards. We call these
words high-utility, academic words (e.g., analyze, characteristic, observe)
because if learned deeply, they support overall academic success, not
just the comprehension of a specific text or reading lesson. They are
words that show up far more in print than they do in conversation,
even between educated adults.
A focus on academic words is especially important when teaching
students with underdeveloped vocabularies, who need to know them
in order to access the content-specific words they encounter. In Reach
for Reading, we have
been very strategic about
what words are taught
during the precious
instructional time spent
on vocabulary
instruction (high-utility,
academic words).

Vocabulary
Use a deep, interactive approach to build
word knowledge
Knowing a word is not an all-or-nothing affair—we all have degrees
of knowledge of any given word. Degrees of knowledge range from
no knowledge at all to a general sense of the word, all the way to
an understanding of the abstract concept that underlies the word.
As is the case for many students in today’s classrooms, we might
understand a word when someone else uses it in a specific context, but
we don’t use the word in our own writing or speaking, and we might
struggle with its meaning when we come across it in print when we
are reading on our own and don’t have the benefit of interaction with
another person. And this compromises our comprehension in that
instance. But for many of our students, lack of deep word knowledge
compromises not just their reading comprehension, but their
academic success. These students have some understanding of a whole
lot of words—but it’s not accumulating for academic success.
The goal of vocabulary instruction, then, is for students to gain
an understanding of the concept that a word represents, to acquire
its multiple meanings, to understand its relationship to other words,
and to understand how it is used figuratively or metaphorically. But
getting to deep knowledge of a word takes time and a much more
interactive, comprehensive approach than what has been standard
in our classrooms. This means an instructional plan that builds in
opportunities to learn these words over an extended period of time,
providing multiple exposures across the lesson cycle, and in different
ways—drawing on and developing students’ reading, writing,
listening, and speaking skills.
Word learning must be anchored in rich content. Students need
to learn how to think about language and how words work—and this
takes time and multiple opportunities across different instructional
contexts. It especially means the benefit of discussion and dialogue
to clarify one’s knowledge and grapple with new learning. And there
is consensus that this deeper, more sustained approach to vocabulary
instruction means focusing on fewer words. This contrasts with the
more common practice of teaching a large number of words starting
with a list or workbook, a practice that might get us to Friday’s
vocabulary test but not to deep knowledge that is maintained over the
long-term.
Reach for Reading includes academic and content words that
are very tightly connected to content under study—to build up
background knowledge. Students using Reach for Reading gain
multiple exposures to each word and are given myriad opportunities
to hear, read, and use the word in reading, writing, listening and
speaking.
Part 1

Talk About It
1. What seems realistic about the story?
Give two examples.

The story is realistic because

blossom
characteristic
conditions
cycle
depend
growth

.

. Next,

. Then,

.

3. Potatoes grow underground. Name a food that
grows above the ground. How is that food different?

plant is different from a potato plant.

produce
root
seed
soil
sprout

My Vocabulary Notebook is a digital resource to support the
Reach for Reading vocabulary routines.

2. Imagine you are the dad. Give information to
the girl about the life cycle of a potato plant.

A

In spite of the fact that gaps in reading performance are often
associated with gaps in vocabulary knowledge, instruction in this area
occurs infrequently and inconsistently in most classrooms across the
U.S. and Canada (Foorman et al. 2001,: Lesaux et al., 2006; Scott,
Jamieson-Noel, & Asselin, 2003; Watts, 1995). Estimates suggest
that in kindergarten through second grade classrooms, only between
10 percent and 28 percent of academic time focuses on explicit
instruction to support oral language development; by the middle
school years, this number is about 10 percent. And when it does
happen, much of this vocabulary instruction is what we would call
“incidental” in nature. Instruction is often not part of a long-term
plan, nor does it provide students with multiple, varied opportunities.
Take, for example, what research finds to be one of the most
common scenarios for vocabulary instruction: The class is gathered
around for a read aloud and the teacher starts reading. As she moves
through the pages, she comes across a word that she is fairly certain
many of the students will not know. She stops, provides a definition
(with example) for the word, in passing, and continues through
the pages. In this way, the students are really only exposed to the
word once, and there is just one teaching method (i.e., a verbal
explanation). This instruction is not part of a long-term plan, nor
does it provide students with multiple, varied opportunities as part of
a comprehensive routine to build up deep knowledge. Whether deep
teaching and learning has occurred is questionable, even unlikely; we
know from important research on vocabulary instruction, especially
that which focuses on the number of exposures, across contexts, that a
child needs to learn a word, that a much more planful, comprehensive
approach is needed.
Guided by a long-term plan for vocabulary learning, Reach for
Reading features a weekly research-based vocabulary instructional
routine. The routine recognizes the importance of repetition in
deliberate and strategic ways to provide students with multiple, varied
exposures to the words (and their concepts) and to practice their word
learning. Across the cycle, instructional tasks draw on and develop
students reading, writing, listening and speaking skills.

Key Words

Think and Respond

First, the plant has

Follow research-based routines
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Vocabulary, continued
Build strategies for word learning

Conclusion

As mentioned earlier, we can’t possibly “cover” all the words students
need to learn for academic success. But while reading, students
constantly come up against words that they don’t know—and readers
need tools to figure out the meaning these words. Therefore, as part
of deep, interactive vocabulary instruction, we need to equip students
with strategies to try to figure out the meaning of an unfamiliar word
they encounter while reading. Without these tools, readers might skip
the words repeatedly and potentially lose overall meaning, or they
may get “stuck” on those words and lose their train of thought that
is central to the meaning-making process. What the students do at a
crossroads while reading depends in large part on the word-learning
strategies they have in their toolkits.
To become advanced readers, students need to be able to pull
apart an unfamiliar word (e.g., is there a root or suffix that might help
to signal its meaning?), dig deeply enough to find a helpful context
clue (e.g., does something in the prior paragraph signal what this
might mean?), think of a related word that looks the same (e.g., is it
a cognate?), or think about when they heard the word prior to this
reading (e.g., what is the connection to background knowledge?). With
direct and explicit teaching of word-learning strategies, students are
better able to work through more challenging text and get closer to
that goal of acquiring the thousands of words needed for academic
success.
Instruction in word-learning strategies is systematic and
incorporated into the instructional pathway presented in Reach for
Reading. Students connect strategies to key words and have multiple
opportunities to apply word-learning strategies.

Research finds that well-developed vocabulary knowledge—the often
specialized and sophisticated language of text—is an important tool
for making meaning while reading. It is also a common source of
weakness for students who don’t understand deeply the text they’ve
read, even when they might have read it fluently. In fact, these
same students might answer a set of literal comprehension questions
accurately, but when they move to more complex literacy tasks—
including drawing inferences, producing a written composition, and
engaging in academic debate and dialogue—lack of deep vocabulary
knowledge impedes performance.
To equip today’s readers with the advanced literacy skills that are
needed for post-secondary success (and full participation in society)
and that are part of today’s Common Core Standards, research tells us
that there are key shifts to instructional paradigm for promoting word
learning. Within our literacy blocks and across classrooms, we need to
focus more carefully on the words we’re choosing to teach, reconsider
the duration and overall approach to vocabulary instruction, and
investigate the types of opportunities we’re giving our students to
learn any given word.

Part 2

Word Work

Suffixes
Many English words end with a suffix, or a short word part. Many of these
English suffixes came from Latin, Greek, or Old English. Sometimes knowing
the meaning of the suffix can help you predict the meaning of the word.
This chart shows some common suffixes.

Suffix

Origin

Meaning

Example

-able

Latin

can be done

allowable , transferable

-ist

Greek

one that does

biologist , geologist

-ful

Old English

full of

useful , careful

The suffix -ful means full of. What do you think the word thoughtful means?

Try It Together

Read the sentences. Then answer the questions. Use the chart to help you.
Marine botanists study plant life in the ocean—from spiky sea
urchins, to bountiful seaweed. They think studying plants is
enjoyable and useful work.

1. Look for the Latin suffix in the word enjoyable.
What do you think enjoyable means?

2. Look for the Greek suffix -ist. What do
you think botanist means?

A not enjoyable

A an ocean plant

B one who enjoys things

B one that studies botany

C a fun object

C the study of plant life

D can be enjoyed

D a male scientist

208

Instruction and practice in word-learning strategies equip students to
extend vocabulary beyond the words taught in Reach for Reading.
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Academic Talk

Nonie K. Lesaux, Ph.D.

Academic Talk: A Key to Literacy
To develop stronger readers in classrooms across the country, we need
more productive noise—the sounds of students talking and working
together on academic tasks. Talk is, in fact, one of the most crucial
tools in the classroom to promote critical reading and thinking.
Consider the following statistics that clearly demonstrate we must
strengthen our reading instruction for all students:
• On one International Student Assessment, only 30 percent
and 12 percent of U.S. students scored in the highest
category on the reading and problem solving sections,
respectively (Wagner, 2008).
• According to the National Center on Education Statistics,
over 40 percent of students in community colleges and 20
percent of students in four-year institutions require remedial
instruction (NCES 2004b).
• Educators in colleges and universities, including elite
institutions, report a steady decline in students’ critical
thinking, reading, and writing skills (Baum & Ma, 2007).
So why focus on academic talk? Well, we know that reading
words is necessary to support comprehension, but it’s only a first step.
While the reader must be able to successfully decode, he or she must
also recognize the meaning of the words themselves and especially
the concepts those words represent. To do this, the reader draws on
his or her background knowledge, constantly applying what he or
she already knows about the text’s topic while making his or her way
through the word-covered pages. But if the words or the topic are
completely unfamiliar or just too difficult to grasp independently,
then sounding out the words may look like “reading,” but it is simply
an exercise, unsupportive of learning.
The specialized, sophisticated language and abstract ideas
featured in text prove challenging for many readers—not just those
who are struggling. In fact, we may have a false sense of security that
students who reach proficiency in early grades are inoculated against
later difficulties and destined for success.
The following guiding principles will help teachers design
effective academic language instruction to promote students’
academic reading and writing skills:

by Nonie K. Lesaux

Provide daily opportunities for academic talk
Despite national calls for instructional frameworks that focus on
Reading, Writing, Listening, and Speaking, and although talk is one
of the most powerful tools for comprehending and analyzing text,
research tells us very clearly that speaking is the neglected standard.
For hundreds of years, students have been taught to listen quietly
as the teacher talked, so that they would learn; still today teachers
dominate classroom talk (Cazden, 1988; Heath, 1978; Snow, Tabors,
& Dickinson, 2001). When attention to developing oral language
does occur in most classrooms, it tends to be in preschool and
kindergarten. So, ironically, as the texts and the language needed
for academic success become more difficult, less instructional time,
if any, is devoted to academic talk and oral language development.
For students to succeed as readers and writers, we need to focus on
developing their sophisticated language skills.
And if speaking is the neglected standard, listening is the
misunderstood standard. Passive listening, like following directions,
is the norm. Active listening is needed. Teachers can help students
develop active listening and speaking skills through structured
dialogue and debate activities that center on rich concepts. These
practices also build the reasoning skills and background knowledge
that are at the core of strong reading and writing.

• Provide daily opportunities for academic talk.
• Go beyond comprehension questions.
• Facilitate rich discussion.
• Connect academic talk to academic writing.
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Academic Talk, continued
Reach for Reading is designed to infuse reading time with
significant opportunities for students to develop their academic
speaking and listening skills. In every unit, and across the lesson
cycle, students are presented with
• Big Questions that focus on interesting cross-curricular
topics to talk about
• interesting ways to engage in academic discussion
(cooperative learning structures, book discussion groups,
and more).
By placing academic talk at the core of good literacy instruction,
Reach for Reading not only builds students’ speaking skills, but their
active listening skills also. Teachers are guided to support students to
participate in academic talk effectively with structured opportunities
to do so.

?

Big
Question

What is so
amazing about
plants?

2

3

Talk Together

4

1

5

10

6
9

8

Big questions provide interesting,
cross-curricular topics for reading,
writing, listening, and speaking.

7

Cooperative learning and partner work
facilitate active engagement involving
every student.

Cooperative Learning Structure:
Fishbowl

Go beyond comprehension questions
When students are given opportunities to speak during reading
instruction, they most often answer low-level questions with one
or two word replies, and usually during the whole-group lesson.
Consider the read-aloud: the teacher reads a story, pausing every
now and again to pose a question to the group. Some students raise
their hands, and the teacher calls on one to respond. This practice
is widespread. Researchers have found that questions about the here
and now or questions with answers easily found in text are used
between 50 percent and 80 percent of the time in classrooms (Watson
& Young, 1986; Zwiers, 2008). But these questions serve primarily
one purpose—to evaluate students’ understanding about something
relatively concrete and literal. It’s our strongest readers who can
engage effectively with the question-answer format. Overall, however,
very few students benefit from this.
To promote academic talk, we can’t just have whole-group
settings, and we can’t rely almost exclusively upon teacher questioning
as our tool to do so. Effective instructional practices to promote
academic talk in the service of reading comprehension and writing
development focus very seriously on dialogue—engaging conversation
about rich topics and ideas featured in text—in order for students to
develop their ideas and informed opinions.
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When they engage in academic talk, students make claims and
justify them with evidence, articulate causes and effects, compare
ideas. They work as a whole class and in pairs or small groups.
Students may have roles to play so they consider perspectives other
than their own, or they may share opinions and work to build
consensus. In classrooms focused on academic talk for improved
literacy, teachers model good academic discussions. Teachers might
also work with students on turn-taking or constructive disagreement
with another’s opinion.
In Reach for Reading, instruction to broaden academic talk centers
on a Big Question featured in every unit and is anchored in rich text,
which is key to building comprehension skills. Instruction draws
significantly on the teacher’s and students’ personal connections to
topics. At the end of each unit and throughout the course of study,
students take a stance and debate a point of view, or do some research
as part of a collaborative project, and report out to their peers as
experts. In conjunction with a high-quality literature and nonfiction
selections, students pose questions and find answers or apply their
knowledge to new situations.
In structured discussions, we ask students to learn from their
peers by observing and listening, exposing them to rich and engaging
text that features academic language. Reach for Reading also teaches
and provides repeated exposures to cross-curricular and academic
language registers and vocabulary words to improve their academic
language skills. The scaffolded instruction on language frames moves
students from forming basic sentences to making comparisons, giving
opinions, and justifying choices to their peers. Students pull together
their emerging skills and practice academic talk in all of the unit
projects as well. Overall, the instruction is dynamic and engaging.
It qualifies as much more than basic communication and prepares
students for the rigorous academic environments in middle school,
high school, and beyond. Academic language frames scaffold students
to promote participation at all levels.

Facilitate rich discussion
If our students are going to advance to the next level, they need
to actively construct their own knowledge. This means we need a
paradigm shift in the role and actions of the teacher. If students are to
deeply understand new texts and topics and generate new conceptual
knowledge, lessons need to be designed accordingly. This means
much less stand-and-deliver or step-by-step instruction to show
students how produce the “right” answers, and more lessons designed
around an open-ended question or big idea, connected to a long-term
plan for content learning, and student collaboration. As a facilitator of
students’ own active learning, the teacher leads discussions on topics
and texts. She is skilled at managing the process of inquiry—which
doesn’t always go in the direction planned—and, over time, supports
students’ unpacking of difficult text and big ideas (Goldenberg, 1992).

Reach for Reading supports this shift in roles through the gradual
release of responsibility. Its design was guided by the principle that
teachers are facilitators of student learning, guiding students on how
to construct their own knowledge through in-depth interactions
with text and abstract ideas. For this reason, the program supports
teachers in leading fertile discussions about big ideas. Teachers model
what good conversations look like and how one builds on the ideas
of others. Rich discussion is fostered by enabling students at all levels
to engage with authentic fiction and nonfiction texts that extend
social studies and science questions beyond the shared reading in the
anthology. After reading, heterogeneous groups meet to share and
compare knowledge and insights gained from the different books.
Cross-text sharing enables students to apply reading in authentic ways
in a context that facilitates contributions by all participants.
Name

Date

Discussion Guide

Connect Across Texts
Share the story words with your group. Then take notes as you listen to
each summary.
Sitti’s Secrets

Miss Rumphius

Everest: The Climb, Part 1

The Cay, Part 1

2. Effective writing assignments provide a platform
for developing students’ academic language skills;
when students can accurately use new vocabulary or
sentence structures in writing, clearly they have a sound
understanding of the meaning and mechanics.
3. When writing instruction is embedded into the overall
unit of study, and therefore linked to texts, it’s another
chance to have students grapple with academic language.
Students gain the scaffolded support they need to generate
and organize ideas, incorporate appropriate academic
words and sentences, and move from notes or a graphic
organizer to a flowing paragraph.
The Reach for Reading writing approach provides opportunities
for increased academic talk and peer-learning. This is especially the
case during the prewriting and editing phases when students share
ideas with a partner and when students edit each other’s work and
learn how to give feedback constructively. In addition, all writing
instruction is embedded in the unit of study and connects to rich text,
providing further opportunities to develop academic language.

Compare and contrast the books you have read. Discuss these questions
with your group.

Language Frames

1. What helps each character imagine the world? How do these
books help readers imagine the world?

3. Big Question What is similar about the settings in each book?
What is different? What makes each of the places in these
books amazing?

For use with TE pages SG6–SG9

SG3.7

© NGSP & HB

2. How does each author help you visualize each amazing place?

Unit 3 | Amazing Places

Students at varied reading levels explore different content-rich texts
and novels. Heterogeneous groups share and compare thematicallyrelated books creating an authentic context for academic discussion.

The Reach for Reading teacher’s edition offers effective wholegroup and small-group lessons to increase academic talk in our
classrooms, encouraging teachers to take advantage of built-in
opportunities for peer scaffolding to push students forward, while
paying careful attention to groupings. Every unit features numerous
occasions for teachers to foster academic language, including the endof-unit collaborative projects that focus on the Big Questions.

Connect academic talk to academic writing
Recent research is very clear that writing is a significant weakness
for many students in our classrooms. For example, in a recent study
in urban middle schools, participating teachers agreed that writing
a paragraph is a difficult exercise for 6th graders (Kelley, Lesaux,
Kieffer & Faller, 2010). How does increasing academic talk relate to
promoting students’ writing skills? It does so at least three ways:
1. Effective pre-writing work begins with teacher direction
and modeling and encourages structured academic talk
as students generate and organize ideas with the help of a
classmate.

Tell Your Ideas

Respond to Ideas

• Something in nature I know about is
.
.I
• One tall tale I know is
could write something like that .
• The problem could be
.

• How would you turn
into
a tall tale ?
sounds funny. What will
•
make your tale different?
do to solve
• What will
the problem?

Conclusion
If we are to support all students’ literacy development, prevent reading
difficulties, and close achievement gaps, our classrooms should be
filled with academic talk—talk that centers on big ideas and complex
concepts worthy of discussion and debate and is engaging for our
students. To do this we need to increase student talk and decrease
teacher talk (Cazden, 2001; Fisher, Frey, & Rothenberg, 2008;
McIntyre, Kyle & Moore, 2006; Saunders & Goldenberg, 1992). We
need to expand teachers’ repertoires to go beyond questioning to get
students speaking. The dialogue that promotes reading comprehension
and writing skills engages students to work and think together about a
complex problem, to see others’ viewpoints, and to better understand
the knowledge and experiences they bring to the issue.

For research citations see page R19.
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Reaching Your Reading Potential
by Deborah J. Short and Jennifer D. Turner
Our classrooms are very diverse across a range of variables:
income, culture, first language background, learning styles, and
more. Children enter our classrooms with different early literacy
backgrounds—strengths and weaknesses in reading and writing,
varied personal experiences that could be activated as prior
knowledge, ranges of vocabulary knowledge, Roman or other
alphabetic/graphic systems, and perspectives on print. Even with
similar backgrounds, students learn to read at different rates.
Nonetheless, all students have the potential to be effective readers,
writers, and thinkers. They need more than basic skills instruction
to reach their potential, however. They benefit from meaningful,
generative activities that ask them to analyze and apply what they
are learning, make connections and compare ideas, solve problems,
and create new products. The call for college and career readiness
standards now being instantiated in many state standards and for
deeper learning (Alliance for Excellent Education, 2011) demonstrate
that many educators are ready to shift away from rote learning and
standardized testing of facts to promote instruction that can lead
students to be successful in school and beyond.
While the thought of high school graduation may be far from the
average first or third grader’s mind, these thoughts should be front
and center in their teachers’ minds. We want all students to start on
the path to postsecondary learning and we want to give them critical
tools to move forward. Unfortunately, many students from lower
income or language minority families are not in classrooms that
focus on challenging, creative learning (Au, 2006; Snow, Griffin &
Burns, 2005; Edwards, McMillon & Turner, 2010). Sadly, research
has shown that these classrooms often focus on basic skills instruction
with decontextualized worksheets and memorization drills. If these
students start to struggle with reading, they receive more of the same,
perhaps with more intensity. This is not a winning solution.
Reach for Reading has been designed to break this cycle. It
provides rich, robust instruction for all students with relevant and
engaging literature that gives students satisfaction when they reach
the conclusion of a story, article, or poem. Moreover, the series has
connected reading instruction to the content areas—giving students
tools to access the content and fostering higher-level reading skills
across all subjects encountered during the school day.
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Differentiated instruction is the underpinning of all lesson
activities. As we discuss below, whether the class is working on
vocabulary, post reading responses, unit projects, or another task,
Reach for Reading gives teachers multiple approaches for delivering
new knowledge to the students and for enticing the students to
practice and apply that knowledge.

Content-based reading
How will Reach for Reading move students along the pathway to
reading success? The move begins with content-based units centered
around a Big Question that connect to science or social studies. These
are not questions with simple, factual answers, but questions that
require both facts and analysis. Students can think about questions
the way one might in the real world, a college course, or a workplace.
The Big Question thread is pulled through the unit. Reach for Reading
holds fast to the thematic plan and addresses grade-level content
standards in addition to foundational skills development, grade-level
reading, and language arts standards.

Oral language

Big Questions are written to promote academic talk among students,
giving them an opportunity to consider the topic from their personal
perspectives and read the selections. But if we want to generate more
productive talk in classrooms, we also have to ensure students have
the skills and knowledge to participate in academic discussions
(Fisher, Frey & Rothenberg, 2008).
To facilitate academic talk, Reach for Reading involves students
in a range of vocabulary development activities focusing on subjectspecific words and general academic words which have been carefully
selected to convey conceptual knowledge. Lessons incorporate many
opportunities for students to learn and practice using the words
through discussions, sketches, brief writing tasks, role plays, and
hands-on activities. Technology supports learning with resources
including online photographs, video clips, and a student’s own
personal vocabulary notebook.

Differentiation
Authentic literature libraries and anthology
selections

Linking discussion with reading and writing strengthens all skills.
Reach for Reading systematically taps all language domains for student
DUCE THE BIG
QUESTION
activities.
For instance, oral language practice is not just fluency work.
We know that competent readers can talk about what they have read,
make predictions as to what will happen next in a story, and express
e and Vocabulary
Reading
an opinion about a character or action. Yet to do so orally, they must
andutterances.
Comprehend a Fictional Tale
ng and Word Work:
Words
have
structure forRead
their
e, i, and o and Commonly
Visualize
Many students have rich oral
Words
Determine Theme
language
mar: Plural Nouns and Wordsbackgrounds, but they may not
Language Frames
Fluency: Practice Intonation, Accuracy,
Nouns
have developed the
academic
language
and Rate
I wonder
.
ies Vocabulary
proficiencies that advance literacy and
continent equator globe
I read
.
learning in schools. So students will
re inhabitant content
map
.
So
benefit from Reach for Reading’s academic
Vocabulary
5BML 5PHFUIFS
Now I wonder
gurative language
language frames. According to the purpose
.
range suggest theme
of their statements, students learn how to
visualize
ead Lupe’s description. Read the sample
start a sentence or how to organize their
uestion. Then
use effectively.
Language
Frames
to students
tell
thoughts
Teachers
can help
make statements
withquestions.
increasing levels
of sophistication, too, so their oral language
partner
your
Read and Comprehend a Free Verse Poem
ng and Word Work:
development
grows.
Plus,
ic Words and Commonly
Visualize these academic language frames help with
Words
reading and writing.
Structures
students use
orally they learn to
Explain
Figurative Language
Description
mar: Demonstrative
Adjectives
Read
andemploy
Comprehend
a Poem
recognize
in print
and
in writing.

Nouns
ns

and a Story
Identify Structural Elements of Poetry
Compare Themes
ResourcesMiles away, there
lake
has 1lotsTeaching
of water.
Fluency: Practice Expression, Accuracy,
Week
and Rate
at the ocean. Its water
level is falling. One

The Little Lake and the Ocean

The little
s a problem
day, it gets hotHurricane
at theHunters
lake. The heat makes drops of
water change . They turn into gas called water vapor.
Science Articles

objecTives

below level

Thematic Connection: Weather

450l

Read and Comprehend Informational Text
Comprehend Visual Information

by Beth Geiger

Summary Hurricane Hunters explores the
work of scientists who fly into hurricanes to
study them. It also explains how hurricanes
form and describes the destruction they can
cause. In “Hurricane Hunters,” students meet
Captain Chad Gibson. He flies his plane directly
into hurricanes to gather data. When he
collected data about Hurricane Lili in 2002, he
was able to warn people to leave New Orleans
before the storm hit. “A Mighty Wind” tells
why hurricanes, the largest storms on Earth,
are hard to study. A diagram shows the parts of
a hurricane, including its eye and the eye wall, a ring of clouds around
the eye. The winds in the eye wall can reach 350 miles per hour. “Katrina
Hits” recounts the story of Hurricane Katrina in 2005. It describes the
devastation it caused, particularly in New Orleans.

Mini Lesson

Comprehend Visual Information

Explain: Often scientific texts present information in a visual way to
explain key points in the text and to add information. Such visual
information may appear in a diagram or map. Point out that good
readers know how to interpret visual information presented
in texts.

PIONEER EDITION
Lexile: 450L | GR: P
Content Connection: Hurricanes

Science Vocabulary

Build Background Explain that hurricanes are the most dangerous
storms on Earth. A hurricane’s winds can reach over 155 miles an hour.
Display the chart “Scaling Hurricanes” on page 8. Explain how to use the
rows and columns to find information. Ask students to use information
from the chart to describe the different categories of hurricanes.
pRogRam ResouRces

PRINT ONLY

Hurricane Hunters, Pioneer Edition

Hurricane Hunters, Pathfinder Edition
TECHNOLOGY ONLY

My Vocabulary Notebook

Interactive Whiteboard Lesson–Tornadoes

common coRe sTandaRds

Reading
Interpret Information Presented Visually CC.4.Rinf.7
Read and Comprehend Informational Text CC.4.Rinf.10
Language
Acquire and Use Domain-Specific Words

ocate outline physical
urface
SG4

Flying into Lili

[Hurricane Lili] was headed for
the United States. How strong was
it? Where would it hit land? The
Hurricane Hunters had to find out.

Text from Pioneer Edition

Then, think aloud to model how to comprehend visual
information. In the text, the author says that the storm was
heading toward the United States. I will use the information in the
map “Where Do Hurricanes Form” to help me understand why
people have to find out exactly where the storm will hit land:
• Each white swirl with a blue dot stands for a hurricane.
• The red arrows show the paths most hurricanes follow.
• A hurricane over the Atlantic can hit land both in the southern
United States and along the East Coast of North America.

ng and Word Work:
h -s, -es and Commonly

640l

PATHFINDER EDITION

Lexile: 640L | GR: R

Week
1 Skills: TK
Daily
Writing
Writing Project: Write a TK

Teaching Resources

Thematic Connection

Weather

Nonfiction

below level

below level

580L

on level

690L

above level

800L

Introduction to Weather

Wind

Tornadoes

Hurricanes

by Nash Kramer

by Josie Green

by Josie Green

Content Connection:
Weather Conditions

Content Connection:
Wind

Content Connection:
Tornadoes

Content Connection:
Hurricanes

Expository Nonfiction | Pages: 32 | Lexile: 580L | GR:S

Expository Nonfiction | Pages: 32 | Lexile: 690L | GR: Q

Expository Nonfiction | Pages: 32 | Lexile: 800L | GR: S

Expository Nonfiction | Pages: 32 | Lexile: 860L | GR: S

Thematic Connection: Weather

Reading
Read and Comprehend Informational Text CC.4.Rinf.2
Describe Text Structure
CC.4.Rinf.5
Summarize
CC.4.Rinf.2

eye

eye wall

Build Comprehension

Build Comprehension

After reading, use the Concept Check on page 12. Remind
students to use details and examples to support each answer.
1. Main Idea Why is a hurricane dangerous? (It is the most
powerful storm on Earth. Its strong winds can blow down
houses, buildings, and trees. A hurricane can also cause whole
cities to flood. People can get hurt or killed during one.)
2. Comprehend Visual Information How is a hurricane’s
eye wall different from its eye? (The eye wall is the wall of
clouds that surrounds the eye, or center, of the hurricane.
Usually, the eye wall has the strongest winds, but in the eye,
there is no wind. It is totally calm.)
3. Explain What is a dropsonde? (It is a piece of weather
equipment that looks like a cylinder.) Why is it useful to
hurricane hunters? (They toss it into a storm so that it
can gather data such as the storm’s wind speed and air
temperature. The dropsonde radios data back to the plane.)
4. Make Inferences Why is a hurricane hunter’s work
important? (They can warn people about storms and save lives.)
5. Details How was New Orleans affected by Hurricanes Lili and
Katrina? (Lili hit the city but no one was injured. Katrina flooded
80 percent of the city and stranded more than 50,000 people.)

Check & Reteach

Have students practice comprehending visual information by
explaining the paths of a hurricane off the West Coast of the U.S. (It
can hit land midway up the West Coast of the U. S. or it can go out
to sea.) Have students tell how this information adds to what they
know about hurricanes. (Possible response: it tells me there is only
one area on the West Coast where a hurricane usually hits land.)

Have partners take turns using the diagram on pages 8–9 to explain why the eye wall has the highest winds. (wind blows toward the storm’s
center) Have them explain how the information adds to their understanding. (It helps understand how a hurricane forms.)
For students who cannot comprehend visual information, reteach with the map on pages 6–7. Remind students that the text says that hurricanes
form over the ocean (page 5). Say: The map tells where hurricanes develop most often. What information on the diagram tells you where they form?
Have students look at the light blue areas and read the caption to tell where hurricanes form. (They form above warm ocean water between
Asia and Australia; between North and South America; and on the east side of Africa.) Have students explain how this information adds to their
understanding. (It tells me where ocean waters are warm enough to form hurricanes.)

objeCtive: Comprehend Visual Information

Read and Comprehend Informational Text
Ask Questions to Comprehend Text
Explain Text Structure: Cause and Effect

SG5
10/29/11 1:19 PM

Speaking and Listening
Draw on Preparation to Explore Ideas

program resources

CC.4.SL.1.a
CC.4.L.6

print & technology

technology only

print & technology

technology only

print & technology

technology only

print & technology

technology only

Digital Library: Weather

Practice Master SG4.1, page SG28

Digital Library: Wind

Practice Master SG4.1, page SG28

Digital Library: Tornado

Practice Master SG4.1, page SG28

Digital Library: Hurricane

Practice Master SG4.2, page SG29

Practice Master SG4.2, page SG29

Practice Master SG4.2, page SG29

Practice Master SG4.2, page SG29

Practice Master SG4.3, page SG30

Practice Master SG4.4, page SG31

Practice Master SG4.5, page SG32

Practice Master SG4.6, page SG33

Practice Master SG4.7, page SG34

Practice Master SG4.7, page SG34

Practice Master SG4.7, page SG34

Practice Master SG4.7, page SG34

Power Writing
Write About Main Ideas and Details
Write About Visualizing
Write About Graphics and Diagrams
Write a Description
Write About “Extreme Places”

Animals of Denali

suggesTed pacing

suggesTed pacing

suggested pacing

suggested pacing

DAY 2 Introduce and read pages 1–19
DAY 3 Read pages 20–32 and discuss
DAY 4 Reteach or conduct intervention
DAY 5 Connect across texts

DAY 2 Introduce and read pages 1–17
DAY 3 Read pages 18–32 and discuss
DAY 4 Reteach or conduct intervention
DAY 5 Connect across texts

DAY 2 Introduce and read pages 1–17
DAY 3 Read pages 18–32
DAY 4 Reread and discuss
DAY 5 Connect across texts

DAY 2 Introduce and read pages 1–17
DAY 3 Read pages 18–32
DAY 4 Reread and discuss
DAY 5 Connect across texts

Summary

Summary

Wind is a powerful force of nature. It can blow large
amounts of soil from one place to another. It can even change the
shape of the Earth by wearing away rock and land. These changes
can happen over a long period of time, or they can happen very
suddenly. Sometimes the wind can cause serious problems. During
the 1930s, for example, winds blew away the dusty soil of the Great
Plains during a prolonged drought, creating a huge “Dust Bowl.”
Today, scientists try to help people understand how the wind works
so that they can minimize the damage it causes.

Summary

Tornadoes begin when a cold front meets a warm
updraft, which begins to swirl and spin. By the time the spinning
funnel of wind touches land, it has become a tornado. Tornadoes
occur in many parts of the world, including the “Tornado Alley”
region in the United States, which has witnessed some of the most
devastating tornadoes. Although scientists have learned more
over the years, their ability to predict tornadoes is still limited, and
people usually don’t have much notice.

Summary

come from the wind?

Ask: What is the weather like
today? What do you think it will be like tomorrow?

Activate Prior Knowledge Ask: What do you know about
the wind? (Possible responses: The wind changes all the time.
Sometimes it is soft and breezy. Sometimes it is really strong.)

Activate Prior Knowledge

Activate Prior Knowledge

Prior Knowledge Ask: Which is stronger—people or nature?
Have students turn and talk with a partner, supporting their
opinions with reasons and examples.

Build Background

Build Background

People have looked to the sky for thousands of
years, wondering why and how the weather changes. In ancient
times, people invented myths to account for those changes.
Scientists now know that the air is made up of particles, and
that those particles are subject to change according to certain
principles. Warm air rises, for example, because it is lighter than
cool air. It can mix with water vapor in the troposphere to create
clouds, rainfall, and snow. Satellites high in the atmosphere gather
information about weather patterns so that meteorologists can
predict what the weather will be in the future.

Show Digital Library photos and video
clips of weather, such as hail, wind, tornadoes, and hurricanes.
Explain that weather changes when heat, water, and air combine in
different ways.

Story Words

Use Practice Master SG4.1 to extend vocabulary.
particle, page 7

quality, page 7

Story Words

damage, page 14

occur, page 10

suffer, page 23

Daily Writing Skills: TK
Research Project: Evaluate Sources
SG6

Egypt

Ask: What good and bad things

Build Background

Display the photos and video clips of
tornadoes from the Digital Library. Explain that tornados “spin” at
an average rate of about 30 miles per hour and usually last only two
or three minutes.

affect, page 17

inspect, page 23

severe, page 4

Build Background

Display the photo of a hurricane from the
Digital Library, explaining that in the U.S., hurricanes usually form
in the Gulf of Mexico, Caribbean, and Atlantic Ocean.

South America: Geography
and Environments

Story Words

Use Practice Master SG4.1 to extend vocabulary.

affected, page 17

A hurricane is a powerful storm that takes shape
over tropical waters. Cold fronts near land create areas of low
pressure, pulling in warm, humid air that causes wind to gain
strength and turn into a full-fledged hurricane. Once it touches
land, a hurricane can wreak deadly havoc. In the summer of 1992,
Hurricane Andrew was one of the most destructive hurricanes in
United States history, killing 26 people and causing 25 billion dollars
worth of damage.

Coober Pedy, Australia

England: The Land

Use photos and video clips from the
Digital Library to introduce the wind and some of its powerful
effects.

Use Practice Master SG4.1 to extend vocabulary.
occur, page 7

violent, page 6

recover, page 7

Story Words

Use Practice Master SG4.1 to extend vocabulary.

analyze, page 14

mass, page 10

progress, page 16

transform, page 12

occur, page 21

violent, page 16
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Power Writing
Create a Graphic

Week 1 | Days 2–5
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Spea
T
Lang
G
Writ
F
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N
Read
T

program resources

Practice Master SG4.1, page SG28

vibrate, page 17

Week 1 | Day 1

pRogRam ResouRces

Spea
C
Lang
G
Writ
M
Cros
F
a
Read
C
P

Writing
Write Over Shorter Time for Specific Tasks CC.4.W.10

Language and Vocabulary
Acquire and Use Academic Words

pRogRam ResouRces

data, page 13

CC.4.L.6

860L

by Pamela Bliss

common core standards

Have students add new words to My Vocabulary Notebook.

Read and Comprehend a Profile
Visualize

The Cay, Part 2

objecTives

Have students add new words to My Vocabulary Notebook.

SG4-5_96632_TREX.indd 5

The Flying Doctor
Everest: The Climb, Part 2

Science Vocabulary

The information in the map helps me understand that the storm
can take different paths and therefore can hit in different places .

10/29/11 1:19 PM

The Cave Explorers

Write a Response
Write to Reinforce Grammar
Write a Poem
Write About Theme

Content Connection: Hurricanes

dropsonde

eye wall

After reading, use the Concept Check on page 12. Remind
students to use details and examples to support each answer.
1. Main Idea Why is a hurricane dangerous? (A hurricane is the
most powerful storm on Earth. Because of its strong winds, it
can blow down houses, buildings, and trees. A hurricane can
also cause whole cities flood. People can get hurt or killed
during a hurricane.)
2. Details Why do Hurricane Hunters fly into storms? (They fly
into storms to collect data about storms, such as wind speed
and air temperature. They also find out if the storm will hit land
so that they can warn people and help keep them safe.)
3. Explain How do warnings keep people safe? (When people
hear the warnings, most leave their homes to go to a safe place
away from the storm.)
4. Comprehend Visual Information Describe the eye of
a hurricane. (Possible response: The eye, or center, is calm since
there is no wind there. The eye can be about 15 miles wide.)
5. Evaluate Would you like to be a Hurricane Hunter? (Possible
response: Yes) Why or why not? (Possible response: Flying
would be exciting and I would feel good knowing that I was
helping people stay safe.)

Read aloud the following text from page 6 of the Pioneer
Edition of Hurricane Hunters as students listen.

on level

Use Wordwise on page 7 to introduce new words:

eye

Weather

“I wonder what’s going
to happen to the lake.
I read that it gets hot.
So water turns to vapor.
Now I wonder where
the vapor will go.”

data

Unit 4
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Thematic Connection

Use Wordwise on page 7 to introduce new words:

Then warm air starts to carry the vapor. It rises
high
up in the sky. When the warm
air Comprehend
meets cold aair,
Read and
Social
ng and Word Work: Words
Article
attern
andaCommonly
t forms
cloud. Winds carry Studies
the cloud
to the sea. The
Words
Visualize
cloud
absorbs more water from
the air. It grows heavy
mar: Collective Nouns
Identify Main Ideas and Details
with
water droplets. What will the
cloudPractice
do with
all those
ies Vocabulary
Fluency:
Intonation,
Accuracy,
levation landform ocean
and
Rate
droplets?
It
starts
to
rain!
That
is
how
the
little
lake
teau valley
brings water to the ocean.
Vocabulary
Activate Prior Knowledge Display the front cover, pointing
out that it shows a hurricane, or big storm. Ask: What happens during
a hurricane? (Possible responses: heavy wind; floods; houses are
destroyed; trees fall)

Sample Question

While the Big Question can whet the students’ appetite for reading,
good literature seals the deal. Reach for Reading includes Caldecott
and Newbury winners as well as National Geographic exclusive
articles and interviews with scientists and explorers. The rich
multicultural selections and the assortment of genres entice the
students. When they have something in front of them that they want
to read, they are motivated to learn how to read well. And Reach for
Reading’s leveled libraries will help ensure that students have access
to high-interest fiction and nonfiction texts at their appropriate
reading levels. Pre-reading supports, such as video clips from National
Geographic and summaries of the selections in multiple languages,
coupled with the vocabulary development work, set the stage for
reading success.
If students struggle with comprehension,SMALL
differentiation
is
GROUP
available, particularly with
READING TIME
Writing
flexible reading groups that can
Power
Writing
The Great Wall of China
accommodate
varied reading
Write About Theme
levels, English language
Sitti’s Secrets
Write About Visualizing
proficiency, and genre
Miss Rumphius
Write About Setting
preferences.
SomeLanguage
of the
Everest: The Climb, Part 1
Write
with Figurative
supports
Reach
for
Write
Aboutbuilt
“How Iinto
Learned
Geography”
The Cay, Part 1
Reading include specialized
Daily Writing Skills: Signal Words
collections of leveled readers.
Writing Project: Write a TK
One set has thematically linked
books for each unit at different reading levels. Another set has
content-related readers for independent reading and fluency work.
Young learners can partner read with Read with Me Big Books. For
students
who are working on decoding, Read
On Your Own
Power
Writing
Passport to Wonder
decodable
texts are
also included.
Write
with Figurative
Language

SG6-9_96632_TRTB.indd 7
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Spea
E
Lang
G
Writ
G
Cros
E
Read
C
P

Spea
T

Differentiation, continued
Explicit, systematic instruction and assessment

A major concern for all teachers is what to do when children
struggle. What if they can’t read well despite one’s best efforts? Before
moving students to intensive interventions, we encourage teachers
to try the monitoring and reteaching techniques built into Reach for
Reading. Students can use online games, Comprehension Coach, and
other technology resources for extended practice.
An extensive array of scaffolding features helps teachers to
readjust instructional tasks so that students are challenged at the
appropriate level. Cooperative learning activities anchor each lesson
so that students support one another as they are learning the subject
matter, and practice their oral language skills as they interact verbally.
Additionally, on-the-page text supports, including Before You Move
On and In Other Words, scaffold students’ vocabulary knowledge
and reading comprehension. Writing activities are designed to guide
students through the process of authoring and editing texts in print
(e.g., stories, essays) and online formats (e.g., blogs, emails).

Furthermore, the building blocks for reading, phonemic awareness
and phonics, are present in the grade-level books. In the primary
grades students experience daily lessons on these elements. In the
upper grades for the small percentage of students who still need
help decoding or for the recent immigrant students new to English,
a supplementary kit, Reach into Phonics, is available. At any grade,
online phonics games can supplement the regular instruction.
Teachers have flexibility in choosing the amount of support to provide
students based on their needs.

Spell Words with Long a: ai, ay
Use Commonly Misspelled Words Correctly

sUGGesteD pAciNG
Pretest
DAY 1
DAY 2–4 Daily Practice Options
DAY 5
Test

Spelling Pretest

Day 1

Spelling Test

Day 5

Spelling Words
Use these words and sentences for the weekly Spelling Pretest and Spelling Test.

Words with Long a: ai, ay
1. betray

I would never betray my friend’s trust by lying about
the weather.

2. daily

The daily weather forecast helps me decide what to
wear each day.

3. decay

That dead fish began to decay in the hot sun.

4. display

The museum will display an exhibit about weather
patterns in our region.

5. entertain

That exciting movie about dangerous lightning
storms will entertain you and keep your interest.
During the storm, it began to hail, showering me
with small balls of ice.

6. hail

CVVC
CVVC Pattern
Pattern

Long a: ai, ay

Daily
ge
Langua
Arts

Option
Option 11

Day
Day 22

CVV
CVV Pattern
Pattern

Day
Day 33

Option
Option 11

MAteRiALs
MAteRiALs

MAteRiALs
MAteRiALs

index
index cards,
cards,11 per
per student
student••scissors
scissors

index
index cards,
cards, 19
19 per
per pair
pair of
of students
students••one
one dictionary
dictionary per
per student
student

teach

prepare

Display
Display the
the word
word entertain.
entertain. Circle
Circle the
the letters
letters ai
ai and
and pronounce
pronounce the
the word.
word.
Explain:
Explain: When
When aa and
and ii are
are together
together between
between consonants,
consonants, the
the letters
letters make
make
the
the long
long aa sound.
sound.

Display
Display the
the word
word betray,
betray, circle
circle the
the letters
letters ay,
ay, and
and pronounce
pronounce the
the word.
word.
Explain:
Explain: When
When the
the letters
letters ay
ay follow
follow aa consonant,
consonant, they
they make
make the
the long
long aa
vowel
vowel sound.
sound.

•• Have
Have partners
partners write
write each
each spelling
spelling word
word on
on aa card.
card.
•• Then
Then have
have partners
partners find
find each
each word
word in
in aa dictionary
dictionary and
and write
write its
its
definition
definition on
on the
the back
back of
of the
the card.
card.

prepare

prepare

play a Game

•• Have
Have partners
partners print
print each
each ai
ai spelling
spelling word
word on
on aa separate
separate index
index card,
card,
leaving
leaving spaces
spaces between
between the
the letters.
letters.
•• Have
Have students
students cut
cut apart
apart their
their words
words into
into separate
separate letters,
letters, keeping
keeping the
the
letters
letters for
for each
each word
word together.
together.

Have
Have each
each student
student write
write ay
ay on
on his
his or
or her
her index
index card
card and
and the
the headings
headings ay
ay
and
and ai
ai on
on aa sheet
sheet of
of paper.
paper.

d a

play a Game

i

l

y

•• Have
Have each
each student
student mix
mix up
up the
the letters
letters for
for
one
one word
word and
and exchange
exchange them
them with
with his
his or
or her
her partner.
partner.
•• Have
Have each
each partner
partner unscramble
unscramble the
the letters
letters to
to make
make aa spelling
spelling word
word
and
and read
read the
the word
word aloud.
aloud.
•• Ask
Ask partners
partners to
to play
play until
until they
they have
have unscrambled
unscrambled all
all the
the words.
words.
Apply
Apply Phonics
Phonics and
and Word
Word Analysis
Analysis Skills
Skills
Use
Use Letter-Sound
Letter-Sound Correspondences,
Correspondences, Syllabication
Syllabication Patterns,
Patterns,
and
and Morphology
Morphology to
to Read
Read Multisyllabic
Multisyllabic Words
Words

Compose
Compose aa Dialogue
Dialogue

Day
Day 22

CC.4.Rfou.3
CC.4.Rfou.3
CC.4.Rfou.3.a
CC.4.Rfou.3.a

Option
Option 22

play a Game

ay

•• Tell
Tell students
students to
to take
take turns
turns saying
saying aa spelling
spelling word
word
aloud.
aloud. Explain
Explain that
that students
students should
should hold
hold up
up the
the ay
ay
card
card ifif they
they hear
hear aa spelling
spelling word
word in
in which
which the
the long
long aa sound
sound isis spelled
spelled
with
with ay.
ay.
•• Then
Then have
have students
students write
write the
the spelling
spelling word
word on
on their
their papers
papers under
under the
the
appropriate
appropriate heading:
heading: ai
ai or
or ay.
ay.
•• Have
Have students
students continue
continue until
until each
each of
of the
the first
first 15
15 spelling
spelling words
words are
are
recorded
recorded under
under the
the correct
correct heading.
heading.
Apply
Apply Phonics
Phonics and
and Word
Word Analysis
Analysis Skills
Skills
Use
Use Letter-Sound
Letter-Sound Correspondences,
Correspondences, Syllabication
Syllabication Patterns,
Patterns,
and
and Morphology
Morphology to
to Read
Read Multisyllabic
Multisyllabic Words
Words

Word
Word Play
Play

Day
Day 33

Option
Option 22

It was hard to maintain our footing on the icy road.

Write a Dialogue

prepare

Forecasters receive a lot of praise when they predict
the weather accurately.

Invite
Invite small
small groups
groups to
to write
write aa dialogue
dialogue using
using as
as many
many spelling
spelling words
words as
as
possible.
possible. Tell
Tell students
students to
to underline
underline the
the spelling
spelling words
words in
in their
their dialogue.
dialogue.
Have
Have groups
groups perform
perform their
their dialogues
dialogues for
for the
the class.
class.

10. relay

Please relay the weather report to the community so
that everyone knows a storm is coming.

•• Divide
Divide students
students into
into groups
groups of
of two.
two.
•• Have
Have partners
partners choose
choose two
two rhyming
rhyming words
words from
from this
this list:
list: betray,
betray, decay,
decay,
display,
display, relay;
relay; entertain,
entertain, remain,
remain, sustain,
sustain, maintain.
maintain.
•• Tell
Tell each
each partner
partner to
to use
use the
the words
words in
in aa simple
simple rhyme.
rhyme. Provide
Provide an
an
example:
example:
The
The snowman
snowman and
and snow
snow woman
woman we
we can
can maintain,
maintain,
IfIf the
the cold
cold snowy
snowy weather
weather would
would only
only remain.
remain.

We must remain inside until the storm passes.
Remember to sustain yourself by drinking plenty of
water on hot, dry days.
The traitor lied to the ship’s captain about the
weather forecast.

14. waterway

Is that waterway a natural river or an artificial canal?

15. yesterday

Yesterday was rainy, but today is sunny.

Watch-out Words
During the flood, my toe got stuck under a heavy
boulder.

16. toe

The rescuers used a rope to tow the boulder away.

17. tow

Those rescuers were real heroes.

18. real

I was really happy to be free from that heavy rock!

19. really

T213k

Unit 4

Use
Use Letter-Sound
Letter-Sound Correspondences,
Correspondences, Syllabication
Syllabication Patterns,
Patterns,
and
and Morphology
Morphology to
to Read
Read Multisyllabic
Multisyllabic Words
Words

Watch
Watch Out!
Out!

Day
Day 22

CC.4.Rfou.3.a
CC.4.Rfou.3.a

Option
Option 33

play a Game
Have
Have students
students write
write silly
silly sentences
sentences to
to help
help them
them understand
understand the
the WatchWatchOut
Out Words.
Words. Provide
Provide an
an example:
example: II stub
stub my
my toe
toe as
as II tow
tow the
the toy
toy sub.
sub.
Use
Use Frequently
Frequently Confused
Confused Words
Words

= one student

CC.4.L.1.g
CC.4.L.1.g

= two students

CC.4.L.2.d
CC.4.L.2.d

Oh
Oh No!
No!

Day
Day 44

Conclusion

Option
Option 22

MAteRiALs
MAteRiALs

play a Game
•• Have
Have one
one partner
partner read
read aloud
aloud his
his or
or her
her rhyme
rhyme while
while the
the other
other partner
partner
spells
spells each
each spelling
spelling word
word used
used in
in the
the rhyme.
rhyme.
•• Have
Have partners
partners reverse
reverse roles.
roles.
•• Then
Then have
have pairs
pairs exchange
exchange rhymes
rhymes with
with another
another team.
team.
•• Tell
Tell each
each pair
pair to
to choose
choose one
one of
of the
the other
other team’s
team’s rhymes
rhymes and
and replace
replace
the
the spelling
spelling words
words with
with another
another two
two rhyming
rhyming words.
words. (New
(New words
words do
do
not
not need
need to
to be
be spelling
spelling words.)
words.) Provide
Provide an
an example:
example:
The
The snowman
snowman and
and snow
snow woman
woman will
will surely
surely decay,
decay,
IfIf the
the sun
sun melts
melts the
the snow
snow away
away today.
today.
•• Have
Have students
students read
read aloud
aloud their
their new
new rhymes.
rhymes.
Demonstrate
Demonstrate Command
Command of
of Spelling
Spelling

Consult
Consult References
References

CC.4.Rfou.3
CC.4.Rfou.3

I read a book about a mermaid who had the torso of
a woman and the tail of a fish.

Bob:
Bob: (breathless)
(breathless) Yesterday
Yesterday II found
found aa mermaid
mermaid inin the
the waterway!
waterway! She’s
She’s on
on display
display at
at my
my house!
house!
Ana:
Ana: (with
(with disbelief)
disbelief) You
You have
have new
new tricks
tricks daily,
daily, Bob.
Bob.
Terence:
Terence: II remain
remain unconvinced.
unconvinced.
Bob:
Bob: It’s
It’s really
really true!
true! II wouldn’t
wouldn’t betray
betray your
your trust.
trust.
Ana:
Ana: (wondering)
(wondering) ItIt might
might entertain
entertain us
us to
to take
take aa look.
look.
Sandra:
Sandra: (entering)
(entering) She’s
She’s not
not real!
real! II saw
saw Bob
Bob tow
tow inin aa doll
doll with
with aa tail.
tail. Everyone
Everyone knows
knows mermaids
mermaids
don’t
don’t live
live inin Kansas!
Kansas!

t-r-a-i-t-o-r
t-r-a-i-t-o-r

•• Have
Have students
students place
place the
the cards
cards on
on aa desk
desk
with
with the
the definitions
definitions visible.
visible.
aa person
person who
who
•• Have
Have students
students take
take turns
turns picking
picking aa
betrays
betrays another
another
definition,
definition, then
then stating
stating and
and spelling
spelling the
the
word
word that
that goes
goes with
with it.
it.
•• Explain
Explain that
that ifif aa student
student states
states the
the wrong
wrong word
word or
or misspells
misspells the
the
correct
correct word,
word, the
the card
card goes
goes back
back on
on the
the desk.
desk.
•• Have
Have students
students continue
continue until
until all
all cards
cards are
are taken.
taken.

CC.4.Rfou.3.a
CC.4.Rfou.3.a

7. maintain

13. traitor

Option
Option 11

MAteRiALs
MAteRiALs

teach

9. praise

12. sustain

Day
Day 44

index
index cards,
cards,99 per
per pair
pair of
of students
students••scissors
scissors

8. mermaid

11. remain

Use
Use aa Dictionary
Dictionary

index
index cards,
cards,21
21 •• timer
timer

prepare
•• Have
Have students
students work
work together
together to
to write
write each
each spelling
spelling word
word on
on aa card.
card.
•• Then
Then have
have students
students write
write “Oh
“Oh no!”
no!” on
on two
two cards.
cards.

play a Game

•• Tell
Tell students
students to
to shuffle
shuffle all
all the
the cards,
cards,
hail
Oh no!
including
including the
the “Oh
“Oh no!”
no!” cards,
cards, and
and put
put
the
the cards
cards face
face down
down in
in aa pile.
pile.
•• Have
Have students
students take
take turns
turns selecting
selecting aa card
card and
and reading
reading itit aloud.
aloud.
•• Explain
Explain that
that the
the speller
speller then
then spells
spells the
the word.
word. IfIf the
the spelling
spelling isis correct,
correct,
the
the speller
speller keeps
keeps the
the card.
card. IfIf not,
not, the
the card
card goes
goes back
back in
in the
the pile.
pile.
•• Note
Note that
that ifif aa student
student draws
draws the
the “Oh
“Oh no!”
no!” card,
card, all
all of
of the
the cards
cards he
he or
or
she
she has
has gathered
gathered go
go back
back in
in the
the pile.
pile.
•• Tell
Tell students
students to
to time
time themselves.
themselves. After
After ten
ten minutes,
minutes, the
the player
player with
with
the
the most
most cards
cards wins.
wins.
Demonstrate
Demonstrate Command
Command of
of Spelling
Spelling
Spell
Spell Grade-Appropriate
Grade-Appropriate Words
Words

By 2050, demographers predict the U.S. population will be majorityminority. In many of our school districts, this trend has become
a reality. We have to reach all our students with core reading
instruction that will move below-level students to on-grade level
and on-grade level students up to an advanced level. Our advanced
readers, who may be in these classrooms as well, need to be challenged
so they make progress, too. With Reach for Reading we will help all
students—below-level, on-level, and above-level—become better
readers, writers, and thinkers.

CC.4.L.2
CC.4.L.2
CC.4.L.2.d
CC.4.L.2.d

CC.4.L.2
CC.4.L.2

= three or more students

Week 1 | Daily Spelling and Word Work

T213l

Explicit instruction in reading comprehension strategies, another
critical piece of the reading puzzle, is also present throughout the
units. With step-by-step instructions and practice with a portion of
the selection to be read, students experience a consistent introduction
to each strategy. These strategies are the
focus of the comprehension checks while
Week 1 Assessment & Reteaching
they read texts at their level and the
Week 1
post-reading activities that link the topics
Assess
to the Big Question.
Reach for Reading offers teachers and
students multiple ways of demonstrating
understanding. Students respond to
reading through writing activities designed
for their reading and language proficiency
levels. Reach for Reading’s informal
assessment tools, including running
records and comprehension strategy
checklists, help teachers to monitor
students’ progress and tailor instruction
to meet their needs on a daily basis, while
unit tests and projects allow teachers to
gauge their learning over time.

NGReach.com

Daily spelling & Word Work

objectives

= TesTed skill

Thematic Connection: Growing and Changing

Foundational Skills

NOTE:

Phonological Awareness

Foundational Skills Test

Unit 4, Week 1

Name

LW: For Week 1 High Frequency Words,

please run all 6 words in 1 column in the
middle of that box. For an example of
this, see Week 2 words in G1U4 Week 2
Foundational Skills.

Decode Words with Contractions
decode
High Frequency Words
Read High Frequency Words

Assessment Routine

Say a word and an initial sound to
take away. Have the student say the
new word.

1 crate (rate)

3 plane (lane)

2 trip (rip)

4 bend (end)

Delete Final Sounds

Say a word and a final sound to take
away. Have the student say the new
word.

Items

5 grape (gray)

7 make (may)

6 time (tie)

8 bead (be)

1

High Frequency Words

• Long a

Make a copy of this page so you can cut out the
list of High Frequency Words. Have the child read
the list of words out loud to you. Record the child’s
responses on a copy of the Student Profile on
page A4.7.

Say: Listen to this word:
Choose the word:

A

Unit 4, Week 1

cake

4

B

crack

C

candy

A

plan

red

A

B

5

B

raft

C

rake

A

didn’t

plant

plane

C

play

3

carry

B

don’t

C

did

= two children

= one child

Spell Words with long
Long a
spell
Spell Words with Contractions
spell
Spell High Frequency Words
spell

/6
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I don’t know.

The mother bear found a new cave.

A4.6

Grade 1 Assessment

3. late

Bats come out late at night.
Bats can’t see well.
Bats are not tame.

6. they’re

They’re wild animals.

Alphabetize

Name

10/24/11 3:01 PM

Unit 4 | Growing and Changing

25/10/11 12:00 AM

NOTES;

Date

Monitor

4

• Show me what you do when that
happens.

• What answers did you find to the
questions?

• How did this help you understand?

• Show me where/how you found the
answer.

Consistently previews and articulates
a purpose for reading. Makes a
prediction before and during reading.
Confirms predictions.

Consistently identifies when
comprehension breaks down, and
can clarify text independently and
successfully.

Asks questions to understand and
expand comprehension, and easily
demonstrates how to answer the
questions. Can ask a variety of
questions.

Often previews, but may not articulate
a purpose for reading. Makes a
prediction before reading but not
during reading.

Monitors comprehension, but cannot
always clarify.

4

Asks questions and shows how to find
the answers by citing text/images.

3

Sometimes previews, but does not have Can monitor comprehension, but does
a purpose for reading. May predict, but not attempt to solve comprehension
problems.
prediction is not appropriate.

Asks questions, but does not attempt
to find answers in the text/images, or
answers are inaccurate.

2

Does not preview. Does not set a
purpose or predict.

Does not ask questions.

T233a

A4.11

25/10/11 12:00 AM

A4.15

25/10/11 12:00 AM

Does not change pitch.
Rarely pauses while reading
the text.
Can only read some high frequency words
automatically. Pauses to decode all others or
skips words. Pace is very slow and irregular with
many stops and starts.

Does not read with feeling.

Reads with appropriate
feeling for some content.
Changes pitch, but does not
match the content.
Occasionally pauses while
reading the text.
Pauses to decode many words. Pace is slow with
occasional stops and starts.

don’t

saw

new

want

play

Weekly and Unit Assessments
Foundational Skills

Option 2

Week 1

Week 2

bead (be)

Total

Decoding

prepare

Day 4

LW: Please remove
two rows
that are now
Determine
Importance
empty and moveTotal
table up.

4

Decoding

CC.1.L.4, L.5.b

/4

hose
robe
Week 1
smoke
stone
phone
9 not
10 11 12

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8

CC.1.L.4.a

High Frequency Words

new
play

/ 12
%
Total
High Frequency Words

NGReach.com

A-G

CC.1.L.2.d

H-M

N-R

S-Z

at
book
both

Unit 4 | Growing and Changing

Practice Master PM4.7

Word Builder

clear workmat

help

clear workmat

help

was
two

A

N-R

S-Z

3

4

1

5

3

3

6

2

/4

flute
theme

4

5
11

CC.1.L.1.f

%

/5

TILE TRAY

a b c d e f g h i j k
l mn o p q r s t u
vw x y z . , ! ? ‘
A

/

a

A4.7

Unit 3

Unit 4

Unit 5

Unit 6

Unit 7

Unit 8

Greatest Needs

Phrasing

Totals
Across Tests
/4

2
4

/6

7

8

9

Intonation

/4
/4

12
13 14
Spelling
/ 14

FoundationalSkills,
Skills,Spelling,
Spelling,Fluency
Fluency
Foundational

/9

10

%

Week 3
CC.1.L.4, L.5.b

1 2 3 4 5 6

/ 4 Clues%CC.1.L.4.a
/ 11
Context
High
Frequency Words

any
always

%

Unit Test Items

Totals

Including Week 4

Across Tests

5

%

6

7
Grammar

8

9 10

1

2

3
/ 10

show
four

/8
%

Retelling
(optional)

© National Geographic Learning, a part of Cengage Learning, Inc.
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A4.59

Grade 1 Assessment

A4.56
CC.1.Rfou.3

A4.58

Unit 4 | Growing and Changing

Unit 4 | Growing and Changing

Unit 4 | Growing and Changing
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A4p59_96397_SN.indd 59

CC.1.L.1
CC.1.L.2.d
CC.1.L.2.d

A4p5-4p7_96397_W1FS.indd 7

pRiNt&&oNLiNe
oNLiNe
pRiNt

ReteAcH
ReteAcH

Expression

/ 16
/ 13

4

Writing

Unit 4 | Growing and Changing
A4p58_96397_CP.indd 58

A4p56-57_96397_SP.indd 56

CC.1.L.1
CC.1.L.2.d
CC.1.L.2.d
CC.1.L.2.d

a

show

at
book
both
boy
call

2

Week 2

hug 7 8 9 10 11
Academic Vocabulary CC.1.L.4, L.5.b

Grade 1 Assessment

Decode Words with Long a
Grade 1 Assessment
Demonstrate
Command of English Spelling
Spell Words with Long a
Spell High Frequency Words

TILE TRAY

a b c d e f g h i j k
l mn o p q r s t u

Demonstrate
Command of English Spelling
boy
vw x y z . , ! ? ‘
Spell Words
call with Contractions
/
Spell Words with Long a
Spell High Frequency Words

H-M

1

Total
1

CC.1.L.1.b

%

Unit 2

Some Successes

Accuracy
and Rate
(wcpm)

Automaticity
and Pace

mule to Prompt
Writing in Response

Science Vocabulary
he

© National Geographic Learning, a part of Cengage Learning, Inc.

= three or more children

A-G

Unit Test Items
Vocabulary
Including
Week 4

Week 3

Option 2

Nouns

Decoding
• Long u
•Possessive
Long e Adjectives

Weekly
Test
Items
CC.1.W.3,
W.5, W.2
plume

© National Geographic Learning, a part of Cengage Learning, Inc.

sleep

PM4.7

3

CC.1.Rinf.5

CC.1.Rinf.2

hide
Vocabulary Tests
bike
fin
grinned
Science Vocabulary
CC.1.L.4, L.5.b
baking
Academic Vocabulary
flapped

© National Geographic Learning, a part of Cengage Learning, Inc.

For use with TE p. T199k

Total

MAteRiALs

Use Text Features

Decoding Main Idea

rake
didn’t
can’t

Total
Total
Total
Total
Contextand
Clues High Frequency1 Word
2 3 4 Cards.
display the Sound/Spelling
Card

High Frequency Words

Can you skate?
No, I can’t skate.

Unit 1

Consistent Strengths

Date ________

sleep
both high frequency
each words in their
some
• Have teams hunt
for long a and
books
because
kind
never
may
and posted in
the classroom. over
don’t
many
other
carry
only
• Have teams read
the words almost
they
found aloud.every
The team with Total
the
Total
Total
Total
Grade 1 Assessment
most words
Weeklywins.
Total
/20
Weekly Total
/20
Weekly Total
/20
Weekly Total
/20

show

would

© National Geographic learning, a part of Cengage learning, inc.
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Week 4

Date ________

eating
row (no)
throw (three)
Reading Comprehension
Weekly
Test Items
Read
Poetry CC.1.Rlit.10
Tests
almost
hop (shop)
show (she)
Week 1
Week 2
skated
then (when)
like (light)
Events, Setting, Plot CC.1.Rlit.2
1 2
Pronouns eve
CC.1.L.1.d
water
quite (white)
(eat)

(may)
Hunt formake
Words

pRoGRAM ResoURces

cake Cards:
High Frequency Word
plane
Practice Master PM4.7
snake

play a Game

Oral Reading
Reading
Oral
Assessment
Assessment
A4.1–A4.4
A4.1–A4.4
= two children

Week 3

Date ________

books,• Long
magazines
Sound/Spelling
Card 35 with• Long i
• Long a
o
Read Poetry CC.1.Rlit.10
• Endings -ed, -ing
• Digraph ph
and
_ay
Total

25/10/11 12:01 AM

PhonologicalAwareness
AwarenessRoutine,
Routine,page
pageBP36
BP36
Phonological
Phonics/Decoding&&Spelling
SpellingRoutines,
Routines,page
pageBP36
BP36
Phonics/Decoding
HighFrequency
FrequencyWord
WordRoutines,
Routines,page
pageBP37
BP37
High
FluencyRoutines,
Routines,page
pageBP40
BP40
Fluency

11/1/11 11:46 AM

25/10/11 12:01 AM

25/10/11 12:01 AM

ADDitioNALpRActice
pRActice
ADDitioNAL

ReportForms
Formsfor
forTeacher
Teacherto
toComplete
Complete
Report
StudentProfile:
Profile:Foundational
Foundationalskills
Skills
Student

A4.7
A4.7

StudentProfile:
Profile:Weekly
Weeklyand
andUnit
UnitAssessment
Assessment
Student

A4.56
A4.56

ClassProfile:
Profile:Weekly
Weeklyand
andUnit
UnitAssessment
Assessment
Class

A4.58
A4.58

StudentProfile:
Profile:strengths
Strengthsand
andNeeds
Needssummary
Summary
Student

A4.59
A4.59

StudentProfile:
Profile:Oral
OralReading
ReadingAssessment
Assessment
Student
ProgressTracker
Tracker
Progress

ONLINEONlY
ONLY
ONliNe

NGReach.com
PhonicsGames
Games NGReach.com
Phonics
NGReach.com
WordBuilder
Builder NGReach.com
Word
Activitiesfor
forDaily
DailyPractice,
Practice,page
pageBP38
BP38
Activities

Reading
Reading

Reading
Reading
Comprehension
Comprehension
Test
Test
A4.8–A4.10
A4.8–A4.10

ReteAcH
ReteAcH
Plot:Reteaching
ReteachingMaster
MasterRT4.1
RT4.1
Plot:
DetermineImportance:
Importance:Reteaching
ReteachingMaster
MasterRT4.2
RT4.2
Determine

ADDitioNALpRActice
pRActice
ADDitioNAL

Reading
Reading
Strategy
Strategy
Assessment
Assessment
lR4.5–lR4.6
LR4.5–LR4.6

LeveledBooks,
Books,pages
pageslR4–lR12
LR4–LR12
Leveled
NGReach.com
ComprehensionCoach
Coach NGReach.com
Comprehension

• Letter formation
or handwriting is
not legible.

• The text is not
presented in an
orderly way.

• Visuals are not
appropriate and
do not support
meaning, or they
do not exist.

• The writing has
many errors in
spelling,
punctuation, and
capitalization.

• The writing has
many errors in
grammar and
usage.

• Few or none of
the sentences are
varied, effective,
or complete. Few
or no transitions
are present.
• Few appropriate
words were
chosen to clearly
convey the
message.
• The tone is not
appropriate for
the purpose or
the audience.

• The writing does
not sound
genuine.

• There is no
structure or it is
barely
discernible.

• The content does
not flow in a
logical sequence.

• Little or none of
the language
grabs readers’
attention.

• When read aloud,
the writing
sounds
unnatural.

• Some of the letter
formation or
handwriting is
neat and legible.

• The writing has
several errors in
grammar and
usage.

• When read aloud,
some of the
writing sounds
natural and
rhythmic.
• Some of the
writing sounds
genuine.

• Some of the
language grabs
readers’
attention.

• Some of the text is
presented in an
orderly way.

• Some visuals are
appropriate and
support meaning.

• The writing has
several errors in
spelling,
punctuation and
capitalization.
• Some sentences
are varied and
effective and
have transitions.

• The tone is
sometimes
appropriate for
the purpose and
the audience.

A4.60

Vocabulary,
Vocabulary,Grammar
Grammarand
andWriting
Writing

Vocabulary
Vocabulary Test
Test
A4.11–A4.14
A4.11–A4.14

ReteAcH
ReteAcH

Grammar
Grammar and
and
Writing
Writing Test
Test
A4.15–A4.16
A4.15–A4.16

oNLiNe
oNLiNeoNLY
oNLY

eAssessment™

Automated
AutomatedReports
Reports
Student
StudentProfile:
Profile:Weekly
Weeklyand
andUnit
UnitAssessment
Assessment

Writing
Writing Rubric
Rubric
A4.60
A4.60

Subject
SubjectPronouns:
Pronouns:Reteaching
ReteachingMaster
MasterRT4.3
RT4.3
Interactive
InteractiveWriting
WritingRoutine
Routinepage
pageBP58
BP58

ADDitioNAL
ADDitioNALpRActice
pRActice
More
MoreGrammar
GrammarPractice
PracticeRT4.4
RT4.4

Class
ClassProfile:
Profile:Weekly
Weeklyand
andUnit
UnitAssessment
Assessment
Standards
StandardsSummary
SummaryReport
Report
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Unit 4

T233a-233b_96397_W1AR.indd 1

The bears sleep because it’s night.

Date ________

LW: Delete the two
empty rows in the
• Contractions
sticky
notes
covering
ai_
Reading
Comprehension
chart.-------->

• Have one child build a question and the other child build a sentence
that answers that question.
• encourage them to use at least one word with long a or a contraction
and one High Frequency Word in each question and answer.

Record the student’s scores from the Oral Reading Assessment to track progress over time. For Accuracy
and Rate, enter words correct per minute (wcpm). For the other rows, enter the student’s rubric score.
Use this chart to summarize the strengths and needs of individual students. This information will be helpful
during student conferences
Unitand
4 for instructional planning.

Oral would
Reading
Fluency Rubrics
if the student
benefit
Oral
Reading
Put a check next to each word read correctly
and
an X next to each word read incorrectly.
Retelling
wcpm
Assessment
from review and
reteaching.Intonation Expression
Total each section of the test. Add all of the
subtotals to get the weekly total. Automaticity
Phrasing
Reading
/4
/4
/4
/4
/4
Comprehension

1

2

15

Reads with appropriate
feeling for most content.
Changes pitch to match some
of the content.

Frequently pauses at all
appropriate places in
the text.

Reads most words automatically but still pauses
to decode some words. Pace varies but is mostly
consistent.

53

82

111

2 1
3

Expression

4

28
12

81

47

23

Winter WCPM Spring WCPM

6

2

Reads with appropriate
feeling for all content.

1

Fall WCPM

Intonation

4 3

10

75

25

50

Grade 1 Assessment

A4p60_96397_WRC.indd 60

• Some
appropriate
words were
chosen to clearly
convey the
message.

• Most of the letter
formation or
handwriting is
neat and legible.

• Most visuals are
appropriate and
support meaning.

• Letter formation
or handwriting is
neat and legible.

• Most of the text is
presented in an
orderly way.

Presentation
Conventions

© National Geographic Learning, a part of Cengage Learning, Inc.
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• The writing does
not have a clear,
focused message.

I

one

Name

Class Profile
Date

Student Profile

Setting, Plot CC.1.Rlit.2
Enter the scores from the Spelling Pre-Test andEvents,
the End-of-Week
Test in the table. Calculate the percent for each
End-of-Week Test or use the conversion charts on page A4.64.
LW: Three vertical lines in the top row of
Phonological Awareness Phonological Awareness Phonological Awareness Phonological Awareness
“Spelling Tests” (between Week 1 and
Week
1 Importance
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4
• Delete Initial Sounds
• Delete InitialSpelling
Sounds Tests • Substitute Medial Sounds
•Determine
Substitute
Medial Sounds
Demonstrate
Command
of English
Spelling
CC.1.L.1
Week
2; Week 2 and Week
3, Week 3 and
Pre-Test CC.1.Rfou.3, L.2.d,
L.2.e
/ 16 Final Sounds / 16
/ 16
/ 16
• Delete Final Sounds
• Count & Combine
• Substitute
Initial Sounds
• Substitute
Week
4) areWords
showing
up as Contractions
orange when
Oral
Spell
with
CC.1.L.2.d
Syllables
/ 16 Text Features
%
/ 16
%
/ 16 Reading
%
/ 16
%
End-of-Week Test CC.1.Rfou.3, L.2.d, L.2.e
this page is printed out. Please check
Use
CC.1.Rinf.5
Words
with
Long
CC.1.L.2.d
crate
(rate)
swing (wing)
hop (hope)
tub (tube)
thatSpell
these line
are gray
as
they
area
trip (rip)
slimeCircle
(lime) the item number forpin
(pine)
mitt (might)
supposed
be. Frequency
each
item answered correctly.
Assign
1 point for each correct answer. For tests scored
SpelltoHigh
Words
CC.1.L.2.d
Main Ideacot
CC.1.Rinf.2
with
rubric scores. Calculate
the
percent of the overall score or use the conversion
plane (lane)
slick
(lick)rubrics, enter the student’s
got (goat)
(coat)
bend (end)
pridecharts
(ride) on page A4.64.
ran (rain)
duck (duke)

grape (gray)
time (tie)

Day 3

Build Words Online

prepare

• Few or no details
are included,
showing little or
no
understanding of
the topic.

It

CC.1.L.2.d
CC.1.L.2.d
CC.1.L.2.d

Student Profile

Name
Name

Oral Reading
Assessment Progress Tracker
Unit 4
Weekly and Unit
Assessments
Strengths
and Needs Summary

to
LW: Please make sure that name and LW: GLOBAL: Please add “Summary”
Student
the A-head of this page. It should
be: Profile
date WOL layer Name
does not appear . It
Date
Summary
shows up when I print out this page. LB. Strengths and Needs
The Class
Profile will help you
group students for review and
reteaching. Use the Student
Profiles to complete this
4
summary information Unit
for your
Enter the scores for the Oral Reading Assessment administered in this unit.
class. Write a minus sign (–)

1

She

B

Grade 1 Assessment

A4p15-16_96397_W1GW.indd 15

Spell Words with Contractions
Spell Words with Long a
Spell High Frequency Words

NOTES:

25/10/11 12:02 AM

• Some content
flows in a logical
sequence.

A

C

© National Geographic Learning, a part of Cengage Learning, Inc.
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carry

ResoURcesAND
ANDRoUtiNes
RoUtiNes
ResoURces
Student Profile

NOTES:
NOTEs:

• Play in small groups. Have each pair present their clues, one at a time
to their groups.
• After hearing each clue, have the rest of the group write words that
match the clues.
• After the next clue, have children cross off words that do not match
the new clue.
• When a child has the answer, she or he calls it out.
As soon as the correct word has been called, repeat the game with a
new pair. Continue until all the “mystery words” have been identified.

play a Game
because

• Have each child choose a spelling word to illustrate.
• Have partners exchange drawings.
• each child then adds a sentence to label the picture, underlining the
spelling word.
• display pictures in the room.
extend the activity by having children draw a picture about two
spelling words and use both words in a caption.

play a Game

Have pairs access Word Builder and NGReach.com.

go

great

Reteach and
and Practice
Practice
Reteach

Use visuals

Unit 4 | Growing and Changing

• Some details are
accurate and
relevant, showing
some
understanding of
the topic.

tadpole

© National Geographic Learning, a part of Cengage Learning, Inc.

Grade 1 Assessment

A4p11-14_96397_W1VT.indd 11

2

home

hold my cat.

• The structure is
confusing and
does not fit the
purpose.

baby

B

You

They

Score
Point

A

C

We

B

C

• The message is
present, but
somewhat
unclear or
confusing.

My cat is big.

Fluency

3

A

.

• All sentences are
varied and
effective and
have transitions.

a bird

a dollar

Word Choice

Jill and I are best friends.
play together.

Does not describe images
related to the text.

• Appropriate
words were
chosen to clearly
convey the
message.

.

2

an egg

B

C

He

She

Does not attempt to make
inferences.

LR4.6

Voice

This is a

is new.

It

B

Does not make a connection
with the text.

Grade 1 Assessment

• The tone is
appropriate for
the purpose and
the audience.

A

C

Does not identify
important ideas.

© National Geographic Learning, a part of Cengage Learning, Inc.

Organization

This is

3

This is my bag.

Describes some simple
images directly related
to text or a picture. May
describe inappropriate
images not related to what
the author is trying to
convey.

• Most of the
content flows in a
logical sequence.

2

A

1

.

Uses specific parts of the text Describes multi-sensory
and background knowledge mental images that are
to make accurate inferences. elaborated from existing
text or pictures. Can explain
how visualizing helped them
understand the text.
Describes some sensory
images based on the text,
or gives descriptions of the
pictures.

• Most of the clear
structure is clear
and fits the
purpose.

a family

an adult

• How did visualizing help you
understand the book?

• What did you already know
about those clues and how
did they help you make this
inference?

Unit 4, Week 1

Directions: Choose the answer that
completes the sentence correctly.

a baby

B

1

Makes attempts, but the
inference is inaccurate or
unsubstantiated by the text.

• The structure is
clear and fits the
purpose.

A

C

2

LR4p5-6_96397_RSA.indd 6

Ideas

This is

3

Writing Rubric

Date

Grammar and Writing Test

Option 2

High Frequency Word Cards

Option 1

drawing paper • crayons or markers

RepoRts
RepoRts

Guess the Word
syllables.
Clue 1: Our word has
Clue 2: Our word has
letters.
Clue 3: Our word has these vowels:
Clue 4: Our word fits in this sentence:

1

Unit 4 | Growing and Changing

25/10/11 12:02 AM

Name

Unit 4, Week 1

Directions: Choose the answer that
completes the sentence correctly.
1

LR4.5

4

• What pictures did you see in
your mind as you read?

Sometimes makes accurate
inferences. Often relies
too much on text or
own experience to make
inferences.

• All content flows
in a logical
sequence.

Date

Vocabulary Test

Grade 1 Assessment

LR4p5-6_96397_RSA.indd 5

Visualize

1

Makes a weak connection,
but cannot relate the
connection clearly to the
text.

• Most details are
accurate and
relevant, showing
good
understanding of
the topic.

Name

Grammar and Writing
subject
Subject Pronouns Test
Write a sentence
Sentence

25/10/11 12:02 AM

2

Makes some connections,
but cannot explain how this
helps understanding.

• Most of the
writing has a
clear and focused
message.

Unit 4 | Growing and Changing

3

Identifies both important
ideas and unimportant
details.

• The message is
clear and
focused.

© National Geographic Learning, a part of Cengage Learning, Inc.

A4.8

4

• What did you imagine when
• What did you figure out
about this book on your own? you read this book?
• Were there clues, or details,
in the book that helped you
figure this out?

Identifies some important
ideas, but cannot explain
how they were identified.

• Details are
accurate and
relevant, showing
excellent
understanding of
the topic.

Is not aware of comprehension
difficulties.

1

© National Geographic Learning, a part of Cengage Learning, Inc.

Grade 1 Assessment

Make Inferences

1

Makes all types of
Uses many parts of the text
connections, and can
(pictures, title, words) to
accurately identify important explain how the connections
increase comprehension.
ideas. Makes some attempt
to explain importance.

• The text is
presented in an
orderly way.

• What did you predict that the book
might be about?

2

2

• Did you read anything you
already knew about in the
world around you? Tell me
about that.

hunt. She hunts for a mouse. Watch out,
mouse!

3

• Did you read anything that
reminded you of some other
book you read? Show me
what that was.

Ask Questions
LW Prod: Please fix folio should be LR 4.6
3
2
1

• What questions did you have when you
were reading?

• Visuals are
appropriate and
support meaning.

1

4

• The writing has
some errors in
grammar and
usage.

2

3

Hetty grows and changes. She still

loves to play, but now Hetty also likes to

3

4

Hetty sleeps a lot. She eats and

grows. Hetty plays with toys. Her fur is
soft and thick.

4

• When you were reading, did you stop
and think about any parts?

Make Connections

• Did you read anything in the
book that reminded you of
something in your life? Show
me what that was.

• The writing has
some minor
errors in spelling,
capitalization,
and punctuation,

1

• The writing has
only a few minor
errors in spelling,
capitalization,
and punctuation.

2

• The writing has
only a few minor
errors in
grammar and
usage.

3

Determine
Importance
(Unit Focus)
3
2
1

• When read aloud,
most of the
writing sounds
natural and
rhythmic.

Plan

4

• Show me what you did before you
started reading the book.

Unit 4

Reading Strategies

4

• What is an important idea of
this book?
• Tell me why you think that is
an important idea.

• Most sentences
are varied and
effective and
have transitions.

Hetty is a tiny kitten. She cannot

A4p8-10_96397_W1RC.indd 8

Pages

Reading Strategy Assessment

LW: We have added a line to Col. 1 here
to show this unit's focus skill. In order not
to have overmatter, I have shortened
the bottom row on this and the previous
page. Please check that the bottom rows
are the same (shortened) height

Reading Strategies

CC.1.Rfou.3
CC.1.L.1
CC.1.L.2.d
CC.1.L.2.e

Day 4

MAteRiALs

• Assign a “mystery word” from the spelling list to each pair of children.
• Have partners work together to create four clues to help other
children identify the word.
• Have partners use the sentence frames below to create a set of clues
that get more and more specific.

25/10/11 12:00 AM

Date

Book Title

Unit 4

What did you do while you were reading?
Were there any parts of the book that confused you or were hard to follow?
What did you do to understand better?
How did it work?

see or walk. Her mother carries Hetty

Use science
Science Vocabulary
Use Academic Vocabulary

1

Name

Pages

Reading Strategy Assessment

Ask:

• When read aloud,
the writing
sounds natural
and rhythmic.

Name

Book Title

Check the reading strategies the child used and ask the questions that follow about how the child used
the strategy. Use the rubric to help you determine how well the child used the strategy. Circle the child’s
score.

• Most of the
language grabs
readers’
attention.

Unit 4,
Week
LW Prod:
Please
fix1folio should be LR 4.5

Hetty Grows Up

make

Unit 4 | Growing and Changing

Practice Master PM4.6

Illustrate a Word

Unit 4 | Growing and Changing

NOTES:

LW: GLOBAL for the RSA pages, extend
the Date WOL to the end, so it matches
the Pages WOL

Directions: Read the story. Then answer
the questions about the story.

• Many
appropriate
words were
chosen to clearly
convey the
message.

Date

Reading Comprehension Test

A4.3

Grade 1 Assessment

plane

PM4.6

Use these
thesepassages
passages
Use
throughoutUnit
Unit4.
4.
throughout
Work with
withbelow
below
Work
level readers
readersthis
this
level
week.
week.

A4p1-4_96397_OR.indd 3

• The language
consistently
grabs readers’
attention.

Name

and feeds her milk.

Vocabulary

2

© National Geographic Learning, a part of Cengage Learning, Inc.

A4.2

Grade 1 Assessment

A4p1-4_96397_OR.indd 2

• Most of the
writing sounds
genuine.

Determine importance
Importance
determine

90

words correct per
minute (wcpm)

=

Unit 4 | Growing and Changing

• The tone is
mostly
appropriate for
the purpose and
the audience.

Identify Plot

4 3

–

© National Geographic Learning, a part of Cengage Learning, Inc.

A4.1

• The writing
sounds genuine.

© National Geographic Learning, a part of Cengage Learning, Inc.

Grade 1 Assessment

A4p1-4_96397_OR.indd 1

Circle
Score

words attempted in
one minute

sleep here.”

Reading

Automaticity

number of errors

Accuracy and Rate

Together, they went in. Mother skunk

felt good. “This is a safe place. We can

Changes pitch to match all of
the content.

Percentile
Grade

111

120

122

Miscue Observations

= one child

Consistently pauses at all
appropriate places in the text.

99

105

Together, they went in. Mother skunk

felt good. “This is a safe place. We can
sleep here.”

tame. That’s my cave. You can see it’s very
safe. Let me take you there.”

Unit 4

Reads smoothly and automatically. Pace is
consistent.

80

90

tame. That’s my cave. You can see it’s very
safe. Let me take you there.”

The snake left the cave. He grinned

and said, “Hi, my name is Jake. I am very

4

The snake left the cave. He grinned

and said, “Hi, my name is Jake. I am very

“Don’t go yet,” father skunk said. “I

think the snake is tame. Let’s talk to him
and find out.”

2006 Hasbrouck & Tindal Oral Reading Fluency Data

61

70

73

1

54

2 1

46

“Don’t go yet,” father skunk said. “I

think the snake is tame. Let’s talk to him
and find out.”

3

40

place,” said mother skunk. “It’s getting
late. We must find a spot to sleep.”

Phrasing

32

“We can’t sleep here. This isn’t a safe

“We can’t sleep here. This isn’t a safe

place,” said mother skunk. “It’s getting
late. We must find a spot to sleep.”

Spell High Frequency Words

Date

Unit 4

4

cave was a lump. It was a snake!

cave was a lump. It was a snake!

take

For use with TE p. T199k

Spelling & Word Work

• The group turns cards face down.
• At a signal, the group turns over
the cards and arranges them in
alphabetical order.
• Assign a point for each correctly
alphabetized word.
• Have the next group remix the
cards for another round.

Oral Reading Assessment

T199k

Oral Reading Fluency Rubrics

Unit 4

6

14

24

pane

© National Geographic learning, a part of Cengage learning, inc.

NGReach.com

play a Game

3

Date

Mother, father, and baby skunk needed

a place to rest. They wanted shade. They

walked to a cave by a lake. Just inside the

rate

Day 2

Have each group cut out one set of
High Frequency Word Cards. Note
that the words in the first column
are review.

10/11/11 5:35 PM

Name

Oral Reading Assessment

mate

plate

MAteRiALs

4. can’t

late

rake

fame

frame

scissors

5. tame

date

lake

flake

Spelling Pretest/
Pretest/
Spelling
Spelling Test
Test
Spelling
See page
page T199k
T199K
see

prepare

Unit 4 | Growing and Changing

A1p00-00_96366_FS_U4W1.indd 6

wake

lane

pRoGRAM ResoURces

3

Intonation
intonation
Accuracy and Rate

Unit 4

Mother, father, and baby skunk needed

cake

tame

mane

High Frequency Word Cards:
Practice Master PM4.7

Some bats live in the cave, too.
Some bats live near the lake.

4

Fluency

Oral Reading Assessment

a place to rest. They wanted shade. They

walked to a cave by a lake. Just inside the

flame

Bear cubs like to play in the sun.

1. cave
2. lake

NOTES:

LW: Please check that the header is to
spec here. Header should be 28/30
VAG Rounded Bold.

same

The bears sleep in the cave.

More Words

Use these words and sentences for additional Pretest and Test items.

= three or more children

gate

came

9. play

can’t

couldn’t

A

game

bake

10. sleep

B

C

6

Score

© National Geographic Learning, a part of Cengage Learning, Inc.

Do mother bears carry their cubs?

6. carry

7. don’t
8. new

cart

snake

snatch

snack

cane

crate

Decode Words with Long a
Demonstrate Command of English Spelling
Spell Words with Long a
Spell New Words Phonetically

I was scared because I thought I saw a snake.

B

because

Grade 1 Assessment

That isn’t a snake.
That’s a stick!

C

A

sleep

don’t

Spelling

Is that a snake in the water?

3. isn’t

4. that’s

5. because

new

3 snake
4 rake

5 didn’t
6 can’t

The plane landed in the water.

2. snake

Contractions

Week 1

.

.

1 cake

2 plane

1. plane

snake

Foundational
Foundational
Skills Test
Test
Skills
A4.5–A4.6
A4.5–A4.6

High Frequency Words

2

Option 1

prepare

Spelling & Word Work

Long a Word Cards

• One child mixes some of the
words up while the other isn’t
looking.
• The partner then tries to find all of
the misplaced words and re-sort
them as quickly as possible.
extend the activity by having
children write two more words that
rhyme with words they have sorted,
adding them to the correct word
family sorted piles.

Long a Words

Tested Skill

Delete Initial Sounds

Decoding

• Contractions

Day 5

MAteRiALs
scissors

play a Game

Use these words and sentences for the weekly spelling Pretest and spelling Test.

Administer this part of the test individually with each child. Record responses on a copy of the
Student Profile on page A4.7.

The Decoding Test on page A4.6 is multiplechoice and may be administered to a group
of children. Give each child a copy of the test.
Record each child’s responses on a copy of
the Student Profile on page A4.7.

Spelling Test

pRoGRAM ResoURces

Have pairs cut out the Long a Word
Cards and sort them into rhyming
words (-ake, -ane, -ame, -ate).

Spelling Words

Date

Foundational Skills Test

Phonological Awareness

Delete initial
Initial sounds
Sounds
delete
Delete Final sounds
Sounds
delete
Phonics
Decode Words with long
Long a
decode

Day 1

Word Cards: Practice Master PM4.6

prepare

Pretest
Daily Practice Options
Test

Spelling Pretest

Day 3

Guess the Word

Student Name

DAY 1
DAY 2–4
DAY 5

AssessMeNts

Option 1

Reading Comprehension

Spell High Frequency Words

sUGGesteD pAciNG

objectives

Day 2

Sort Words

Spell Words with Long a

Spell Words with Contractions

Grammar and Writing

Daily spelling & Word Work

objectives
Thematic Connection: Weather

Vocabulary

Week 1

Week 1 | Assessment & Reteaching

11/28/11 1:54 PM
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Assessment and Intervention

Sylvia Linan-Thompson, Ph.D.

Monitoring Progress to Reach Reading Goals
by Sylvia Linan-Thompson
In today’s heterogeneous classroom, monitoring progress is more
important than ever. Research has long shown that teachers need to
use assessment data to inform their instructional planning and
decision making (Afflerbach, 2007;
Edwards, Turner, & Mokhtari, 2008).
With today’s focus on Response to
Intervention, or RtI, this principle of
using assessment to inform instruction
has been more formally defined and
organized in a system to help connect
this critical research finding to the
complex logistics of classroom
teaching. Response to Intervention
(RtI) describes a framework that
promotes the use of successive cycles of assessment, instruction, and
decision-making as a means for preventing the development of
learning difficulties.

Students who continue to exhibit difficulty in acquiring reading
skills after one or two cycles of Tier 2 receive Tier 3 instruction.
While there might be some variation in terms of the length of
Tier 2 or who provides instruction, the sequence is standard. The
third tier is the most intense. Because very few students (5–7 percent)
need this level of instruction, students receive instruction in groups of
one to three students. In many models, the third tier of instruction is
provided outside the classroom

Tier 3

Individualized
Intensive
Intervention

~5–7% of Students

Tier 2

~15–20% of Students

Tier 1

Whole class

Small Group Intervention

Core Instruction and Differentiation

Multi-tier instruction
The cycle begins with benchmarking. The data provides the teacher
with information about students’ reading skills. All students receive
core reading instruction or Tier 1. The classroom teacher provides
the first tier of instruction to all students. This does not mean that
all students get the same instruction, however. In this first tier,
instruction is differentiated and scaffolded, and flexible grouping is
used to maximize learning.
Students who do not meet benchmark are also provided
Tier 2 instruction, and their progress is monitored with formative
assessments. Assessments are used on a regular basis. If students have
made adequate progress and meet benchmark, they exit from Tier 2
instruction. If they have not made adequate progress, they continue
to receive Tier 2 instruction in addition to Tier 1. In most models,
the first two tiers of instruction are provided in the general education
classroom. The second tier of instruction is provided to students,
usually 15–20 percent, who do not meet grade-level benchmarks.
Targeted instruction meant to “catch them up” is delivered to these
students in small, homogeneous groups.

Characteristics of effective Tier 1 instruction
Tier 1 reading instruction and core reading instruction are
synonymous. For Tier 1 to be effective for all students, attention must
be paid to both the content and delivery of instruction. Furthermore,
it has to meet the literacy needs of all the students in the class. To
accomplish this, Reach for Reading has ensured that the instruction is
explicit and systematic, is differentiated, and that there are sufficient
materials to ensure that all students have multiple opportunities to
read every day regardless of their reading level.
There is consensus in the research field about what constitutes
effective reading instruction. Effective reading instruction builds
students foundational reading and decoding skills, develops their
vocabulary knowledge, teaches strategies and builds knowledge
needed to comprehend and analyze text, and focuses on fluency
instruction that includes increased exposure to vocabulary and
print (National Reading Panel, 2000). Reach for Reading includes
instruction in all of these areas with interactive and integrated lessons.

Author Monograph | Assessment and Intervention
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Assessment and Intervention, continued
Additionally, because Reach for Reading is built around content
area topics, students as early as first grade are engaged with both
narrative and expository text and acquire not only new content but
also the vocabulary, language, and text structures associated with a
variety of texts. This enables students to apply core reading knowledge
in all subjects throughout the school day.
The content of instruction is only one part of effective
instruction. How instruction is delivered is equally important. Welldelivered and supported instruction helps to create a safe environment
in which students can acquire new knowledge. The lessons in
Reach for Reading are structured to provide several layers of support.
The first level is the structure of the lessons. They provide a clear
introduction, with modeling to make the task explicit for children.
Guided practice is included so the teacher can ensure that children
learn the task, and then there is independent practice to solidify
learning. Additionally, guidance in providing corrective feedback and
opportunities to check for understanding are included.

Finally, across lessons, flexible grouping formats are used to
provide students with additional opportunities to practice what they
are learning. Homogeneous and heterogeneous small group formats
are used in addition to purposeful pairing as appropriate for the
learning objective.

Multiple measures
Frequent assessments are critical to monitoring progress and
identifying opportunities for reteaching for all students. A variety of
assessment tools, including both formal tests and embedded informal
assessments, are provided to gauge student progress and identify
students who may require reteaching or students who would benefit
from additional practice to build automaticity. Using a range of
measures is critical to capture the multi-dimensional range of skills
required to read, write, listen, and speak.
Week 1

Assessment & Reteaching

Text TK Text TK
NGReach.com

= TESTED

Assess

Reteach and Practice
Foundational Skills Test
Tested Skill

Assessment Routine
Say a word and an initial sound to
take away. Have the student say the
new word.
Say a word and a final sound to take
away. Have the student say the new
word.

1 crate (rate)

4 bend (end)
7 make (may)

6 time (tie)

A

cake

B

crack

C

8 bead (be)

4

Use these words and sentences for the weekly Spelling Pretest and Spelling Test.

candy

A

red

1. plane

The plane landed in the water.

B

raft

2. snake

Is that a snake in the water?

rake

Contractions

didn’t

5. because

C

The Phonics Test on page A4.00 is multiplechoice and may be administered to a group
of children. Give each child a copy of the test.
Record each child’s responses on a copy of
the Student Profile on page A4.00.
Choose the word:

© NGSP & HB

A
B
C

2 plane
3 snake
4 rake
5 didn’t
6 can’t

= one child

2

plan

5

plant
plane

A
B

don’t

C

did

= two children

new

carry

play

new

sleep

play

because

sleep

don’t

because

3

A4.00

snack

6

A

cart

Unit 4 | Growing and Changing

Unit 1

Consistent Strengths

Do mother bears carry their cubs?
I don’t know.
The mother bear found a new cave.
Bear cubs like to play in the sun.
The bears sleep in the cave.

B

can’t

C

couldn’t

A4.00

.

Phrasing

Name

Unit 4 | Growing and Changing

Writing

What happens at the beginning of the story?

2

At the end of the story, what does Hetty
like to do?

15

53

Does not read with feeling.
Does not change pitch.
Rarely pauses while reading
the text.
Can only read some high frequency words
automatically. Pauses to decode all others or
skips words. Pace is very slow and irregular with
many stops and starts.

Unit 4, Week 1

3

What does Hetty hunt for?

4

Which sentence tells the most
important idea of the story?

Hetty Grows Up

Determine Importance

A

Hetty is a tiny kitten. She cannot

Review Skill: Details

see. She cannot walk. Her mother
carries Hetty and feeds her milk.

hunt

sleep

eat

A

B

C

Student Profile: Weekly and Unit Tests

A4.00

Class Profile: Weekly and Unit Tests

A4.00

Student Profile: Strengths and Needs

A4.00

Student Profile: Oral Reading Progress Tracker

A4.00

a mouse

a toy

A

B

C

B

Hetty grows and changes.

C

Hetty plays with toys.

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE
NGReach.com
Phonics Games
NGReach.com
Word Builder
Activities for Daily Practice, page BP38

Reading
RETEACH
Plot: Reteaching Master RT4.1
Determine Importance: Reteaching Master RT4.2
ADDITIONAL PRACTICE
Leveled Books, pages L4–L12
NGReach.com
Comprehension Coach

Hetty sleeps a lot.

A

Hetty grows and changes. She still

her mother
C

B

Hetty sleeps a lot. She eats and
grows. Hetty plays with toys. Her fur is
soft and thick.

Report Forms for Teacher to Complete

Reading
Comprehension
Test
A4.8–A4.10

Date

Reading Comprehension Test

Unit 4, Week 1

1

A1.00
Unit 4 | Growing and Changing

PRINT & TECHNOLOGY

Unit 4 | Growing and Changing

Name

Reading Comprehension Test

RETEACH
Phonological Awareness Routine, page BP36
Phonics/Decoding & Spelling Routines, page BP36
High Frequency Word Routines, page BP37
Fluency Routines, page BP40

Retelling
(optional)

Grade 1 Assessment

A4.00

1

82

28

111

1
4

3

2

Expression
6

12

81

47

23

Reads with appropriate
feeling for some content.

Winter WCPM Spring WCPM

Reads with appropriate
feeling for all content.

2
3

Reads with appropriate
feeling for most content.

1

Fall WCPM

Intonation

4

10

75

50

25

90

Changes pitch, but does not
match the content.

Percentile

1

A4.00

Grade 1 Assessment

Date

Changes pitch to match all of
the content.

2006 Hasbrouck & Tindal Oral Reading Fluency Date

A4.00

Grade 1 Assessment

Unit 4, Week 1

Changes pitch to match some
of the content.

1
2
3

=

4

3

2

1

Automaticity

–
Unit 4 | Growing and Changing

Date

Directions: Read the story. Then answer
the questions about the story.

words attempted in
one minute

© NGSP & HB
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A4.00

number of words

Accuracy and Rate

Together, they went in. Mother skunk
felt good. “This is a safe place. We can
sleep here.”

Name

Reading Comprehension Test

Identify Plot

Phrasing

Grade
words correct per
minute (wcpm)

Miscue Observations

and said, “Hi, my name is Jake. I am very
tame. That’s my cave. You can see it’s very
safe. Let me take you there.”

Grade 1 Assessment

Reading

4

99

111
120
122

Occasionally pauses while
reading the text.

61
70
73
80
90

105

Together, they went in. Mother skunk

Consistently pauses at all
appropriate places in the text.

54

The snake left the cave. He grinned

safe. Let me take you there.”

felt good. “This is a safe place. We can

Frequently pauses at all
appropriate places in
the text.

32
40
46

“Don’t go yet,” father skunk said. “I

and find out.”

and said, “Hi, my name is Jake. I am very
tame. That’s my cave. You can see it’s very

sleep here.”

Oral Reading Fluency Rubrics

24

“We can’t sleep here. This isn’t a safe
place,” said mother skunk. “It’s getting
late. We must find a spot to sleep.”

think the snake is tame. Let’s talk to him

The snake left the cave. He grinned

Pauses to decode many words. Pace is slow with
occasional stops and starts.

6
14

walked to a cave by a lake. Just inside the

“Don’t go yet,” father skunk said. “I
think the snake is tame. Let’s talk to him
and find out.”

Reads smoothly and automatically. Pace is
consistent.

a place to rest. They wanted shade. They

cave was a lump. It was a snake!

“We can’t sleep here. This isn’t a safe
place,” said mother skunk. “It’s getting
late. We must find a spot to sleep.”

Unit 4

Reads most words automatically but still pauses
to decode some words. Pace varies but is mostly
consistent.

Mother, father, and baby skunk needed

a place to rest. They wanted shade. They
walked to a cave by a lake. Just inside the
cave was a lump. It was a snake!

Expression
Accuracy and Rate

Oral Reading
Assessment
A4.1–A4.4

Date

Oral Reading Assessment

Unit 4

3

Fluency

Name

Date

Foundational Skills

Expression

2

Name

Unit 8

.

Unit 4 | Growing and Changing

Oral Reading Assessment

Unit 7

Grammar

4

Unit 4

Mother, father, and baby skunk needed

Unit 6

Spelling

Bats can’t see well.
Bats are not tame.
They’re wild animals.

Circle
Score

Oral Reading Assessment

Unit 5

Intonation

Some bats live near the lake.
Bats come out late at night.

5. tame
6. they’re

/6
Grade 1 Assessment

Unit 4

Automaticity
and Pace

Oral
Reading

Some bats live in the cave, too.

2. lake
3. late

Score

Grade 1 Assessment

Spell Words with Long a
Spell Words with Contractions
Spell High Frequency Words

Unit 3

Greatest Needs

Vocabulary

More Words

snake
snatch

Unit 2

Some Successes
Accuracy
and Rate
(wcpm)

Reading
Comprehension

Spelling Pretest/
Spelling Test
See page T199K

That’s a stick!

9. play
10. sleep
1. cave

B
C

4. can’t

= three or more children

Grade 1 Assessment

A

I was scared because I thought I saw a snake.

6. carry
7. don’t
8. new

Week 1

.
.

1 cake

Date

Oral Reading Assessment Progress Tracker
Strengths and Needs
Record the student’s scores from the Oral Reading Assessment to track progress over time. For Accuracy
and Rate, enter words correct per minute (wcpm). For the other rows, enter the student’s rubric score.
Use this chart to summarize the strengths and needs of individual students. This information will be helpful
during student conferences and for instructional planning.

© NGSP & HB

Say: Listen to this word:

High Frequency Words

Make a copy of this page so you can cut out the
list of High Frequency Words. Have the child read
the list of words out loud to you. Record the child’s
responses on a copy of the Student Profile on
page A4.00

• CVCe a
• Contractions

Decode Words with Contractions
High Frequency Words

Student Profile

Name
Name

That isn’t a snake.

3. isn’t
4. that’s

High Frequency Words

Decoding

Phonics
Decode Words with Long a

Read High Frequency Words

loves to play. Now, Hetty also likes to
hunt. She hunts for a mouse. Watch

© NGSP & HB
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out, mouse!

A4.00

Grade 1 Assessment

Name

This is

2

This is
A

an egg

B

a bird

C

a dollar

This is a
A

baby

B

home

C

tadpole

Jill and I are best friends.
play together.

A

It

B

He

C

She

A

3

.

© NGSP & HB

Grade 1 Assessment
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Unit 4

This is my bag.

2

Unit 4 | Growing and Changing

A4.00

Unit 4 | Growing and Changing

4/29/11 2:04 PM

Grade 1 Assessment

You
They

My cat is big.
A

It

B

She

C

I

Grade 1 Assessment

Score
Point

4

Focus and Coherence

Organization

Focus
Paragraphs and the writing
as a whole are focused.
Ideas are related. Details
are relevant.

Structure
The organizing strategy
is well-suited to the writer’s
purpose.

Completeness
The writing feels complete.
The introduction and
conclusion are meaningful.

We

B
C

3

Focus
Paragraphs and the writing
as a whole are mostly
focused, but there are a
few sudden shifts between
ideas. Most details are
relevant.

2

Focus
Paragraphs and the writing
as a whole are somewhat
focused, but there are a
number of sudden shifts
between ideas. Some
details are relevant.

Completeness
The writing feels mostly
complete. The introduction
and conclusion add
some meaning.

Completeness
The writing feels somewhat
complete. The introduction
and conclusion may be
superficial.

hold my cat.

A4.00

A4.00

Unit 4 | Growing and Changing
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Unit 4, Week 1

is new.

© NGSP & HB

3

1

.

Unit 4 | Amazing Places

Subject Pronouns Test
Write a Narrative Sentence

a family
an adult

Date

Grammar and Writing Test
Directions: Choose the answer that completes
the sentence correctly.

.

a baby

B
C

/4

A4.00

1

A4.00

Name

Unit 4, Week 1

Directions: Choose the answer that
completes the sentence correctly.

A

T233c

Grade 1 Assessment

Unit 4 | Growing and Changing

Date

Vocabulary Test

Use Science Vocabulary
Use Academic Vocabulary

Grammar and Writing

Score

Unit 4 | Growing and Changing

Focus
The writing is not focused.
Ideas are unrelated. Many
details are irrelevant.

1

Completeness
The writing feels
incomplete. If there is
an introduction and
conclusion, they may be
perfunctory.

Progression of Ideas
Ideas flow logically and
smoothly, with meaningful
transitions.
Structure
The organizing strategy
is generally suited to the
writer’s purpose.
Progression of Ideas
Most ideas flow logically
and smoothly, but there are
a few gaps.

Structure
The organizing strategy is
not clear or does not suit
the writer’s purpose.
Progression of Ideas
There are breaks in logic
and very few transitions.

Development
of Ideas
Content Quality
The writer takes a risk
and treats the topic in an
interesting way, with insight
and thoughtfulness.
Elaboration
Ideas are developed
in depth.
Content Quality
The writer does not
take much of a risk, but
does treat the topic in a
thoughtful way.
Elaboration
Some ideas are more
developed than others.

Voice and Style
Individuality
The writing sounds genuine
and unique.
Word Choice
Words and phrases are
interesting and appropriate
to the writer’s purpose and
audience.

Written Conventions
Grammar, Usage,
Mechanics, and Spelling
There are only a
few errors.
Sentence Fluency
Sentences are varied
and effective.

Individuality
For the most part, the
writing sounds genuine and
unique.

Grammar, Usage,
Mechanics, and Spelling
Errors are minor and/or
infrequent.

Word Choice
Words and phrases are
mostly interesting and
appropriate to the writer’s
purpose and audience.

Sentence Fluency
There is some sentence
variety. Sentences are
generally effective.

Content Quality
The topic is covered, but in
an uninteresting way.

Individuality
A few passages sound
genuine and unique.

Elaboration
Ideas are listed or
mentioned superficially.

Word Choice
Words and phrases are
somewhat interesting and
appropriate to the writer’s
purpose and audience.

Structure
No organizing strategy
is evident.

Content Quality
The topic is not
really covered.

Individuality
There is little or no sense of
the writer.

Progression of Ideas
Writing is illogical, wordy,
and/or repetitious.

Elaboration
There is little or no
development of ideas.

Word Choice
Words and phrases
are not appropriate to
the writer’s purpose
and audience.

Grammar, Usage,
Mechanics, and Spelling
Errors are frequent, but the
meaning is clear.
Sentence Fluency
Sentences are somewhat
awkward and have simple
or inaccurate words.

Grammar, Usage,
Mechanics, and Spelling
Errors are severe and/or
frequent and are a barrier
to understanding.
Sentence Fluency
Sentences are awkward
and have missing or
misused words.

Writing Rubric

Vocabulary

Grade 1 Assessment

As noted earlier, Tier 1 instruction includes differentiation. To
become successful readers, students need opportunities to read
different types of text every day. To ensure all students have access
to text they can read during Tier 1 instruction, the Reach for Reading
program gives students a variety of reading resources. The rich,
authentic literature and informational texts in the student anthologies
are scaffolded with on-page supports, frequent comprehension checks,
and pre- and post-reading activities that build skills, strategies,
background knowledge, and vocabulary to support all learners. In
addition, a range of leveled reading options are available for small
group reading. In addition to providing reading practice, contentbased reading at varied levels builds students’ content knowledge and
allows them to participate in and contribute to discussions.

1

3 plane (lane)

2 trip (rip)
5 grape (gray)

Student Profile

Foundational
Skills Test
A4.5–A4.7

Spelling Words

Unit 4, Week 1

Long a Words

Items

Delete Initial Sounds

Delete Final Sounds

Date

Decoding Test

Administer this part of the test individually with each child. Record responses on a copy of the
Student Profile on page A4.00.

Delete Initial Sounds
Delete Final Sounds

Spelling

Name

Unit 4, Week 1

Phonological Awareness

Phonological Awareness

© NGSP & HB

Foundational Skills

REPORTS TO INFORM RETEACHING

© NGSP & HB

Differentiation and Tier 1 instruction

PRINT, ONLINE, AND EXAM VIEW

© NGSP & HB

OBJECTIVES

Vocabulary, Grammar and Writing

Vocabulary Test
A4.11–A4.14
Grammar and
Writing Test
A4.15–A4.16
Writing Rubric
A4.49

Spell Words with Long a
eAssessment™

TECHNOLOGY ONLY

Automated Reports

Student Profile: Unit tests

RETEACH
Subject Pronouns: Reteaching Master RT4.3
Interactive Writing Routine, page BP58
Writing Organization: Reteaching Master RT4.4
ADDITIONAL PRACTICE
More Grammar Practice RT4.5

bake
lake
make
take
rake
snake
shake

tale
male
pale
sale
whale

name
game
same
tame
flame

Use Letter Cards to build bake and blend
the word. Then have pairs use Letter
T233d
Cards to build same, haze, cape, grape,
and frame. When all pairs have built their
words, have the class chorally blend and
read the words together. Repeat for word
Word Bank: Long a
families -ake, -ale, -ame, and -ate like those
in the Word Bank. Assign Practice Master PM4.4 for more practice.
Class Profile: Weekly and Unit tests

Week 1 | Assessment & Reteaching

gate
date
late
plate
skate

Name
Phonics

Words with Long

Complete each word so it names t

1.

gate
3.

cake
5.

Check & Reteach

lake

objeCtive: Read and Spell Words with Long a
Read and Spell CCVCe Word Patterns
Dictate: Tale. Farfallina & Marcel is a tale. Tale. Have children write then chorally spell tale.
If children misspell tale, display the word using Sound/Spelling Cards. Repeat the word
and have children sound out the word with you. Then have children rewrite the word
correctly. Repeat with this sentence: Marcel is a male goose.

Read It Together

Look at the w

© National Geographic Learning, a part of Cengage Learning, Inc.

For use with TE p. T204f

PM4

NGReach.com Practice

Name

Scaffolded anthology
selections provide an entry
point for all learners in Tier 1.

High Frequency Words
Read and Spell
Key Words
In addition to formal assessments
at the
end of each week, every
Display and read these sentences. Then say the underlined word or words.
tested skill includes point-of-use ideas for informal monitoring of
play new Cubs play a new game.
progress and reteaching.
don’t
because

Handwriting

High Frequency W

Trace each word two times and th

because bec
because
carry carry

They don’t want to stop.
They need to rest because they are little.

Providing Tier 2 instruction
carry

The mother will carry them.

sleep

She will make them sleep in the cave.

Who needs Tier 2 instruction? Students who do not meet benchmarks
benefit from Tier 2 instruction. There are a variety of factors that
inhibit students’ reading progress including
Have children write each High Frequency Word on a card. Chorally reread each
sentence as a whole class. Have children hold up the correct card when they get
to the High Frequency Word. Post one example of each card on the Word Wall.
Assign Practice Master PM4.5.

PIO

ED

ITI

ats

ER

it

NE

ab

H
ON

C O L L E C T
I O N

BAY

IN THE BALANCE

By Emily Murphy
and Greta Gilbert

Differentiated small group reading—with Explorer Collection books
and trade books—matches readers and texts over a range of reading
levels.

BP20
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Check & Reteach

objeCtive: Read and Spell High Frequency Words

• limited early literacyDictate
experiences
one of the sentences from step 4 and have children write it.
If children misspell words, use High Frequency Words Routine 2 to reteach the words.
• lack of instruction orFor practice
High Frequency Words Routine 2, see page BP37.
• failure to develop phonemic awareness
• failure to develop the alphabetic principle
• failure to master basic decoding skills
• ability to read accurately but not automatically
• very slow learning.
T204e-204h_96397_W1D2.indd 6

Daily
ge
Langua
Arts

don't don't d
new new ne
play play pla
sleep sleep s
© National Geographic Learning, a part of Cengage Learning, Inc.
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PM4

NGReach.com Practice

La
Daily Langu

Daily Spelling an
Practice options on

We

When planning Tier 2 instruction, use data to determine what
students need and group them homogenously. When children can’t
decode, we focus on basic word-level skills and ensure that students
learn the skills needed to read words. They need to know letter
sounds, how to map those sounds to letters, and blend them to read
words. They also need to practice reading the words until they can
read them automatically. It is also important to ensure that students
are also learning language. Building students’ listening and speaking
vocabulary will also help them in reading words automatically. When
words are known well, both the pronunciation and meaning are
accessed automatically.
Reach for Reading has several components that can be used to
support these students as they develop the code, including routines
and resources for reteaching foundational skills identified for the
early grades. For intermediate grades, a complete phonics intervention
kit, Reach into Phonics, is provided for students who struggle with
foundational reading skills. In addition, a range of digital resources
provide opportunities for repeated practice for automaticity
development.

Week 0

Date

a

the picture.

2.

tape
6.

vase

waves in the lake.
Unit 4 | Growing and Changing

e Master PM4.4

hen write it.

cause
carry

don't
ew
ay
sleep
Unit 4 | Growing and Changing

e Master PM4.5

Daily

e
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On Level

Some children will develop adequate decoding and fluency skills
but will not comprehend what they read. These students need to learn
to monitor their comprehension and to use comprehension strategies.
However, to understand text, students must also know the meaning of
the majority of the words they are reading:
• Pacing includes reading and rereading texts to enable the
students to read once for literal comprehension and then
read a second time to deepen comprehension.
• Background knowledge and vocabulary lists are provided
for anthology and library reading to help students at all
levels.
• Writing options provide options for all students to respond
to reading in level-appropriate ways.

Comprehension Coach and Reach into Phonics

Date

Words

4.5

Below Level

Above Level

Building students’ background also aids in comprehension. The
words we can associate with topics we know about and the depth of
our knowledge of specific topics facilitate our understanding of texts
on those topics. Therefore exposure to a wide range of topics provides
students with opportunities to develop vocabulary associated with
various topics in an engaging and embedded context and thereby
build their world knowledge in the process.

wave
4.

4.4

Below Level

T204f

When children can decode but are not fluent, Tier 2 instruction
focuses on building fluency in text reading. But children who are not
fluent may also need to develop language and automaticity. They also
need opportunities to read text at their independent reading level.
For this group of children, the Reach for Reading trade books are
a valuable resource. Materials in the program’s leveled library extend
to reach students who are two years below the grade-level reading
targets. These books can be used to provide students practice reading
at their independent level while they build content knowledge.
Further, there are several opportunities for students to practice
additional independent reading. Time is allotted in pacing for the
leveled library for teacher work with Tier 2 students and to conduct
conferences with all students.

Conclusion
It is not enough for us to assess for accountability purposes. Teachers
not only need to know how to collect pertinent data on students’
learning and development, but to use it in an easy-to-implement
way to make appropriate instructional decisions about grouping,
reteaching, and more. The range of measures, teaching resources, and
reteaching resources in Reach for Reading help teachers respond to
individual needs and grow as capable and confident readers, writers,
listeners, and speakers.

11/2/11 4:58 PM

For research citations see page R19.
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Orchestrating Instruction

When learning and practicing a skill, students will work best
when grouped with others of similar skill levels. Instructional levels
are determined by observation of student strengths. Reading means
deriving meaning from print. To that end, teachers should be aware
if students are purely decoding or if they are using phonics and
language skills to arrive at meaning. Teachers of emergent readers, in
addition, should be aware if students control concepts of print, have
letter knowledge, and can identify High Frequency Words. The best
tool for assessing student strengths in reading is the running record.

Running records
In An Observation Survey, Marie Clay (2000) states that running
records help teacher in
• the evaluation of text difficulty
• the grouping of children
• the acceleration of a child
• monitoring the progress of children
• observing particular difficulties in particular children.

Reading groups

BP22
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A running record of student performance can be carried out
with any introduced text and at any time. It consists of following
the student’s reading by making markings, which will be used to
analyze strengths and difficulties. The teacher jots down a tick, or
check mark, for each word read correctly. A miscue is recorded. If a
child corrects an error, the correction is recorded as well. A struggling
reader should be observed frequently in order to track his or her
progress and inform his or her instruction. On-level readers can be
observed on a regular basis.
Name

© National Geographic Learning, a part of Cengage Learning, Inc.

Grade 2 Assessment

A3.1

Grade 2 Assessment

Does not read with feeling.

Reads with appropriate
feeling for some content.

Does not change pitch.
Rarely pauses while reading
the text.
Can only read some high frequency words
automatically. Pauses to decode all others or
skips words. Pace is very slow and irregular with
many stops and starts.

2

1

Reads with appropriate
feeling for most content.

Occasionally pauses while
reading the text.
Pauses to decode many words. Pace is slow with
occasional stops and starts.

Changes pitch, but does not
match the content.

Changes pitch to match some
of the content.
Frequently pauses at all
appropriate places in
the text.
Reads most words automatically but still pauses
to decode some words. Pace varies but is mostly
consistent.

A3.3

3

1
2
3

Expression

4

Reads with appropriate
feeling for all content.

1
2
3
4

Changes pitch to match all of
the content.

2
3
4

Phrasing

1

Intonation

© National Geographic Learning, a part of Cengage Learning, Inc.

Unit 3 | Water for Everyone

Circle
Score

“I hope you don’t mind getting wet when it melts,”
I said.

Consistently pauses at all
appropriate places in the text.

1
2
3
4

Automaticity

number of errors

“I’m going to bring some snow home with me,”
he said.

Reads smoothly and automatically. Pace is
consistent.

61

89

117

142

31
18

=

with snow.

Unit 3

4

The next day, we played outside. We slid down hills

42

125

100

72

11
10

Winter WCPM Spring WCPM

79

51

106

words correct per
minute (wcpm)

“Those are snowflakes,” I laughed.

and made a snowman. Rob filled the pockets of his coat

Oral Reading Fluency Rubrics

“Look!” said Rob. “There are white flies all around.”

25

Fall WCPM

Rob and I walked home after school. One day the
wind felt very cold. Gray clouds filled the sky.

75

case it snowed.

50

For the first few days, Rob kept asking, “When will
it snow?” He took his coat to school every day in

25

“Be sure to pack warm clothes,” I told him. Rob
packed warm shirts and a coat.

Grade

2006 Hasbrouck & Tindal Oral Reading Fluency Data

My friend Rob came to visit me one winter. It
never snows where Rob lives. He had never seen snow.

Date

Oral Reading Assessment

90

Unit 3

Percentile

Date

Oral Reading Assessment

2

Name

–

Although there are many grouping formats that teachers may
use for reading instruction in their classrooms, we focus on two
primary types—homogeneous groups and heterogeneous groups.
Homogeneous groups are formed when students of similar reading
levels come together to read a text. The purpose of homogeneous
reading groups is to provide explicit instruction to groups of four to
six students at their instructional levels (Fountas & Pinnell, 1996;
2001) and to scaffold students’ understanding of texts (Frey & Fisher
2010). Importantly, homogeneous groups should not be static, or
students will remain in the same reading group for the entire year
(Fountas & Pinnell, 2001; Iaquinta, 2006). Rather, homogeneous
groupings must be flexible and allow for individual growth and
continued challenges.
Heterogeneous groups are formed with students of varying
strengths, needs, and interests as readers. According to Heilman et al
(2002), heterogeneous groups “have the potential to increase students’
academic engaged time and achievement by promoting active
learning, with students talking and working together rather than
passively listening” (p. 502).
Which grouping format is best? A primary consideration for
making this decision is identifying the task at hand, and the question
becomes if students should be placed in homogenous or heterogeneous
groups to provide the best setting for the given task.

Accuracy and Rate

Our classrooms are made up of students with a variety of interests,
strengths, and personalities. Some are shy while others are outspoken;
some are afraid to take risks, while some are bold; some have been
read to, others have never held a book. In the classroom, one of the
challenges a teacher faces is grouping these diverse personalities in
such a way that they will all flourish. It has been shown that small
group instruction is more effective for students than simply doing
whole group instruction during the entire day (Taylor, Pearson, Clark
& Walpole, 2000). And so, how do we group students?
We know that the best literacy teachers don’t simply organize
their instruction; they orchestrate learning within their classrooms
(Turner, 2005). Heilman and his colleagues (2002) note that
“Implementing reading instruction in a class requires careful
orchestration of time, materials, and instruction to satisfy the needs
of individual children” (p. 508). This means that teachers must be
thoughtful and purposeful as they make grouping decisions.

by Lada Kratky and Jennifer D. Turner

words attempted in
one minute

Lada Kratky
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Oral reading assessments provide running records of reading progress.
Measures are provided for accuracy, rate, and comprehension.

Classroom Management

Using running record scores and other measures, the teacher will
create homogeneous reading groups. Reading groups are formed to
provide explicit instruction to a group of four to six students at their
instructional levels. These groupings must be flexible and allow for
individual growth and continued challenges.
The most important and continual consideration has to be that
groupings are flexible. Students grow at different speeds. Flexible
groupings are essential to avoid frustration and keep kids engaged
by keeping them appropriately challenged and meeting individual
needs. Running records and conferences must become part of routine
and constant observations of each student’s growth, which will guide
continual and necessary adjustments between groups.
As Iaquinta (2006) observes, flexible groups “avoid the traditional
problems of grouping, because teachers change the composition of
groups regularly to accommodate the different learning paths of
readers” (p. 414). In order to maintain flexibly, it is necessary to assess
students’ strengths and needs on an ongoing basis. Thus, constant
observation of each student’s growth, as well as periodic adjustments
within groups, are vital in order to allow each student to advance at
his or her own rate.

Leveled books provide opportunities for students to explore science
and social studies content and apply reading skills and strategies at
their individual instructional levels.

Once groups are formed, there are a variety of different
instructional approaches that classrooms take to implement small
group reading. Guided reading involves teacher-supported discussions
in small groups (Fountas & Pinnell, 1996). Literature circles are
heterogeneous, student-lead groups of four or six children who read
the same book. They prepare for discussion by taking on particular
role e.g. Discussion Director, Connector, Illustrator. (Daniels, 2002).
Many other reading routines exist and can be effective once groups
are formed. Regardless of the format used, homogeneous group
reading is just a first step in reading. It’s also important to have
students share and extend learning through heterogeneous group
discussions.

After students work with texts at their level, Reach for Reading
provides the opportunity for all students to share the knowledge
gained about the different stories and informational texts they have
read through heterogeneous group discussions. The “Connect Across
Texts” part of the small group and leveled reading routines provides
opportunities for all learners to transform facts and ideas gleaned
from their books into knowledge, ideas, and opinions about the core
content topics and questions that form the center of each unit.
Name

Date

Discussion Guide

Connect Across Texts
Share the story words with your group. Then take notes as you listen to
each summary.
Sitti’s Secrets

Miss Rumphius

Everest: The Climb, Part 1

The Cay, Part 1

Compare and contrast the books you have read. Discuss these questions
with your group.

1. What helps each character imagine the world? How do these
books help readers imagine the world?
2. How does each author help you visualize each amazing place?
3. Big Question What is similar about the settings in each book?
What is different? What makes each of the places in these
books amazing?

For use with TE pages SG6–SG9

SG3.7

© NGSP & HB

Flexible grouping

Unit 3 | Amazing Places

Selecting the right book
Among the many baskets of books that are made available in a
classroom, students will find books that are easy for them, those that
are at instructional level, and those that are difficult. It is important
to know which books are appropriate for each learner. Fountas and
Pinnell say, “Easy readers…allow children to focus on the meaning
and enjoy humor and suspense. [They] give children “mileage” as
readers and build confidence.” However, it is not enough for children
to just read easy texts.
Instructional-level books are those that allow readers to learn
more and progress little steps at a time. They provide practice of
known strategies and go a step beyond, allowing for fluent reading
and opportunities to problem solve. Hard texts will more than likely
discourage the reader. The reading will be choppy, punctuation will
be ignored, perhaps there will be sounding out of individual letters,
all of which will result in little or no comprehension and the message
that reading is difficult and frustrating.
Reach for Reading provides a large range of texts to meet the
diverse levels of today’s heterogeneous classrooms for every one of the
• 32 content-based decodable readers are provided in the
primary grades
• over 100 thematically-connected trade books carefully
selected to span across the range of below-level, on-level, and
above-level readers
• 64 Explorer Books featuring articles from National
Geographic Explorer magazine written at two different
reading levels.
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Classroom Management, continued
Grouping for cooperative learning

How I Feel About Writing
What I Like to Read

Recommended Books
Level*

A

Fiction About Growing and Changing

Carle, Eric. Do You Want to Be My Friend? HarperCollins
Publishers, 1987.

Nonfiction About Growing and Changing

Blϋmchen, Gustav. Little Monkeys. National Geographic Society, 2003.
Miranda, Anne. The Little Lion. Hampton-Brown, 2001.

Wildsmith, Brian. Brian Wildsmith’s Amazing Animal Alphabet Book.
Star Bright Books, 2008.

B

Phillips, Jacinta. My Puppy. National Geographic Society, 2006.

Braidich, Shelby. Penguins. Rosen Publishing Group, Inc., 2001.

C

Coxon, Michèle. Kitten’s Adventure. Star Bright Books, 1998.

Graves, Kimberlee. See How It Grows. Creative Teaching Press, 1995.

D

Coxon, Michèle. Look Out, Lion Cub! Star Bright Books, 1998.

Frost, Helen. Baby Birds. Capstone Press, 2005.

Ginsburg, Mirra. The Chick and the Duckling. Simon & Schuster
Children’s Publishing, 1988.

Stockdale, Susan. Carry Me! Animal Babies On the Move.
Peachtree Publishers, 2008.
Parent’s ChoiCe award

E

Carrick, Carol. Mothers Are Like That. Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2007.

Saunders-Smith, Gail. Butterflies. Capstone Press, 1997.

Kishel, Ann-Marie. Turtles and Hatchlings. Lerner Publishing Group, 2006.

Cohen, Miriam. Eggy Meggy and Peggy. Star Bright Books, 2003.
Luthardt, Kevin. Peep! Peachtree Publishers, 2003.

F

Labatt, Mary. Sam Goes Next Door. Kids Can Press, 2006.

Himmelman, John. A Pill Bug’s Life. Children’s Press, 1999.

G

Fox, Mem. Time for Bed. Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 1997.

Driscoll, Laura. Frogs. Penguin Young Readers Group, 1998.

H

Mitchell, Melanie. Snakes. Lerner Publishing Group, 2003.

Kasza, Keiko. A Mother for Choco. Penguin Young Readers Group, 1996.
Ehlert, Lois. Top Cat. Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2001.

Wallace, Karen. Born to Be a Butterfly. DK Publishing, 2010.

Fleming, Denise. Time to Sleep. Henry Holt & Company, 2001.

I

Coxon, Michèle. Charlie Finds a Stick. Star Bright Books, 2007.

J

Benchley, Nathaniel. Oscar Otter. HarperCollins Publishers, 1980.
Bornstein, Ruth. Little Gorilla. Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 1986.

Jenkins, Priscilla Belz. A Nest Full of Eggs. HarperCollins Publishers,
1995.
Common Core exemPlar

K

Cauley, Lorinda. The Ugly Duckling. Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 1989.

Jacquet, Luc. The March of the Penguins. Random House, Inc., 2006.

Waring, Geoff. Oscar and the Frog. Candlewick Press, 2008.

Allen, Judy. Are You a Ladybug? Kingfisher, 2003.

Wallace, Karen. Wild Baby Animals. DK Publishing, 2000.

Hewett, Joan. A Koala Joey Grows Up. Lerner Publishing Group, 2004.

Fleming, Denise. In the Small, Small Pond. Henry Holt Books for Young
Readers, 1998.
CaldeCott honor Book

Author Study: Nikki Grimes

Author Study: Jonathan Emmett

Ruby in
Her Own Time

Bringing Down the Moon. Candlewick Press, 2009.
Diamond in the Snow. Candlewick Press, 2005.

by Jonathan Emmett

illustrated by Rebecca Harry

No Place Like Home. Candlewick Press, 2005.

It’s Raining Laughter. Boyds Mills Press, 2005.

C aterpillar

by Nikki Grimes

Oh, Brother! HarperCollins Publishers, 2008.

When Gorilla Goes Walking. Orchard Books, 2007.
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next to all the

Date

no

Directions: Put a

1

I like to write.

next to all the topics that you

like to write about.

NGI0XXXX

2

I think it is important to write well.

NGI0XXXX

AFFECTIVE & METACOGNITIVE

3

I like other people to read my writing.

NGI0XXXX

4

I like to read about:

❏ Animals

❏ Art

❏ Computers

❏

❏ Math / Science

❏ Movies

❏

❏ Dancing

Games

❏ Music / Singers
What else do you like to

Sports

read about? Draw a picture

❏ My family
I think I am a good writer.

NGI0XXXX

6

My teacher wants me to write more.

How I Feel About Readin

of it here.

g

in the box to show the

My family thinks I am a good writer.

yes

NGI0XXXX

you.

8

Directions: Write a

I like writing on a computer more than writing with
paper and pencil.

no

When I read my school
9

I think I need to improve my writing.

Level F Assessment

books.

Level F Assessment

work…

always

441

sometimes

not yet

words.

I learn new words.
If you want to find the meaning
of a word, what do you
do? Circle all the pictures
you do.
that show

what

journey

NGI0XXXX

I have many favorite books.

4

about? Draw a picture of it here.

Vocabulary Strategies

you.

© NGSP & HB

I am not interested in most

3

© NGSP & HB

AFFECTIVE & METACOGNITIVE

NGI0XXXX

to me.

I like to choose my own topics to write about.

AFFECTIVE & METACOGNITIVE

10

answer that is true for

I know most of the words.
I think I need to know more

NGI0XXXX

I like it when someone reads

❏ My hobbies

Date

in the box to show the

NGI0XXXX

I like to read.

2

❏ My dreams / Feelings

❏ Plants / Animals

Name

answer that is true for

NGI0XXXX

NGI0XXXX
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438

439

ake a
journey.

NGI0XXXX

I think I am a good reader.

5

❏ My friends

❏ Holidays

❏ My own stories

What I Do:

NGI0XXXX

7

1

❏ Games / Sports

❏ My school

What else do you like to write

Date
Name

Directions: Write a

I like to write about:

I wish I did not have to write so much.

NGI0XXXX

5

AFFECTIVE & METACOGNITIVE

Leveled
Book
Finder

Fiction & Nonfiction

Name

yes
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NGI0XXXX

My teacher wants me to

6

I say the word out loud.

read more.

I look at the word in the

sentence.

NGI0XXXX

I like going to the library.

7

NGI0XXXX

8

My family reads a lot.

NGI0XXXX

9

I like watching TV more

than reading.
I ask someone what the

word means.

I look up the word in the

NGI0XXXX

10

Reading is fun.

Level F Assessment

Level F Assessment

440

dictionary.
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Independent Reading

Directions: Put a

What I Like to Write

Date

in the box to show the answer that is true for you.

NGI0XXXX

AFFECTIVE & METACOGNITIVE

In addition to selecting texts according to students’ reading levels,
teachers should also select texts based on
students’ interests and preferences. For
Unit 4
example, students generally choose the
book that they would like to read during
independent reading time. Teachers may
also encourage students to select topics
of interest in science and social studies
and support students in using a wide
range of informational texts, which
promotes content learning and literacy
development (Bergoff & Egawa, 1991).
Finally, recent research suggests that
students respond enthusiastically to texts
that mirror their cultural, linguistic, or ethnic backgrounds, and
teachers should select books which are relevant to students’ lives and
interests outside of school (Louie, 2006; Turner & Kim, 2005).

Directions: Write a

about.
topics that you like to read

© NGSP & HB

Independent reading

Name

Date
Name

© NGSP & HB

Generally speaking, when involved in cooperative learning activities,
heterogeneous groupings will engage students most effectively. These
groups mix language abilities as well as personalities in order to
combine talkers with non-talkers, the shy with the bold. The purpose
of this type of grouping is to share ideas, discuss, talk, brainstorm,
or build together. By having heterogeneous grouping, talkers become
role models, and non-speakers slowly build up enough confidence to
speak. These activities allow students to learn from each other as they
work together.
The teacher is the most informed person with regards to student
strengths in language and participation and
Corners
is the best person to match up different
students for mutual benefit and growth.
1's
3's
National Geographic Reach for Reading offers
a wide range of cooperative learning
activities. An example of such an activity is
“Corners.” Each of the four corners of the
4's
2's
classroom is assigned one aspect of a
discussion. At their seats, students think and
write about one of those aspects. Then they
go to the corresponding corner to discuss their ideas. At the end, one
student from each group shares the thoughts of the group with the
class.
Cooperation, discussions, listening to others’ opinions and
sharing of ideas are behaviors that are desirable and have to be
learned. When students work together in heterogeneous groups, those
behaviors can be nurtured and made to develop.

442
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Affective and metacognitive assessments
are provided at NGReach.com.

Independent reading time is a time in the day for readers just to
explore reading. Whereas leveled reading takes place in homogeneous
groups and texts are selected primarily for their appropriate
instructional level, independent reading can happen when students
are grouped heterogeneously and texts are selected based on personal
interests of the reader. Book baskets are leveled, so students can select
easy or instructional-level texts and read to each other. In addition,
students can explore book baskets that might contain selections to
entice diverse interests. These might be catalogs, how-to manuals,
magazines on motorcycles, cars or airplanes, cookbooks, or any other
type of texts that might not otherwise be available to students. It is
exploration time, a time readers confirm the fact that reading is fun.

Conclusion
Small group instruction has been proven to be most effective when
teaching students of different backgrounds and strengths. In activities
where the focus is learning a skill, such as reading, homogeneous
groups are more efficient because they group students by ability and
instruction is aimed at each specific ability level. Constant observation
of student participation and progress is required for teachers to be
informed about their students. Finally, it is important for teachers to
remember that small group instruction is critical, but it is just one
part of a balanced literacy program. Small group instruction provides
opportunities for students to work closely with their peers and with
texts, yet it should not be the only instructional feature of the literacy
block. Participating in small instructional groups, as well as accessing
literacy events within the whole community (e.g., read alouds,
shared writing experiences) and opportunities to read independently,
enhance children’s development as critical readers, writers, talkers,
and thinkers.
For research citations see page R19.
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Nancy Frey, Ph.D.

Using Technology to Foster Learning for
a New Century by Nancy Frey
Peer over the shoulder of an elementary-aged child who is working on
a computer and prepare to be amazed and a little intimidated. The
children in today’s classrooms have never known a time when the
Internet did not exist and have been raised in an environment where
information is just as likely to be presented digitally as it is in print.
When confronted with an interesting question, they are as likely to
turn to a computer, or other device with a Web browser, as they are to
look in a book. This shift in learning is not confined to school-aged
children. Increasingly, teachers of these same students have themselves
experienced curriculum development as a process that occurs within
digital spaces.
Professional organizations have united in their calls for a
21st century approach to education that broadens our approach
to teaching, learning, and literacy. The International Reading
Association in 2009 called for literacy curriculum that emphasizes
use of print and digital technologies in learning, and further stated
“students have the right to… teachers who use ICTs (information
and communication technologies) skillfully for teaching and learning
effectively” (IRA, 2009). The Partnership for 21st Century Learning
Skills, a consortium of education and business organizations,
states that the 21st century content must include “global awareness,
financial, economic, business, and entrepreneurial literacy, civic
literacy, and health and wellness awareness” (Partnership for 21st
Century Learning Skills, 2009). The digital divide still exists,
and there is enormous disparity in access to technology in homes,
classrooms, and communities. A survey by the Kaiser Family
Foundation reported that schools play a key role in providing access
to those students who lack access to technology in their homes and
communities (Rideout, Foehr & Roberts, 2010).
However, the development of 21st century learners who are also
learning to be literate is complex. Hobbs (2010), in her testimony
to the United States Congress, noted that there are three kinds of
possible risks: content risks that expose students to harmful material;
contact risks that may result in online harassment or bullying; and
conduct risks that include misrepresentation and misinformation.
The troubling nature of access to 21st century learning experiences is
confounded by access to hardware that is connected to the Internet.

According to the Pew Internet and American Life Project, access
to broadband is significantly lower in poorer households, among
Hispanics, and in homes where English learners live, and that the rate
of access has declined in the last several years among this population
due to cost (2008).
The fact is that preparation of students for learning in a new
century means that the curriculum they use must focus on building
the types of critical literacy needed for global communication. It
presents a unique challenge for elementary educators who need to
balance the development of the kinds of skills needed for becoming
digitally literate with the very real concerns about shielding young
children from risk.
Reach for Reading is designed to build students’ capacity for
learning with technology, and to support teachers’ efforts in utilizing
technology in a safe environment. In addition, the curriculum design
of the program accentuates the content knowledge needed by 21st
century learners.

Literacy 2.0: learning in the 21st century
Literacy and learning in the 21st century is shifting from an emphasis
on the tools (e.g., computers, smartphones, podcasts, networks)
to processes. In other words, we know that the tools teachers and
students use will continue to change at breathtaking speed. In fact,
it is likely that by the time you read this white paper, there will be
new tools that did not exist when it was written. Instead, educators
understand that the focus needs to shift to the processes used by
learners when utilizing technologies. All learners need the following
technology literacy skills (Frey, Fisher, & Gonzalez, 2010). Students
must be able to
• search and find information
• use information
• create information
• share information.
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Technology, continued
Reach for Reading is designed to promote searching for
information across both print-based and digital texts through online
reading experiences focused on topics and issues that impact the
social, biological, and physical world. Students view video clips to
build their background knowledge and listen to both the teacher
and others to build their language skills. They use information from
printed texts and digital texts to formulate answers from an inquirybased curriculum. The Digital Library provides a media-rich search
resource and access to National Geographic texts, videos, and images
is available online.

Social learning in the 21st century
Noted literacy researcher Paul Gee (2007) states that learning is
socially constructed between people and requires them to probe,
hypothesize, reprobe, and rethink and that this occurs in both faceto-face and digital environments. The Web 2.0 revolution has made
digital spaces interactive, and people expect to be able to dialogue,
confer, and debate on any topic of interest. Whether in a classroom
or a digital environment, students need the skills to ask questions,
form opinions, ask more questions, and draw conclusions. Therefore,
a curriculum designed to prepare 21st century learners must include
ample opportunities for students to converse with their peers, ask
questions, disagree, and formulate their own opinions.
In Reach for Reading, communication is located at the heart of the
program. Students engage daily in verbal and written discourse about
ideas and information that impact their local communities and the
world at large. Rest assured that these environments are constructed
to reduce the content, contact, and conduct risks that might otherwise
lead to restriction of such experiences due to these concerns.

Reading and writing in the 21st century
In addition to traditional printed texts in anthologies, Big Books, and
trade books, interactive texts are designed for whole-class reading.

Each day, students create information through writing.
Importantly, writing genres include those needed for digital
communication, such as writing emails and blogs. Many of the
writing projects utilize Magazine Maker which focuses students on
using technology to produce writing. The digital nature of these
resources brings the most current information about the world to
the classroom. As always, students are consistently challenged to be
discriminating consumers of information.
Students create
writing projects using
the Magazine Maker.

Leu et al. (2009) state that the “self-directed text construction”
of online reading experiences represents a shift from traditional
print-based literacy. Students in an online environment move
freely between texts to form understandings. Students need ample
experiences with moving among a group of texts in order to develop
the ability to synthesize information. Therefore, each unit in Reach
for Reading is organized around a Big Question that prompts students
to move among a set of informational and narrative texts to construct
understanding.
The Big Questions are designed to defy easy answers, and learners
are prompted to use both their background knowledge and what they
have learned from their readings to draw conclusions and formulate
answers. Research activities in the program include traditional printbased research and online research. This organization encourages
Learning Stations
students to engage in the kinds of nonlinear multi-text explorations
needed when reading and researching online.

Week 1
Speaking and Listening

Language and Vocabulary

Writing

Web research activitiesOption
help1: Disaster
students
Poem
Key Words
synthesis
skills using printed
category use
conclusion
core create develop
erupt flow force island lava magma
resources in the program and text
ocean pressure rock stanza volcano
and media resources online.

Option 1: Watch Volcanoes 101

Skill: Imagery, Vivid Verbs
Content: Forces of Nature

Language Arts

Disaster Poem

1. Review “An Island Grows.” Find strong verbs
that form images in your mind.

Option 1: Vocabulary Games

Thesaurus entry

partners

2. Use a thesaurus. Find strong verbs to make
this poem more exciting. Change each
underlined verb.
The earth shakes.
Flood waters flow.
The tidal wave splashes.
Tornadoes blow.
A volcano blows up.

Main Entry
Part of Speech
Definition
Synonyms:

blow
verb
to push air
bluster, burst, drift,
explode, flutter,
huff, shatter

shake—tremble, quiver, shudder,
shock, jolt, jerk, heave
flow—gush, rush, surge, spurt

3. Write the poem with your new verbs.

MAGAZINE
MAKER

5BML 5PHFUIFS

Share your poem. How do strong verbs make
your writing more exciting?
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Have students agree on rules for discussion,
such as “raise hands to speak” or “pass a talking
stick.” Then have groups discuss the video
using their notes.
Follow Rules for Discussions

Option 2: Explain a Diagram

Language and Literacy Teamwork Activities:
Card 41
Teacher’s Guide on NGReach.com
thesaurus
NGReach.com Online Vocabulary Games

Acquire and Use Academic and Domain-Specific Words
CC.3.L.6

Consult References
Use Knowledge of Language
Choose Words for Effect
Understand Nuances

CC.3.L.2.g
CC.3.L.3
CC.3.L.3.a
CC.3.L.5

CC.3.SL.1.b

Option 2: My Vocabulary Notebook

Option 2: Sensing a Storm
Skill: Write a Poem, Use Sensory Details
Content: Forces of Nature

Author Monograph | Technology

The earth shudders.
The flood waters rush and gush.

ESL_LLTA_G3U7P1_LA.indd 41

Have students watch the video and take notes.
To view the video, go to Resources > Unit 7 >
Learning Stations > Week 1 > Volcanoes 101.
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small
group

Digital Option Use an online thesaurus to find
d vverbs.
erb
bs

Writing

Sensing a Storm
1. Look at the Language Builder Picture
Card of a tornado. Imagine what it feels like
to see a bad storm coming!
2. Use your five senses to write a poem about
the storm.
I smell
I hear

.
.

I taste
I feel

.
.

on your
own

tornado

I smell a storm coming.
I hear thunder roaring.

Communication in the 21st century
Both on- and offline experiences are necessary for students to
become thoroughly literate in the 21st century. Reach for Reading
Part 1
emphasizes
theRespond
communication and collaboration
skills necessary for
Key Words
Think and
adaptation
prey
students to engage in these practices in behavior
both face-to-face
and digital
response
characteristic
strategy
environments.
In
particular,
the
language
frames
present
in every
Talk About It
defend
survival
predator
trait language and
lesson cause
students
focusplay
onin both
the
academic
1. What
tricks do theto
characters
this
trickster tale? needed in verbal and written communication.
academic vocabulary
trick that Cuy (2009)
plays is note,
.
As Leu andOnecolleagues
“[o]nline reading and writing
A trick that Tío Antonio plays is
.
are so closely
it isplays
notis possible
to separate them; we read
One connected
trick that the farmer
.
online as2.authors
readers”
Who do youand
think write
is smarter,online
Cuy or theas
farmer?
Express (p.
your 266). The ability to
ideas that
about this.
do so requires
learners are immersed in the rich oral and written
I thinkothers
is smarter
. online learning.
dialogue with
that isbecause
critical for
3. Describe the relationship between Cuy and Tío Antonio.
How do these characters interact with each other?

NGReach.com

Write About It
What traits do you most admire in Cuy? Why?
Write an e-mail to Cuy to tell him. Use Key Words.

Send

To:

Subject:

Cuy@ngreach.com
Ileana@ngreach.com
Cuy’s traits

Hi Cuy,
You have some great traits, like
.
about you because

and

. I like these things

96
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Conclusion
It is imperative that we prepare students for their future as members
of a global community where information is shared, produced, and
understood across space and people. It is clear that the challenge is
great, especially because the past decades have taught us that we are
not able to predict the tools they will be using as adults. Rather, our
best approach is to ensure that students know how to communicate
and collaborate with one another in both face-to-face and digital
environments. They must be provided with daily opportunities
to read, write, speak, listen, and view using many kinds of visual
and written texts. Students must become increasingly comfortable
searching for information, storing it, sharing it, producing it, and
presenting it to a variety of audiences. Learners who are able to do
these things are well prepared for a new century.

Learn test-taking strategies.

From:

Digital resources
like phonics
games,
vocabulary
games, and the
Comprehension
Coach provide
options for
additional
practice.

1/15/10 5:52:49 PM

Let’s not forget literacy learning!

Reading, writing, and communicating in digital environments is
essential for learners in a new century, but let’s not forget that our
primary job is to induct children into the world of literacy. Therefore,
the resources available to the teachers of these students must be
similarly cutting edge. Because the Reach for Reading program
features both print and digital tools, teachers are able to draw from a
rich catalog of materials that would otherwise be prohibitively large to
store in a classroom. These include instructional support tools such as
online letter cards that can be manipulated to form words for use in
phonics instruction, vocabulary cards that bring meaning to life when
providing reading comprehension instruction, and graphic organizers
that make it easy to show students how information is sequenced
during writing instruction.
Even better, digital resources make it even easier to provide
the necessary alternative materials needed for Tier 2 Response to
Intervention programs to supplement quality core instruction. In the
past, students who struggled to read and write often did so because
their teachers were not able to supply them with enough repetition
and practice of skills. However, the digital resources make it possible
to provide struggling students with meaningful reteaching and
practice opportunities to accelerate their progress.

For research citations see page R19.
Author Monograph | Technology
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Foundational Skills
Research Basis: Phonological awareness is the ability to hear, identify, and manipulate sounds
in words. It is an essential skill for emergent readers: children must be able to distinguish sounds
in words before they can link the sounds to the letters that represent them. Explicit instruction in
phonological awareness significantly improves children’s reading (National Reading Panel, 2000).

Phonological Awareness Routine 1
Match, Identify, and Isolate Sounds
Purpose: Children listen to beginning, middle, or ending sounds in pairs of words to determine
whether the sounds are the same or different. They identify the sound that is the same in a set of three
words. Then they isolate the sound in a single word. If children need additional instruction in hearing
sounds in words, use Phonological Awareness Routine 12 on BP31.
1. Match Sounds Begin by telling children they will listen for sounds in words. Then have children
listen as you say two words with the same beginning (middle, ending) sound. Ask children if the
two words have the same beginning (middle, ending) sound: Are the beginning sounds the same?
2. Match and Distinguish Sounds Continue with other sets of words, some of which do not share
the same beginning (middle, ending) sounds.
3. Identify Matching Sounds Say three words that only share their beginning (middle, ending)
sounds. Ask children to say the one sound that is the same in all three words. Continue with other
sets of words.
4. Isolate Sounds Ask children to listen for the beginning (middle, ending) sound of a word.
Say the word slowly, and have children repeat it. Then have children say the beginning (middle,
ending) sound in the word.

Phonological Awareness Routine 2
Blend Sounds
Purpose: Children blend sounds to make words.
1. Listen to Sounds Tell children that you will say a word slowly and then they will say it quickly.
Say the word, sound by sound, holding each continuous sound for a few seconds. (The following
consonant sounds are continuous: /f/, /h/, /l/, /m/, /n/, /r/, /s/, /v/, /w/, /y/, /z/.)
2. Use Sound Boxes Tell children that for every sound they
say, they will put one chip in one sound box. Have children
repeat the word sound by sound with you as you model
how to put chips in the sound boxes to show each sound.
Then model how to blend the sounds to say the word fast.
Begin by pointing to the first box. Loop your finger below
each chip or box as you say each sound: /s/ /ă/ /t/. What’s
the word? sat. Sweep your finger quickly under the boxes as
children repeat the word.
3. Blend Sounds Have children clear the chips from their
boxes. Say the next word sound by sound, holding
continuant sounds. Have children put a chip in their sound
boxes for each new sound. Then have children blend
sounds to say the word. Repeat for remaining words. If
children make an error, ask them to try again. If they repeat
the error, provide corrective feedback. (See Corrective
Feedback Routine 1 on BP36.)
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/s/

/ă/

sat

/t/

Best Practices
Scaffold Meaning The primary
purpose of instruction in phonological
awareness is to help children hear,
identify, and manipulate sounds.
Choose words that are familiar to your
students. When words are unfamiliar,
briefly scaffold meaning with a gesture
or explanation. Remember to keep the
focus of instruction on the sounds in the
words.

Phonological Awareness Routine 3
Segment Sounds

Best Practices

Purpose: Children segment a word into individual sounds.
1. Use Sound Boxes Display sound boxes and tell children that the boxes will help them say a word
slowly. Explain that they will say a new sound each time you point to a new sound box.
2. Listen to a Model Say a word. Model how to say it slowly, switching to each new sound as you
place a coin or chip on the next sound box. Say the word again together slowly, cueing children for
each new sound by switching to the next sound box. Have children repeat.
3. Segment Sounds Say the next word. Have children say the word slowly as they point to the
sound boxes. Repeat for the remaining examples.

/s/

/ă/

/t/

4. Count Sounds Have children say the word again slowly and put chips in sound boxes to show the
sounds. Ask them to count sounds by counting the chips.

Phonological Awareness Routine 4

Pronouncing and Segmenting
Sounds Clear pronunciation helps
children distinguish sounds. Follow
these tips to pronounce clearly without
distorting sounds.
• Do hold continuant sounds for
emphasis. The sounds /f/, /h/, /l/, /m/,
/n/, /r/, /s/, /v/, /w/, /y/, and /z/ can be
held without distortion.
• Use caution when pronouncing stop
sounds. Repeat the sound or word,
rather than adding force to the sound.
Emphasizing stop sounds can result
in distortion, such as pronouncing
“tuh” instead of /t/ at the beginning of
words such as tin or tan.
• When segmenting sounds, say the
word slowly holding any continuant
sounds, rather than creating pauses
between sounds. For example, when
segmenting the word fast (/f/ /a/ /s/
/t/), say “fffaaassst.”

Add Sounds
Purpose: Children add sounds to words to make new words.
1. Say a Word Begin by telling children they will add a sound to a word to make a new word. Say a
word that can have a sound added to the beginning or end to make a new word. Have children say
the word with you.
2. Listen to a Model Identify the added sound, and tell where it will be added. Model how to say
the new word slowly and then fast: Listen to this word: hi. Let’s add /d/ to the end of hi: hi, /d/, hide.
What’s the word? hide. Have children repeat the new word with you.
3. Add Sounds Say another word and have children repeat it. Identify the sound to add, and where
to add it. Have children say the new word along with you, slowly and then fast. Repeat the steps
with another word and sound, but let children say the new word on their own. Continue with the
remaining examples.

Phonological Awareness Routine 5
Delete Sounds
Purpose: Children delete sounds from words to make new words.
1. Say a Word Begin by telling children that they will take a sound away from a word to make a new
word. Then say a word that can have a sound deleted from the beginning or end to make a new
word. Have children say the word with you.
2. Listen to a Model Identify the sound to take away, and tell where to take it from (beginning, end).
Model how to segment the sound and say the remaining word: Listen to this word: tear. Let’s take
away the beginning sound /t/ from tear: /t/ear. What word is left? ear. Have children say the new word
with you.
4. Delete Sounds Say another word and have children repeat it. Identify the sound to take away,
and tell where it is taken from (beginning, end). Have children say the sound and new word along
with you, and repeat the new word. Repeat, having children segment the sound and say the new
word on their own. Continue with the remaining examples.

Phonological Awareness Routines
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Foundational Skills, continued
Phonological Awareness Routine 6
Substitute Sounds
Purpose: Children substitute sounds to make new words.
1. Listen to a Model Tell children they will add a sound to a word to make a new word. Use sound
boxes and chips to model changing the beginning (middle, ending) sound in a word. Say a word,
and repeat it slowly, having children place a chip for each sound in a box: Listen to this word: pan.
Say it slowly with me: /p/ /ă/ /n/. Now say it again slowly. Put a chip in a sound box every time you say
a new sound. Identify the beginning (middle, ending) sound in the word. Have children say the
sound as they point to the sound box: The beginning sound is /p/. Point to the box for /p/.
2. Substitute Sounds Have children change the sound: Now change the /p/ in pan to /v/. What word is
it? van Have children say the word slowly and then quickly as they point to the chips in the sounds
boxes. Repeat with remaining words.

Phonological Awareness Routine 7
Count Syllables
Purpose: Children count the number of syllables in words.
1. Say a Word Tell (or remind) children that words can have one or many syllables. Give examples.
Then tell children that they are going to clap each syllable in a word. Say the first word.
2. Clap Syllables Repeat the word slowly, clapping out (or tapping) the syllables. Have children
repeat the word as they tap or clap the syllables with you.
3. Count Syllables As you say the word again, have children place in a row one block or square of
paper for each syllable. Then have them count the syllables in the word by counting the blocks or
squares. Continue clapping and counting syllables in other words.

Phonological Awareness Routine 8
Combine Syllables
Purpose: Children combine syllables to make words.
1. Listen to a Word Tell (or remind) children that words can have one or many syllables. Give
examples. Then tell children that they are going to put syllables together to make a word. Say a
word, syllable by syllable.
2. Blend Syllables Ask children to blend the syllables to say the word quickly. Say another word,
syllable by syllable. Ask children to say the word. Repeat for remaining examples.
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Best Practices
Streamline Instructional
Language Young children beginning
formal instruction, or beginning formal
instruction in English, may enter school
with little knowledge of the language
of instruction. Provide simple, clear
explanations or directives that can be
easily understood by all children.
Model and Guide Practice Model
each task, including questions and
responses. Then have children complete
the task along with you by echoing
or chiming in. Finally, have children
complete the task on their own. Listen
for errors and provide immediate
feedback. See Corrective Feedback
Routine 1 on BP36.

Phonological Awareness Routine 9
Segment Syllables

Best Practices

Purpose: Children divide a word into syllables.
1. Listen to a Word Tell children they are going to say each syllable in a word. Say a word.
2. Segment Syllables Say the word again, clapping (or tapping) as you say each syllable. Have
children tap or clap as they say each syllable with you. Say a new word, and have children clap (or
tap) as they say each syllable. Repeat with remaining examples.

Phonological Awareness Routine 10
Delete Syllables

pen-cil

Purpose: Children delete syllables from a word.
1. Listen to a Word Tell children they are going to listen to a word
and take away one of the syllables. Say the word. Have children
repeat the word.

Teach in Small Groups Phonological
awareness instruction is most effective
in a small-group setting. This instruction
should also be done in short periods
of time, and shouldn’t take up more
than 20 instructional hours over the
school year. Three 5-minute small group
lessons will be more effective than one
fifteen minute whole-group lesson
(Carnine et al. 2005).

pen

2. Delete Syllables Say: Listen to this word and clap the syllables:
pencil. (pen-cil) Now say only the first syllable. (pen)
Repeat with remaining examples.

Phonological Awareness Routine 11
Substitute Syllables
Purpose: Children substitute syllables in a word.
1. Listen to a Word Tell children they are going to listen to a word and change one of the syllables.
Say the word. Have children repeat the word.
2. Substitute Syllables Say: Listen to this word and clap the syllables: bigger. Now change the final
syllable ger to gest. What is the new word? (biggest) Repeat with remaining examples.

Phonological Awareness Routine 12
Hear and Identify Sounds in Words
Purpose: Children say a word slowly and identify the beginning or ending sound.
1. Listen to Sounds Show children a picture of an object whose name has three sounds, and
whose initial sound is continuous. Under the picture show a three-box grid. Using three chips,
demonstrate saying the word slowly, while moving a chip into each corresponding box. Have the
children repeat the word while moving each chip, matching each sound with the corresponding
sound box.
2. Identify Initial Sound Have the children say the word
again slowly while pointing to the corresponding sound
boxes. Point to the first box and ask: What sound do you
hear at the beginning of
? Have the children start
saying the word again and identify the initial sound.
3. Identify Final Sound Have children say the word again
slowly while pointing to the corresponding sound boxes.
As they finish saying the word, have them listen to that
final sound. Point to that last box and ask: What sound do
you hear at the end of
?

/s/

/k/

Phonological Awareness Routines
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Foundational Skills, continued
Research Basis: Explicit instruction in phonics helps children understand the alphabetic
principal—that patterns of letters in written words represent the sounds in spoken words. This
principal is the foundational skill of reading and lays the framework for children to decode and
comprehend successfully as they progress in their reading development. Instruction should be
systematic and include six core components: phonemic awareness warm-up, explicit instruction
in sound/spelling relationships, practice blending, application to decodable text, dictation and
spelling, and word work. (National Reading Panel, 2000; CORE Reading Sourcebook, 2000.)
Effective practice also includes immediate feedback on errors and reteaching for those children
who need additional support.

Decoding Routine 1
Sound-by-Sound Blending
Purpose: Children listen for the target sound in words, associate the sound and its spelling(s), and
blend words with the target sound/spelling.

Step 1 Develop Phonological Awareness
1. Listen for Sounds Provide examples of words with the target sound in the initial, final, and
medial positions. (Note that some positions may not be applicable with all elements.)
2. Identify Sounds Say a series of words, some with the target sound and some without. Have
students respond to indicate when they hear the target sound.

Step 2 Introduce Sound/Spelling Card
1. Name the Picture Cover all non-target spellings on the Sound/Spelling Card before beginning
the lesson. Display the picture-only side of the Sound/Spelling Card. Name the picture and have
children repeat it three times.
2. Say the Sound Say the target sound, and have children repeat it three times.
3. Say the Spellings Turn the Sound/Spelling Card over. Point to and name the spelling(s) for the
sound. Have children repeat the spelling three times.
4. Identify Examples Give examples of words with the sound/spelling in various positions.

Step 3 Blend Sound-by-Sound
1. Identify Sound/Spelling(s) Write the spelling of the first sound in the word. Point to the spelling
and say the sound. Point to the spelling again and have children say the sound. (Note that in some
cases, such as soft c or g, the initial sound is unknown until the subsequent vowel is added. Explain
to children why you are not saying the sound yet.)
2. Blend Sounds Write the spelling of the second
sound and repeat the procedure. If the second
sound is a vowel, blend the first sound with the
vowel sound as you sweep your hand beneath the
two spellings. (Note that in CVCe words, the sound
of the vowel depends on the silent e, so write a
space and the silent e as part of the vowel pattern in
this step.)

f
fa

f, f, f

fa, fa, fa

fan

4. Continue Identifying and Blending Sounds Write
the spelling of the next sound, and continue the
procedure until the word is complete. When you
have written the complete word, sweep your hand
below the word. Have children blend the sounds and read the word.

fan, fan, fan

6. Repeat for More Words Repeat the procedure for other words. Point out variations in the pattern
during this step and have children blend several words with each variation.
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Decoding Routine 2
Best Practices

Vowel-First Blending
Purpose: Children who have difficulty blending and
reading words use vowel-first blending to focus on a
word’s vowel sound before blending the whole word.
1. Identify the Vowel Spelling Write the spelling for
the word’s vowel sound. Point to the vowel spelling
and say the sound. Have children repeat the sound.
2. Identify Sound/Spelling(s) Before the
Vowel Explain that you will write the letters that
come before the vowel sound. Explain that you will
remember to say the vowel sound when you blend
the word. Write the spelling for the first sound(s) in
the word. Point to the spelling and say the sound.
Have children repeat the sound.

/a/

a
c
ca

/k/

/k/ /a/

cat
/k/ /a/ /t/

4. Blend the Word Blend the word through the vowel
sound, sweeping your hand below the letters. Have children repeat the sounds.

Select a Blending Routine Each
blending routine has an important
role in instruction. For many children,
sound-by-sound blending instruction
helps them understand the alphabetic
principal that links letter patterns and
sounds. If children struggle with soundby-sound blending, use the vowel-first
blending routine to help them identify
the vowel sound before they blend each
word. Once children have mastered
sound-by-sound blending, they should
begin to read whole words and further
develop structural analysis decoding
strategies that focus on word patterns
and word structure.

5. Identify Sound/Spelling(s) After the Vowel Write any remaining spellings that follow the vowel.
Point to each spelling and say the sound. Have children repeat each sound.
6. Blend the Word Blend the whole word as you sweep your hand below the letters. Have children
blend the sounds and read the word.

Decoding Routine 3
Continuous Blending
Purpose: Children use this routine as they move on from sound-by-sound blending.
1. Listen to a Model Write the word. Sweep your
hand below the letters and blend the sounds,
stretching out the word. Then say the whole
word naturally.
3. Blend the Whole Word Have children blend
the word in the same way.

Decoding Routines
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Foundational Skills, continued
Decoding Routine 4
Read Decodable Text
Purpose: Children engage in repeated readings of materials at their instructional level to decode
words in context, develop fluency, and build comprehension.
First Read

Whisper Read

1. Read Aloud Have children read the first page aloud quietly. Monitor children as they read, and
listen for errors. If children make errors, ask them to try again, or ask if what they read made
sense. If children don’t self-correct, then provide corrective feedback. (See Corrective Feedback
Routine 2 on BP36.) Then ask children to reread the sentences. If necessary, pronounce nondecodable Story Words for students.
2. Summarize After children read, summarize the common errors you identified. Reteach the
related Sound/Spelling Cards.
3. Repeat Have children continue reading. Repeat Steps 1 and 2.
4. Discuss Decoding Strategies Have children show you
the hard words they found in the selection and tell how
they used the Read New Words strategy to figure out
those words.
Second Read

Read New Words
1 Look at the letters. Think about
the sounds for the letters.

Partner Reading

1. Read Aloud Assign partners. If children struggled in
the first read, have those children read aloud with you.
Have children take turns reading aloud a sentence or
a page. Monitor children as they read, and listen for
misread words. If children make errors, ask them to try
again, or ask if what they read made sense. If children
don’t self-correct, then provide corrective feedback. (See
Corrective Feedback Routine 2 on BP36.) Then ask
children to reread the sentences.
2. Summarize After children read, summarize the
common errors you identified. Use the related Sound/
Spelling Cards to reteach.

j
ge
gi_
_dge

2 Look for the word parts
you know.

jumping

3 Blend the sounds to read
the word.

jumping

4 Check your
understanding.

6

word part

Is this a word I know?
Does the word make sense?
What else can I try?

Strategy
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3. Repeat Have partners continue reading. Repeat the procedure.
Third Read

Choral Reading

1. Read Aloud Explain that you will be reading together as a group. Read the text aloud with
children.
2. Practice Fluent Reading Model reading with appropriate pronunciation, rate, and expression.
Encourage children to echo two sentences, and listen to assess their phrasing. When children have
successfully read the decodable text several times, assess their understanding with appropriate
comprehension questions.
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Dictation Routine 1
Sound-by-Sound Spelling
Purpose: Children segment sounds to spell words with the target sound/spelling.
1. Review Sound/Spelling Review the target Sound/Spelling Card. Tell children that they will be
spelling words with (identify sound).
2. Say the Word Say the first word.
3. Segment Sounds and Identify Sound/Spellings Model how to segment the sounds in the
word. Have children say the first sound in the word, match the sound to a Sound/Spelling Card,
and identify the spelling.
5. Write Spelling Have children repeat the spelling and then write it. Repeat for the remaining
sound/spellings in the word.
6. Check and Correct Spelling Write the word. Have children check their spelling. If a word is
misspelled, children should circle it and write it correctly.

Dictation Routine 2
Whole Word Spelling
Purpose: Children spell words to write sentences with the target sound/spelling.
1. Say a Sentence Have children listen as you read the sentence.
2. Spell Words As you read the sentence slowly several times, have children write it. Remind
children to use the Word Wall for help with high frequency words.
3. Check and Correct Spelling Write the sentence. Have children check their spelling. Children
should circle any misspelled words and write them correctly.

Word Work Routine 1
Word Building
Purpose: Children use Letter Cards, magnetic boards and tiles, or Write-On/Wipe-Off Boards to
build and transform words. In the beginning of the year, you may want to limit the number of Letter
Cards children work with at once.
1. Build a Word Say a word and ask children to
make or spell it. Children should say the word
slowly and place or write the spelling for each
sound they hear.
2. Self- Check Circulate and check for accuracy.
Then display the word and ask children to selfcheck.
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Word Work Routine 2
Word Sorts
Purpose: Children sort words into categories based on sound and/or spelling patterns.
1. Prepare Create word sort charts by drawing column lines on blank paper and making copies.
Distribute and have children write key words or sort categories at the top of each column.
2. Sort Words Provide a word list or have children choose words to sort into the categories. Children
write each word in the appropriate column.
3. Read Words Aloud Have children read each group of words aloud. Ask them to tell what is the
same about the words in each group.
Variations: Children can sort Phonics Picture Cards by beginning, ending, or middle sound. They
can sort words by sound or by spelling pattern. Once children are familiar with sorting, they can do
open sorts. In an open sort, children decide how to group the words.

Spelling and Word Work Routines
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Foundational Skills, continued
Corrective Feedback Routine 1
Phonological Awareness

Best Practices

Purpose: Children receive immediate feedback on errors made during phonological awareness
instruction.

Self-Correction Opportunities to
self-correct are important for English
language learners. When children make
errors, give them an opportunity to
correct themselves by cueing them to
the error. For example, point to the word
and say: Something tricked you. Try that
again. If children repeat the error, pause
the activity and provide immediate
feedback, following the routines at left.

1. Correct the Error Pause the activity when you hear the error. Demonstrate the correct task
and/or answer. Listen to this word: mine. Now I’ll say the word slowly: /m// ī/ /n/.
2. Check Understanding Have children repeat the task on their own.

Corrective Feedback Routine 2
Phonics
Purpose: Children receive immediate feedback on errors made during phonics instruction.
1. Correct the Error Say the correct word: (Point to word.) The word is mat. If you are working on
letter/sound correspondences, say the correct sound for the target letter: (Point to letter a.) This
says /ă/. Use the Sound/Spelling Card to point out the correct sound/spelling.
2. Model Demonstrate how to blend sounds to read the word. Point to the first letter to begin, and
loop under each letter as you blend. Say: I will say the sounds. /m/ /ă/ /t/. What’s the word? mat.
3. Guide Practice Have children sound out the word with you, going sound by sound. Again, point
to the first letter to begin, and loop under each letter as you blend. Say: Say the sounds with me.
/m/ /ă/ /t/. What’s the word? mat.
4. Check Understanding Have children sound out the word. Then ask them to say the word.
5. Reinforce Learning Have children go back and reread the text containing the target word.

Reteaching Routine 1
Phonics/Decoding & Spelling
Purpose: Children review the target sound/spelling, and read and write words with that
sound/spelling.
1. Display the Word Display a word with the target phonics element or word structure.
2. Say the Word Identify the word for students and ask them to repeat it.
3. Read the Word Point to the target phonics element or word structure. Identify the target letter(s)
and sound(s). Ask children to repeat the target letter(s) and sound(s). Then display more words
with the target element. Point to the letter(s) and ask: What is the letter? What is the sound?
4. Scaffold the Spelling Say the word, and use it in a sentence. Have students repeat the word.
Ask them to say the first sound and write its spelling, referring to the Sound/Spelling Cards as
necessary. Repeat for remaining sounds. Then write the word, and have students compare it to their
spelling. If children spelled the word incorrectly, have them circle it and write it correctly.

Reteaching Routine 2
Phonics
Purpose: Children contrast long and short vowel sounds and identify corresponding spelling
patterns.
1. Contrast Long and Short Vowel Sounds Have children repeat the target sounds. Then read pairs
of words with contrasting vowel sounds: cap/cape. Which one has the long vowel sound for the letter
a? (cape) Repeat with additional words.
2. Use Word Patterns to Decode Words Post and read aloud pairs of contrasting words such as
tap/tape, cap/cape, pin/pine, hid/hide. Have children use the spelling patterns to identify the
sound of the vowel. Ask: How many vowels are in hid? (one) In hide? (two). What kind of letter comes
after the vowel in hid? (a consonant) In hide? (a consonant). Are there any other letters in hid? (no) In
hide? (yes, one) Is the vowel long or short in hid? (short) Repeat for other sets of words.
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Corrective Feedback and Reteaching Routines

Research Basis: High frequency words are the most common words in printed English.
About 100 words make up 50 percent of most English text. Many of these words are
phonetically irregular, so children must learn to recognize them on sight without needing
to sound them out. Many high frequency words are abstract, and children may need
help understanding their meanings. The following routines encourage children to look
carefully at new high frequency words as they begin to commit them to memory; they also
encourage children to explore the words‘ meanings.

High Frequency Words Routine 1
Introduce High Frequency Words
Purpose: Use the Learn New Words routine on Sing with
Me Phonics Songs page 7 to introduce high frequency
words to children.
1. Look at the Word Display the word on the board or
whiteboard and have students look at it carefully.
2. Listen to the Word Pronounce the word.
3. Listen and Think Pronounce the word in a sentence,
and explain what it means. Example: The moon is very far
from Earth. Far means a long way away.
4. Say It Have students say the word aloud.
5. Spell It Have students spell the word chorally.
6. Say It Have students say the word again.
7. Use It in a Sentence Use the word in sentences.
Encourage students to make up sentences and to
have a discussion using the word.

Sing with Me Phonics Song Book page 7

High Frequency Words Routine 2
Reteach High Frequency Words
Purpose: Reteach high frequency words.
Group children who did not master the high frequency
words. Reteach about five words at a time. Display words
on Word Builder or in the Pocket Chart with Letter
Cards.
Use Word Builder to display words or sentences with the
high frequency words.
1. Look at the Word Display the word.
Say: Look at the word.
2. Listen to the Word Tell children: Listen to the word.
Then point to the word as you say it. Have students
repeat the word.
3. Discuss Meaning Use the word in a sentence and
discuss its meaning.
4. Say the Word Point out known sound/spellings. Have children say the word.
5. Spell the Word Have children spell the word as you display each letter. Point to each letter again
and have children spell the word.
6. Write the Word Then ask children to say the word on their own and write it.

High Frequency Word Routines and Activities
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Foundational Skills, continued
Activities for Daily High Frequency Word Practice
Whole Group Practice: Word Wall

Whole Group Games

Post Words

After introducing new High Frequency Words, post the High Frequency
Word Cards cut from the Practice Masters (see the Practice Master
section of each Teacher’s Edition) on a classroom Word Wall. Organize
words by the sound of the first letter.

Sound Sort

Children take turns saying a sound, other children name the words on the
Wall that start with that sound.

Word Clues

Spell words from the Word Wall one letter at a time. Pause after placing
each letter, give a clue to the word, and see if students can guess the
word you are spelling. Children can respond with the correct answer
orally, in writing, or by holding up individual Word Cards. Continue
adding letters and clues until children guess the word. Clues can include
number of letters, meanings, antonyms or synonyms, or sentence frames.
This activity can be done with Word Builder or with Letter Cards in a
pocket chart.

Random Reading

It has three letters.
It begins with n.
It rhymes with blue.
It completes the sentence:
I want to buy some
_____ shoes.

Point to words at random and have children read them aloud. Increase
the pace as children gain familiarity with the words.

Word Sorts

Have children sort words by beginning letter, numbers of letters, rhymes,
rimes, onsets, vowel sounds, or other categories.

new

Bop!

Create Sentences

Post sentences with High Frequency Words. Read them aloud or have
volunteers read them. Underline the high frequency word and have
children place the matching High Frequency Word card in the Pocket
Chart.

I am a mother.

mother

I am his mother.

his

I have a mother.

have

I have a sister, too.

too

My sister has a mother and a sister.

has

Find the mother and her son.

find

Organize children into two teams in front of the Word Wall. Give the first
child on each team a cardboard tube. Read a word. The first child to bop
the word with the tube spells and reads the word to score a point for that
team. Play continues until all children have had a turn.

Build, Mix, Fix

Write or display a High Frequency Word. Have children build the word
with Letter Cards. After all children have spelled the word, have them
mix up their letters. Cover the displayed word and have children fix their
word by putting the letters back in the correct order. Uncover the word
and have children check and correct their work. Then chant the word’s
spelling. Continue with remaining words.

Toss and Spell

Use a bean bag and sit in a circle. The first child says a High Frequency
Word and its first letter, and tosses the bean bag to next child. That child
says the next letter. Tossing continues until word is complete. The child
who says last letter also uses the word in an oral sentence.
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Whole Group Games, continued

Small Group and Partner Games

Wordo

Create Wordo grids boards by drawing a grid like the one below and
making copies. Distribute Wordo grids and game chips. (Depending on
the number of words you are using, you may want to fill extra spaces
with stars to show that they are bonus spaces.) Have children write
the target words in random order on the Wordo grid. Shuffle the High
Frequency Word Cards for the same set of words. As you call out each
word, chant the spelling together and have children mark their boards.
The first child to mark a 4-word row horizontally, vertically, or diagonally
says “Wordo!” and play begins again.

around

full

be
together

here

found

their

walk

Hopscotch

need

next
come

where

Make a hopscotch grid on the classroom floor with tape. Choose a Word
Wall word and write one letter in each box of the hopscotch and the
whole word at the top. Students hop and say each letter to spell the
word and the say the word at the end. Repeat for additional words.

/

Bang!

Place High Frequency Word Cards and three or four cards that say
Bang! in a container. Have a small group of children pass the container
and choose a card. If they can read the word and use it in a sentence, they
get to keep the card. If they get a Bang! Card, they return all of their cards
to the container.

Clues and Choose

Lay several High Frequency Word Cards face up on the floor. Have a
small group of children sit in a circle around the cards. One child mentally
chooses a word and gives a clue about it: This word begins with a b. The
child can continue to give clues until another child is the first to touch the
correct card. He or she gets to give the next set of clues.

Guess the Missing Word

Write sentences with the target High Frequency Words. Cover up the
target word in each with a stick-on note. Work with a small group of
children. Have children guess the word with no letters showing. Write 5
reasonable guesses out to the side. Uncover the onset and cross out any
guesses that are eliminated. Make additional guesses if necessary. Show
the whole word and help children confirm which guess makes sense and
has the right letters.

Memory or Matching

Create two of each target High Frequency Word Card (see the Practice
Master section of each Teacher’s Edition). Partners lay the cards face
down and take turns turning up two cards. If the cards match, the child
keeps the cards. If the cards don’t match, the child turns the cards face
down again and play continues. When all cards are matched up the child
with the most pairs wins.

Word Hunt

Partners or small groups find words from the list in their reading
selections or in print around the school or classroom.

Flashcard Routine

Use High Frequency Word Cards as flashcards. Show each card and
have children read the word. If children can read the word easily the
card goes in their pile. If they have trouble you keep the card. Review
the tricky words in your pile at the end of the activity. (This game can be
played one-on-one, with small groups, or as a whole group.)

High Frequency Word Routines and Activities
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Close Reading Routine

2. Reread, analyze, and annotate. The purpose of the second reading is to help students deepen
their understandings of (a) the author’s meaning and (b) the author’s use of craft and structure to
communicate meaning.
• Read items 2 and 3 aloud, one part at a time. Prompt students to reread the Complex Text,
focusing on identifying text evidence that will help them answer the questions. Have students
who need extra support take turns rereading the text aloud with their partner.
• Elicit answers from students. Model how to annotate the text as students answer.
—Circle key words and/or words that confuse students.
—Underline key or confusing phrases or sentences.
—Write questions and comments in the margins.

Name

Date

Complex Text

from Out of the Dust
by Karen Hesse

Daddy bought a second mule with Louise’s help.
Her [betrothal gift] to him.
He walks behind the team,
step by step, listing the fields to fight the wind.
Maybe the tractor lifted him above the land,
maybe the fields didn’t know him anymore,
didn’t remember the touch of his feet,
or the stroke of his hand,
or the bones of his knees,
and why should wheat grow for a stranger?
Daddy said he’d try some sorghum,
maybe some cotton,
admitting as how there might be something
to this notion of diversification folks were
talking about,
and yes, he’d bring the grass back
like Ma wanted,
where he wasn’t planting anything else.

—Use exclamations for things that surprise students.
• As students grow more accustomed to the routine, allow students time to annotate their texts
during their partner discussions. Then ask for volunteers to share their annotations.
3. Connect to the Big Question.
• Read the Big Question and then reread the text aloud, asking students to think about how the
text relates to the Big Question as you read.
• Ask partners to discuss how the text helps them answer the Big Question. Remind students to
cite evidence from the text as they discuss. Have students use what they discussed with their
partners to answer item 4 on the Practice Master.

He’d make new sod.

© National Geographic Learning, a part of Cengage Learning, Inc.
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Complex Text Practice Master
located on NGReach.com

4. Reread and wrap-up. As you continue through the unit, support students as they connect the
complex text to other texts in the unit. As part of the Unit Wrap-Up lesson, do the following:
• Have students read the text independently, using the Practice Master.
• To encourage divergent answers, ask partners to compare the complex text to the other readings
in the unit. Remind students to cite evidence from the text as they discuss it.

Close
CloseReading
ReadingRoutine
Routine
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Reading

Mark-Up Text Routine, continued
4. Have students mark the Mark-Up Reading. Have students read the remaining Mark-Up
Reading on the Practice Masters independently. Then have them work with partners to follow
the model and mark up the reading.
5. Close the Mark-Up Model file. If you are using the Notebook or Flipchart file, choose how to
close the file.
• To save the marks the students made during the lesson, save the file with a different name.
• Close the file without saving to keep an unmarked version of the file.
If you need a clean file for future lessons, download it from NGReach.com.
6. Review students’ notes. Look through the Mark-Up Reading to determine if students
comprehend the skill. If students are highlighting too much text or the wrong text, offer the
Reteaching Masters that align with the skill.
For more technical assistance, see the user guide on NGReach.com.

Name

Date

Mark-Up Reading

I should like to rise and go
Where the golden apples grow;
Where below another sky
Parrot islands anchored lie,
And, watched by cockatoos and goats,

Ms. Matthews | School Name | Surrey District, CA

™

Classroom 01

Help | Sign out

Lonely Crusoes building boats;
Where in sunshine reaching out

Home
Planner Daily View

Eastern cities, miles about,
Are with mosque and minaret
Among the sandy gardens set,

Welcome,

Ms. Matthews!

Lesson Planner

And the rich goods from near and far
Hang for sale in the bazaar;

Presentation Tool

Teacher & Student eEditions

Digital Library

Find Mark-Up
Reading Masters
and a technology
guide here.

Interactive
Whiteboard Lessons

Reach for Reading - Grade 4
eAssessment
Reach into Teaching
Leveled Book Finder

Search

Enter search term

Global Search
Resource Directory

Assignments

Class Management

Announcements

Engage students with interactive
learning tools.

Reports

Magazine Maker

Learn More

Professional
Development

Find Mark-Up Model
files and an interactive
whiteboard user guide
here.

Where the Great Wall round China goes,
And on one side the desert blows,
And with bell and voice and drum,
Cities on the other hum;
In Other Words

Where are forests, hot as fire,

Lonely Crusoes people who are alone in
unusual places, like the character in the
story Robinson Crusoe

Wide as England, tall as a spire,

mosque and minaret the building where
people worship and the tall tower that is
part of that building

Look Inside

1

bazaar marketplace
spire tall, narrow tower on a roof; steeple

My Vocabulary Notebook

2

3

4

5
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Reading
Research Basis: Research has shown that repeated reading of texts at an appropriate
instructional level can increase reading fluency for students who struggle with reading (Chard
et al. 2002; Dowhower 1987; Kuhn & Stahl 2003; O’Shea et al. 1985; Samuels 1979), and that it can
enhance comprehension (Daly & Martens 1994; Dowhower 1987; Freeland et al. 2000).

Fluency Routine 1
Choral or Echo Reading/Marking the Text
1. Select a passage. Choose an appropriate text and provide copies for students. Keep passages
short and use a variety of texts: narrative, expository, poems, songs, student writing. Choose text
that is motivating.
2. Provide a model. Have students listen to a fluent reading of the text. This can be read aloud by
the teacher or a recorded version. Use the fluency models provided on the selection recordings
audio CD or in MP3 format at NGReach.com.
3. Have students mark the text. As they listen to the model, have students mark the reader’s
phrasing (/ for a short pause; // for a longer pause) or intonation (rising or falling inflections) on a
copy of the text.
4. Have students read the text. Students can echo or choral read the text with you, following
markings for phrasing and intonation. Coach phrasing and intonation as needed.
5. Have students do repeated readings. Have partners practice reading the same text in its
unmarked version until they can read it fluently.

Fluency Routine 2
Paired Reading
1. Select a passage. Choose an appropriate text and provide copies for participants. Paired reading
works best with a selection that contains strong emotions.
2. Establish pairs. Pairs can be peer-to-peer or student-adult groupings. Note that performance
tends to be better when students read aloud to an adult as opposed to a peer.
3. Read alternate sentences. Have partners alternate reading sentences, checking each other’s
readings as they go.
4. Monitor fluency. Encourage students to attend to prosody (phrasing, expression, and intonation).

Fluency Routine 3
Recording and Tracking

Comprehension Coach

1. Read and record. Have students use the Comprehension Coach to record and analyze their
readings.
2. Re-record as needed. Encourage students to repeat their recording until they are satisfied with
their reading and rate.
3. Note progress. Have students note their accuracy and rate as measured by the Comprehension
Coach. They should see increases in both rate and accuracy over time.

Fluency Routine 4
Use this technique to help students develop an appropriate reading rate with good accuracy.
Research suggests this technique is highly motivational if students have a clear target for
words read correct per minute (WCPM) and then chart their progress.
1. Read and record. Have students use the Comprehension Coach to record their readings.
The Comprehension Coach encourages students to read carefully and thoughtfully,
repairing miscues, thinking about vocabulary, and actively comprehending.
2. Graph results. Have students record their WCPM on a graph or chart each time they use
the Comprehension Coach.
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Research Basis: Research demonstrates the importance of teachers providing support for
decoding and comprehension as children read text at their instructional level. Working with
leveled text helps children negotiate increasingly difficult texts. (Pinnell & Fountas 1996)
In addition, learning to make connections through reading and discussion further enhances
and expands children’s growing understanding of the world and of specific content areas.
By comparing, contrasting, and integrating information from various sources on a common
concept, children learn to evaluate information and information sources as well as learn to
adjust their thinking and understanding based on continuing input.

Leveled Reading Routine 1
Purpose: Guide and support children as they read texts at their instructional reading level and
to provide children with varying viewpoints on a wide range of subject areas.

Introduce
1. Choose and assign books. Review the Teaching Resources provided for each Unit. Select eight
books for each child to read over the course of the four-week unit. A wide range of difficulty levels
(Fountas & Pinnell) are provided as well as various approaches to the unit concept to help match
student interest.
2. Introduce books. Work with children reading the same
book to introduce the book. Use the Teaching Resources
on LR1-LR12 for specific instruction tailored to each book.
Providing time for previewing and preparing to read,
allows children time to activate their prior knowledge
of the topic and to identify possible challenges to their
reading.
3. Introduce story words. Preview any story words that
are listed for each book. Since children will be reading at their instructional levels, pre-teaching
story-specific words will help ensure their understanding of the text as a whole.
4. Establish a Weekly Reading Plan for Children. Establish a schedule children will follow
throughout the year. Avoiding any confusion about procedure will allow children to
concentrate completely on their reading.

Leveled Reading Routine 2

Weeks 1– 4
D

Fiction/Nonfiction Books

E

Guided Reading Level

Guided Reading Level

The Little Panda

How Do Baby Animals Grow?

by Harley Chan

by Caroline Hutchinson

Nonfiction | Pages: 8
Content Connection: Life Cycle of a Panda

Nonfiction | Pages: 16
Content Connection: Life Cycles of Animals

Summary

Close-up photos accompany descriptions of a baby
panda’s activities as it grows and changes. The baby stays with its
mother, climbs, walks, eats leaves, and grows up.

Summary

The author describes the habitats of polar bears,
kangaroos, and penguins, including how the parents of each
species nurture their babies to adulthood.

Summary

Activate Prior Knowledge Ask: What happens as human
babies grow? (Possible response: They get bigger.) What new things
do they learn as they get bigger? Explain that baby animals also
learn as they grow.

Activate Prior Knowledge Ask: What animals live in very
cold places? (Possible response: penguins) How do baby animals
stay warm? (Possible responses: fur, their parents)

Activate Prior Knowledge Ask children to describe eggs
they have seen in grocery stores or in other places. Ask: Are all eggs
the same size? Explain that when most animals lay eggs, their eggs
are close to the same size.

Preview Display the cover and ask students to predict: What
do you think baby pandas need to learn as they grow? (Possible
responses: how to walk, climb, and eat) Introduce the story word
stays (page 3).

Preview Display the cover and read aloud the title. Have
children leaf through the book and identify each of the animals.
Ask: What are we going to learn about these animals? (how they
grow) How do you know this? (The title tells me so.) Introduce the
story words bigger (page 4), grass (page 6), and lays (page 10).

Preview Display the cover and ask: How are these eggs different?
(One is larger than the others.) Explain: This is a made-up story
about a hen with a big egg. Have students predict what the chicks
will look like when they hatch. Introduce the story words crack
(page 22) and fox (page 21).

Build Comprehension

Build Comprehension

Build Comprehension

Identify Details Explain the main idea: The baby panda
learns as it grows. Ask: What details support this idea? (Possible
responses: It learns to walk, climb,Name
and eat.)
Make Inferences Why does a new baby panda stay with its
mother? (Possible response: It does not know how to live on
its own.)
Comparison Chart
Determine Importance Look at the photo on page 7. What
detail is important? (Possible response: The panda has leaves in
Name
its mouth. It is eating.)

Read and Integrate Ideas

Hen lays eggs and thinks that one big egg may
not belong to her. But when a fox takes the eggs, the chick that
hatches from the big egg saves the day! Soon, Hen and all of her
chicks are reunited.

Identify Details Look at page 2. Which sentence tells you that
the mother takes care of her babies? (They sleep together and
Date
she keeps them warm.)
Use Visuals Have children look at pages 8–9. Ask: What
information can you get from the photo that you can’t get from
the words? (The baby gets milk from the mother’s pouch.)
Determine Importance What is the most important detail
on pages 12–13? (The mother gives the father the egg.) How
Date
do you know? (Possible response: I read about this and saw
the photo. )

Identify Plot What happens at the beginning of the story?
(Hen lays her eggs.)
Determine Importance Have children look at the
illustrations on pages 24–25. Ask: What is important? (Possible
responses: The chick is big. The big chick scares the foxes.)
Analyze How do you know this is a made-up story? (Possible
responses: Animals talk. Hen carries her eggs in a carriage. The
foxes eat with forks and knives.)

Connect Across Texts

Draw a picture
about a book that
Beginning-Middle-End
Chartyou read. Listen to other people
Writing Options
in your group. Draw pictures
about some of the books they read.
Book Page Have children write and illustrate two new pages

Writing Options

Identify Plot

Writing Options

Drawing Ask children to draw and label a baby panda and

an adult panda.
Journal Entry Have children write sentences to tell what the
panda learns. Provide a sentence frame:
.
The panda learns how to

Title:

COPY READY

1. Have children read independently. Allow time for children to read each book independently
to acquaint themselves with the text. They can read silently, whisper read, or read aloud. As they
read, circulate and have individuals read selected passages aloud for you. Encourage children to
self-correct by asking questions such as: Did that make sense? You said
. Does that
sound right?

Teaching Resources

LR6

Labeled Drawing Have children draw and label a picture of
Hen and her chicks.
Book Page Have children add a scene to the middle of
the story to show Hen meeting another farm animal. Provide
sentence frames:
“Is it an
egg?”
“No,” says the
.

about another animal for the book.
Journal Entry Have children choose their favorite photo
from the book and write about how it makes them feel.

Title:

Complete the chart for the story.
Title:

COPY READY

• DAY 1: Read book 1 independently
• DAY 2: Reread book 1 with a partner who has read the same book. Discuss the book
and complete the graphic organizer together.
• DAY 3: Read book 2 independently.
• DAY 4: Reread book 2 with a partner who has read the same book. Discuss the book
and complete the graphic organizer together.
• DAY 5: Discuss books in small group with children who have read different books.

Unit 4

Beginning:

Title:

2. Have homogenous pairs reread and discuss. Pair children who have read the same book, and
have them reread the book together. Encourage children to read pages to each other.
Remind children to listen respectfully as their partner reads.

Title:
Middle:

End:

After reading, have children discuss what they have read and use the graphic organizers provided
on LR13-LR15 for the book to help them organize their ideas and solidify understanding.

How do animals change as they grow?
© National Geographic Learning, a part of Cengage Learning, Inc.
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Use your beginning-middle-end chart to tell a partner
about the story.
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Reading, continued
3. Monitor partner’s discussions. As partners discuss their book, prompt them to show you where
in the book they gathered the information to complete their graphic organizers. Use the build
comprehension questions in the Teaching Resources on LR1-LR12 to check for understanding.
In addition, encourage children to point out information in the text that stood out for them such
as sections they found very interesting, confusing, or that contradicts or confirms their prior
understandings of the concepts.
4. Have children self-assess. Distribute the Reader Reflections Assessment Master on LR19.
Have children evaluate their ability to read on their own. Point out that good readers always
monitor their own reading and know when they understand what they are reading and when they
don’t.
5. Provide writing options. Have each child complete a writing option from the Teaching
Resources from LR1-LR12. Allowing children a variety of ways to convey their understanding will
help solidify their knowledge and allow you different methods of gauging their understanding.

Leveled Reading Routine 3
Connect Across Texts
6. Form heterogeneous discussion groups. Group children of mixed ability levels into clusters of
four, representing different combinations of books. This will allow children to access the books
they did not or could not read. In addition, children will be comparing ideas, understandings, and
reactions as well information.
7. Introduce the activity. Write the Big Question. Have children use the designated Practice
Master to record notes or draw a picture to help them remember what their classmates say
about their books. Children presenting summaries benefit from the exercise of condensing the
information they learned and presenting key points. Children listening to a summary can add the
knowledge to their growing understanding of the concept at as well as make decisions about how
the new knowledge fits into their view of the concept. Assessment tools are provided for noting
and recording children’s ability to participate and learn from concept-based discussions.

Leveled Reading Routine 4
Conduct Conferences
8. Assess reading. Have each child read aloud from his or her book.
• Listen for miscues and assess fluency using the Oral Reading Assessments.
• Ascertain children’s understanding of the connection between the book and the Big Question
for the unit.
• Have children restate the Big Question.
• Have children point out examples in their books.
• Encourage children to respond in their own words.
• Use Reading Strategy Rubrics to assess the student’s use of the reading strategies.
9. Assess writing. Use each student’s response to the chosen writing option to assess their writing
and further asses their understanding of the content. Pay particular attention to the grammar,
spelling, and writing skills being addressed in the daily lessons to see if children are transferring
these skills to all of their writing. Review these skills with children when necessary.
10. Plan intervention or acceleration. Plan for reteaching (Reteaching Masters) or acceleration
based on the outcome of the book conference. Use the Recommended Books on page LR12 to
guide children in choosing further books to read.
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Research Basis: Research confirms the importance of all students being exposed to gradelevel text for concept and vocabulary development. These routines provide support for
students who are not yet able to read grade-level selections on their own. Listening to a
recording of the selection provides the most support.
Echo reading has been shown to contribute to the reading growth of low-achieving
readers (Mathes et al 2001). Echo reading, choral reading, and paired or partner reading
provide increasingly lower levels of support and encourage students to develop toward
independent reading of grade-level text. In addition, the added comprehension focus
that teachers provide before, during, and after reading provide additional opportunity
to rehearse reading skills and strategies. Observe students as they read, with the goal of
providing the lowest level of support that will enable students to access the text being read.

Learning Station Routine 1
Listening Center
1. Choose a space. A good space is a quiet corner, where students using the center will not be
distracted or disturb others.
2. Gather resources. Resources can include CD players, headphones, books recorded onto a
computer, audio CD, or other electronic device, and one or more copies of books students will
listen to. You may also want to provide response sheets, pencils and markers, and baskets to hold
books and materials.
3. Assign text. Students can listen to books on their own or in groups, depending on interest and
reading level. Encourage students to follow along in the text as they listen.
4. Provide ways to respond. Have students illustrate their favorite part of the story, complete a
response sheet, write about what they heard, or respond in some other way.

Learning Station Routine 2
Echo Reading
1. Select a text. The text can be a complete selection or a portion of text. Passages for echo reading
are best when they are short and motivating for students.
2. Select students. Echo reading can be used with a small group or an individual student. It is most
appropriate for students who are not yet able to process the text on their own but can track the
print as you read aloud and as they repeat the sentences after you.
3. Have students listen and repeat. The teacher reads a sentence aloud, modeling good
intonation and rhythm. Students then read the sentence aloud following the teacher’s model.
Encourage students to track the print as they listen and repeat.
4. Correct errors. The teacher provides immediate feedback to correct student mistakes.
5. Have students reread. After reading aloud with the teacher, have students
reread the text in pairs until they can read it fluently.
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Learning Station Routine 3
Choral Reading
1. Select a text. The text can be a complete selection or a portion of a text. Passages for choral
reading are best when they are short and motivating for students. Predictable text works well for
choral reading.
2. Select students. Choral reading is most appropriate for students who are hesitant to read aloud
independently but can join in reading the text in unison with other students with the teacher
leading. Choral reading helps build students’ motivation, confidence, and fluency.
3. Read the text aloud first. Model fluent reading and good intonation.
4. Read the text in unison with students. Have all students in the group read the passage aloud in
unison with you. Encourage them to use good intonation.
5. Have students reread. After reading with the teacher, have students reread the text in pairs until
they can read it fluently.

Learning Station Routine 4
Paired Reading
1. Select a text or portion of text. Passages for paired reading are best when they include strong
emotions or dialogue.
2. Pair students. You may wish to pair students of similar reading ability, or pair a higher level
reader with a lower level reader.
3. Explain the procedure. Tell students if you want them to:
• Read the passage aloud in unison.
• Take turns with each person reading a sentence, paragraph, or page.
• Have one student listen while the other reads.
4. Model error correction. Demonstrate how students should support each other by rereading
misread words, and asking for and giving help when needed.
5. Encourage fluent reading. Partners should practice good prosody (phrasing, expression, and
intonation) as they read.
6. Encourage discussion. Have the reader pause at the end of a paragraph of section. The listener
can then summarize or make a connection. Pairs can ask each other questions about what was
read, such as:
• What was your favorite part of the story?
• What was your page about?
• Were there any parts that were hard to read?
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Vocabulary
Research Basis: Decades of research have confirmed the important role that vocabulary plays
in reading comprehension and in students’ overall academic success (Hiebert & Kamil 2005).
Immersing students in rich and varied language experiences permits them to learn words
through listening, speaking, reading, and writing. In this view of robust, explicit instruction,
vocabulary is introduced using consistent, predictable routines (Beck et al. 2002).

Vocabulary Routine 1
Introduce the Words
Purpose: Students engage in learning concepts and acquire background knowledge as they
learn new key words and develop a deeper understanding of the words.
1. Pronounce the word. Model the pronunciation of the key word and point to the accompanying
picture; have students pronounce the word.
2. Rate the word. Have children give a thumbs up if they know the word or a thumbs down if they
do not.
I know
the word.

I don’t know
the word.

Ask: What do you know about this word? Encourage students to share their ideas
about the word.
3. Define the word.
Use a student-friendly definition to explain the meaning. (Definitions are provided in the Picture
Dictionary at the back of the Anthology.)
• time
4. Elaborate. Generate discussion of the word.
Use one or more of the following strategies:
• Relate the word to your personal experience.
• Encourage students to use the word as they talk about
Seven o’clock
their own experience.
is the time we
wake up.
• Using questions or comments, motivate students
to engage in discussion about the word. Extended
discussion will help all students understand the word and how it is used.
• Point out word parts and spelling patterns that will help students recognize the word.
• Challenge students to connect the word across content areas.
• Post the words on the Word Wall.
Post the words on a word wall.
• Reserve a section of the classroom wall or bulletin board for the Word Wall.
• As new vocabulary is introduced, write the words on cards and add them to the wall. Words can
be arranged in random order, or alphabetically, by similar topic, or in other ways as you choose.
• Tell students that they will add definitions, sentences, drawings, and more to the word wall as
they learn more about each word.
• Periodically have students read the Word Wall or portions of it chorally. Encourage students to
tell about how they have used the words in class or outside of school.
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Research Basis: Research confirms that students need to use a word multiple times in
different contexts to become fully familiar with the word and its meaning or meanings.
Exploring the word through the use of graphic organizers, writing, and illustrations provides
a rich array of experiences with the word that helps students develop deep word knowledge
(Beck et al. 2002; Carlo et al. 2004; Marzano et al. 2005).

Vocabulary Routine 2
Expand Word Knowledge
Purpose: Students use graphic organizers, illustrations, and writing to expand their
knowledge of the meaning and usage of new words.
1. Form pairs. Explain that each pair will become experts on one vocabulary word.
2. Display the graphic organizer. Use the graphic organizer
or three-dimensional graphic organizer specified in the
Teacher’s Edition lesson, or another graphic organizer from
the examples in Vocabulary Routine 4.
3. Select a key word. Display the vocabulary word and model
for students how to locate information about the word and
complete the graphic organizer.
• Find the word in the Picture Dictionary in the Anthology
or in another dictionary and read the information about
the word.
• Write the word.
• Add a definition, context sentence, and picture.
4. Assign key words. Assign a word to each student pair and
have them create a similar graphic organizer for their word.

Word
home

Word in Context
My home is at
123 Main Street.

Picture

Definition
a place to live

4-Corner Vocabulary

Have children add words to My Vocabulary
Notebook.
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Vocabulary, continued
Research Basis: Talking about words and sharing their knowledge of words provides
additional opportunities for students to use new words in different contexts and to become
increasingly familiar with how the words are used. Taking the role of the class expert on a
word motivates students to continue exploring words and their meanings (Beck et al. 2002;
Blachowicz et al. 2005).

Vocabulary Routine 3
Share Word Knowledge
Purpose: Students deepen word knowledge by sharing their deeper understandings of words for
which they have become class experts.
1. Form pairs. Pair each student with a partner who
studied a different vocabulary word for Vocabulary
Routine 2 (Expand Word Knowledge).

Something
What to
is it?with.
write

2. Share. Partners take turns reading to each other
their graphic organizers from Vocabulary Routine 2.

Word
Pencil

3. Discuss. Partners discuss and create sentences using
both vocabulary words. If needed give students
sentence starters.
4. Write. Students write their sentences in their
journals and draw a line under each vocabulary word.
5. Repeat. Repeat steps 1–4 above until each student
has a journal entry for each vocabulary word.

What is
itred
like?

Word Map

Student 1: My word is food.
Student 2: The word I studied is energy.
Student 1: Let’s make a sentence using both words.
Student 2: How about, “Food gives me energy.”
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I can put
How does
myit help
ideas
on
you?
paper.

Research Basis: In addition to learning key words that are important for selection
comprehension and understanding content area concepts, children are often exposed to
many new words used in classroom directions, explanations, and discussion. Examples are
words such as story, sentence, and routine. Research demonstrates that graphic organizers
are an effective tool for introducing these words and giving children experience in using
them and exploring their meanings (Hiebert & Kamil 2005).

Vocabulary Routine 4
Review, Extend, or Reteach Vocabulary
Purpose: Provide instruction and practice with vocabulary words and other important words
used in classroom directions and discussion.
1. Display the word. Write the word on the board or chart paper.
2. Display the graphic organizer. Use the graphic organizer specified in the Teacher’s Edition or
select another graphic organizer from those shown below.
3. Model. Create the graphic organizer.
4. Involve students. Talk with children about the word in a large or small group. Add information
about the word to the graphic organizer. Information can include a picture, examples and nonexamples. Have children use the graphic organizers to talk about the word and concept.

Three-Dimensional Graphic Organizers

My cat
is alive.

People,
plants, and
animals are
alive.

Storm

Weather
with lots
of rain or
snow.

Rain
falls
in a
storm.

cloud
rain
drop
water

cat
Window Graphic
Portrait

Fruit is
good to
eat.

alive
My ca
is alivet
.

e,
Peopl ,
plants
and
ls
anima e.
v
i
l
a re a

apple
orange
banana

A
blossom
is a
flower.

m
blosso

fruit

My plant
has yellow
blossoms.

Upright

fruit
Fold-Up Tab

Three-Quarter Book
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Vocabulary, continued
Other Graphic Organizers

People

Events

flowers

lakes

Story

nature

Places

weather

Word Web

Word Web of Examples

Weather

What the Word Means
a simple drawing that
explains

thunderstorms

tornados

dangerous

destructive

clusters

violent

warning

severe

Semantic Web

Word Definition My Example
strategy a plan
my football
team’s plan to
win

Example Chart
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animals

Word
diagram
Example
main idea and
details diagram

Word Map

What It Is Like
has space to
write in

Research Basis: Research demonstrates that reading aloud to students is most effective when
the teacher engages students in discussion about words, concepts, and events in the selection
both during and after reading aloud. The text-talk method provides a framework for guiding
discussion and focusing on important key words (Beck et al. 2002; Gambrell et al. 1996).

Vocabulary Routine 5
Text-Talk Read Aloud
Purpose: The text-talk method teaches text-specific vocabulary after a selection has been read
aloud to students.
1. Display the key words.
2. Read aloud. As you read, pause to provide a short explanation of each key word as you
come to it. For example, if you are teaching the word because you might say: You can use the
word because when you are giving a reason for something. For example, I hope I catch the bus
today after school, because I don’t want to be late.
3. Elaborate meanings. After reading, activate prior knowledge: What do you know about this word?
Explain the meanings of the key words more fully, using the steps of Vocabulary Routine 1.
4. Discuss. Create discussion prompts that encourage students to use the words together. For
example, for the word because, you may display the following frame and ask students to use the
word as they tell about an upcoming weekend activity, holiday, or school event.
I hope

because

.

5. Extend. Encourage students to think about and use the key words at other times in
classroom discussion, and in their lives beyond the classroom. Invite them to tell about
how they have used the target words outside of class and to tell about how they have
heard friends and family use the target words.

Farfallina stayed on the
ground because Marcel
couldn’t climb. In other
words, the reason was to
allow Marcel to find her.

“Now I’ll hide,” said Marcel when he
found her.
And he hid right behind the tree
because he knew that Farfallina moved
slowly.

Farfallina wanted to play.
“I’ll hide and you find me,” she said.
Farfallina hid under a fern close to the
ground because she knew that Marcel
couldn’t climb.

9

8
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Research Basis: Research confirms that interaction with new words combined with
multiple exposures in varied contexts enhances children’s ability to learn and retain new
vocabulary. (Beck, McKeown, and Kucan 2002)

Activities for Daily Vocabulary Practice
Purpose: These routines can be used to give students additional experience in a variety of contexts with vocabulary introduced during lessons.

Whole Group Games

Whole Group Activities

Vocabulary Bingo

Yes or No?

1. Distribute cards. Hand out Bingo cards. (Go to NGReach.com to
access templates).

1. Ask questions. Pose yes or no questions using two vocabulary
words. You or your students can make up the questions. For example,
the following questions might be asked using words to do with
plants: Do roots grow in the soil? Are blossoms a characteristic of rose
plants?

2. Fill out cards. Have students write the key words in random order
on the card.
3. Give clues. Provide oral clues or questions about the key words.
For example, for the word produce you might say: This word means to
make or give.
4. Mark the words. Have students place a marker on each word as they
identify it.
5. Bingo! When a student has a complete row of markers, he or she
calls, “Bingo.” Ask the student to review his or her answers and pair
answers with the clues.

Name

2. Students respond. Students can respond orally, in writing, or they can
use thumbs up or thumbs down. Have students compare responses
and pair their answers with the clue. Remind students to use complete
sentences and restate the question. For example: Yes, roots grow in the
soil.

Around the World
1. Choose a traveler. A student designated as the traveler moves from
his or her seat to stand by a neighboring student, the challenger.
2. Provide a definition. The teacher gives the traveler and the
challenger a definition; whoever responds first with the correct word
becomes the new traveler and challenges a new student.

Date

Vocabulary: Apply Word Knowledge

Vocabulary Bingo
1. Write one Key Word in each leaf.

3. Continue the challenge. A traveler who continues to respond first
and returns to his or her own seat has gone “around the world.”

2. Listen to the clues. Find the Key Word and use a marker to cover it.
3. Say “Bingo” when you have four markers in a row.
Students
should write
a Key Word
on each
leaf.

Rivet
1. Select a key word. For this variation of the game Hangman,
choose a key word.

© NGSP & HB

2. Write a blank for each letter. On the board, write a blank for
each letter of the word. For example, for ecosystem,
write
.

For use with TE p. T165b
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Stump the Expert
1. Name the expert. Designate one student to be the expert.
2. Challenge the expert. Another student (the stumper) presents a
definition. The expert has 10 seconds to produce the term.

3. Fill in letters one by one. Fill in the blanks one letter at a
time: e c o
.
4. Have students guess the word. Pause briefly after you write
each letter. Encourage the
class to guess the word.
5. Complete the word. When someone identifies the word correctly,
have that student fill in the remaining blanks.

3. Continue the challenges. If the expert responds accurately, the
next stumper offers a challenge. This continues until the expert is
stumped or answers a set number of challenges and earns applause.
4. Name a new expert. The student who stumps the expert becomes
the new expert.

Vocabulary Routines
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Small Group Games

Small Group Activities

Picture It

Multiple Key Word Skit

1. Write the words. Display several vocabulary words.

1. Group students. Organize students in small groups and give each
group a list of five or more vocabulary words.

2. Group students. Arrange students in small groups, each with chart
paper and a marker.
3. Teams plan. Have each group:
• Choose a key word (without telling what the word is)
• Decide how they can show the word’s meaning in a drawing
• Choose one member of the group who will create the drawing.
4. Students create drawings. Call on a group, and allow the drawer 15
to 30 seconds to complete the picture.
5. Students identify the word. Have other groups talk quietly about
the picture. When they agree on the key word, they designate one
member to raise his or her hand and give their answer.
6. Award points. When a group guesses the key word correctly, award
1 point to the group and have that group’s drawer take the next turn.
Continue until one group has collected 3 points.

2. Brainstorm. Allow time for groups to brainstorm how the words
relate to each other and to create a skit with dialogue that includes all
the words.
3. Discuss. After students present their skits, discuss with them which
skit was most original, most humorous, or used the words most
accurately.

Vocabulary Concentration
1. Prepare pairs of cards. Write each key word on two cards or slips of
paper.
2. Spread the cards. Turn the cards over and spread them randomly
on a table.
3. Students look for matches. Students take turns turning over two
cards. When a student turns over two cards that have same word, he
or she keeps the cards.
4. The winner! The student with the most cards is the winner.
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Partner Activities

Individual Activities

Word Sorts

Word Poems

1. Students write words. Have students write the words on index
cards or strips of paper, one word per card or strip.

1. Concrete Poems. Students draw a meaningful shape or object and
write words along the outline of the shape, so words look like the
physical shape. For example, a student may draw a volcano and along
the outline write: lava, magma, cone, flow, ash, erupt.

2. Establish categories. For a closed sort, provide the category
of how the words should be sorted, such as:
• Related meanings or concepts
• Synonyms
• Part of speech
• Connotation
• Formal or informal
• Spelling patterns
• Words with multiple meanings
• Words with Spanish cognates
For an open sort, have students work together to determine the sort
categories.
3. Explain sorts. When students have sorted the words, have them
explain their sorts. Have them create a chart or web to record the
word relationships they found.
4. Sort again. Have students sort the words again using different
categories. Have them record the information in a graphic organizer.

Fruit
banana
apple
orange

Vegetable
lettuce
onion
corn

Round

Not Round

tomato
apple

milk
banana

onion
orange

rice
bread
beans
corn
cheese

2. Diamante Poems. Diamante Poems are 7 lines long. To begin, have
students think of two words that are opposites (antonyms).
• Line 1: Write a noun
• Line 2: Add two adjectives that describe line 1
• Line 3: Add three action verbs that relate to line 1
• Line 4: Add two nouns that relate to line 1, and two nouns that
relate to line 7
• Line 5: Add three action verbs that relate to line 7
• Line 6: Add two adjectives that describe line 7
• Line 7: Write a noun that is the opposite of or contrasts with line 1
3. Cinquain Poems. Cinquain poems have different patterns. Have
students complete the pattern below with a key word.
• Line 1: A noun
• Line 2: Two adjectives
• Line 3: Three related words ending in –ing
• Line 4: A related phrase
• Line 5: Another word for the noun

Vocabulary Routines
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Writing
Research: Research shows that expert writers write longer strings of words before stopping
to think than less skilled writers. Power writing practice helps students learn to get their
words down on paper quickly. It also helps them overcome the tendency to stall before
starting to write (Fisher & Frey 2007). While power writing can focus on any word or concept,
this routine is most effective when key words and ideas relate to the topic or theme of a unit.

Best Practices

Writing Routine 1
Power Writing
Purpose: Develop students’ writing fluency; provide an opportunity for students to record
their progress in writing fluency.
1. Display a word or picture. Choose a word or picture that will be motivating for students to
write about. Invite them to think about the word or picture and what they know about the
word or concept. Activate prior knowledge or experiences: What do you think of when you
hear/see
?
2. Set the timer. The timer is usually set for one minute. In some
cases you may want to vary the amount of time.
3. Have students write. Ask students to write as much as they can,
as well as they can in one minute.
4. Check work. Have students check their spelling and grammar
and circle any mistakes.
5. Count words. Have students count the number of words they
wrote and record the number on their papers.
6. Repeat the procedure. If time allows, have students create more than one passage.
Repeat steps 2–5 one or two times.

30
20 25
0

5

10

15

8. Adjust the time. To develop fluency further,
vary the amount of writing time
from 30 seconds to two minutes or more in
separate Power Writing sessions.

Writing Fluency Graph

Number of Words

7. Record results. Have students record
their best result and create a writing
fluency graph. Over time, the graph will
show students’ growth in fluency and help
motivate their progress as writers.

9/10

10/6

11/15

Date
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12/15

1/20

Differentiate Routines When doing
the Power Writing each day, provide
differentiated support for students
of different levels. Allow below level
students to write a list of single words.
Say: Write all the words you know.
On-level students can write one or
two sentences. Challenge above level
students to write several sentences in a
paragraph.

Research: Many students may not understand the process of recording their thoughts
or conversation in writing. Modeled writing demonstrates the process of how language is
represented in written form. Modeling the process often is effective in improving students’
attitude toward writing as well as their writing skills (Fisher & Frey 2007). Modeled writing also
helps deepen vocabulary, language, and concept development through frequent exposure to
clear models and think-alouds.

Writing Routine 2
Modeled Writing
Purpose: Model the process of composing to help students learn the writing process, writing
strategies and writer’s craft.
1. Model thinking about the first sentence. Think aloud as you decide what you will include in
your first sentence.
2. Write the first sentence. Read aloud what you have written.
3. Continue thinking aloud as you write. Think aloud to model how you plan and write additional
sentences.
4. Involve students. Encourage students to to help write additional sentences. Discuss their ideas
with them, and add the new ideas to the writing as appropriate.

Think Aloud

Write

I want to tell about some new puppies that were
born last week. I’ll write a news article to tell
about the puppies. I’ll begin by telling the most
important facts.

Last week, six new puppies were born on Davis
Street.

Next I’ll tell what the puppies looked like.

The puppies were brown and white and had
soft fur. Their eyes were closed.

What else do you think people will want to know
about the puppies?

They were born under the porch of the
Marino’s house. Mrs. Marino fixed a bed for the
puppies and their mother in the hall.

Puppies Born
Last week, six new puppies were born
on Davis Street. The puppies were brown
and white and had soft fur. Their eyes were
closed. They were born under the porch at
the Marino’s house. Mrs. Marino fixed a bed
for the puppies and their mother in the hall.
Mrs. Marino said she would look for new
homes for the puppies in a few weeks.

Writing Routines
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Writing, continued
Research: Expert writers make many decisions as they write. Students may not understand
all of the decisions involved. Interactive writing makes these decisions part of the
conversation between teacher and students. It also demonstrates for students how expert
writers think about word choice and constantly review to maintain syntax and meaning as
they write (Fisher & Frey 2007).

Writing Routine 3
Interactive Writing
Purpose: Scaffold students to turn collaborative oral composition into written form.
1. Establish a purpose. Discuss with students the purpose and audience you will be writing for. For
example: Let’s write a letter to Mayor Wheeler to thank her for visiting our class last week.
2. Talk through the text. Lead a discussion with students about how to word each sentence,
and then support individual students as they write letters or entire words in sentences on
the board or chart paper. For example: How will we begin our letter? . . . Good, Alana, let’s
start with Dear Mayor Wheeler: Can you come up and write that for us? Continue the
discussion having different members of the class take turns writing.
3. Problem solving. Use questions or prompts to help students
solve problems as they write. For example: So far this sentence
says: Thank you for coming to . . . What did we say comes next
in the sentence? . . . That’s right, Duwayne, next we’re going to
write Lincoln School. . . . Can you come up and write the next
word? What letter does Lincoln begin with?
4. Reread frequently. Reread the entire message after
each word is added. This will help students see how
each word fits into the overall process.

Dear Mayor Wheeler:
Thank you for coming to Lincoln
School to tell us about your job. We
think you really like being the Mayor. We are
sorry you don’t get to ride on fire trucks
.

Yesterday there was a cat on the
playground. We think she was lost.
Can

you help us find a home for her?
Thank you,
Mrs. Bonilla’s Class
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Research: Most elementary students need continued support as they become independent
writers. They are most successful when the teacher provides effective prompts, a
collaborative context, and effective coaching (Fisher & Frey 2007).

Writing Routine 4
Independent Writing
Purpose: Provide support to help students achieve success as independent writers.
1. Provide appropriate writing prompts. Make sure that writing prompts are motivating and
appropriate. Prompts should:
• Encourage a variety of responses
• Allow for a range of writing abilities
• Be appropriate for the writers’ experiences
• Include topics that interest students

Best Practices
Journaling is a good way to help
students move from note taking
and assigned writing to writing
independently. Lessons in National
Geographic Reach for Reading include
many opportunities for students to
make notes about vocabulary, language,
and grammar, and to write in response
to their reading or their thoughts about
Big Questions. Journals help students
remember what they have learned and
see their progress over time.

2. Use RAFTs. Have students use the RAFT structure to make sure writing assignments have a clear
purpose and authenticity. Students should understand their Role, Audience, Form, and Topic
before they begin to write. Here is a sample RAFT:
Role: A student who wants to clean up a vacant lot.
Audience: Neighbors who could help clean up the lot.
Form: An email message
Topic: Please come on Saturday to help clean up the lot.
3. Support peer response. Teach students how to be effective peer reviewers of each others’
writing. Strategies may include:
• Use the language frames to scaffold conversation.
• Encourage writers to invite responses from peers, but don’t compel them.
• Encourage students to talk with each other as readers, not as critics. If something makes them
laugh, or feel sad, or catches their interest, they should tell the writer so. If something isn’t clear,
they should tell that, too. However, details of word choice, organization, sentence structure, etc.
are best dealt with in teacher-student conferences.
4. Conference. Confer with students about their writing. Conferences should be short and focused.
Include the following steps:
• Inquiry: Ask about, the topic, how the work is coming, and areas of difficulty.
• Decision: Based on student responses, decide on the focus for the conference.
• Instruction: Choose a point for teaching. This may be any of the writing traits, writer’s
craft, grammar, usage, spelling, capitalization, and punctuation. Refer to records of student
performance on grammar, revising and editing, and spelling lessons and assessments. Writing
traits rubrics for conferences are provided in the Assessment section of each Teacher’s Edition.
• Recording: Record anecdotal notes of the conference for follow-up. Include next steps for the
writer.

Writing Routine 5
Student Journals
• Set up journals. Journals can take many forms. You may wish to have students keep a journal
with separate sections for vocabulary, language, grammar, and writing. Or students can just add
cumulatively to their journals as they learn. In either case, encourage students to decorate their
journals and maintain them with care.
• Coach. Observe students as they write and look for opportunities to coach them with spelling, word
skills, strategies, and their thinking about topics and Big Questions.
• Review journals. Have students review their journals with you at conference time. Reviewing their
work over time helps students recall what they’ve learned and see how they have progressed. It can
also help you focus on areas where a student may need reteaching or additional support.
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Cooperative Learning
Research Basis: Cooperative learning routines take advantage of classroom diversity and
make it a vital resource for helping all students acquire challenging academic content
and language. These routines promote active engagement and social motivation for all
students. For English language learners, they also create opportunities for purposeful
communication. Regular use of such routines has been shown to be effective (Johnson
& Johnson 1986; Kagan 1986; Slavin 1988).
Purpose: These routines provide consistent opportunities for students to work together and learn from one another.
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Cooperative Learning Structure:
Fishbowl
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Cooperative Learning Structure:
Inside-Outside Circle
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Cooperative Learning Structure:
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Cooperative
Cooperative Learning
Learning Routines
Routines

DeScRiPtion

BenefitS & PuRPoSe

• Corners of the classroom are
designated for focused discussion of
four aspects of a topic.
• Students individually think and write
about the topic for a short time.
• Students group into the corner of their
choice and discuss the topic.
• At least one student from each corner
shares about the corner discussion.

• By “voting” with their feet, students
literally take a position about a topic.
• Focused discussion develops deeper
thought about a topic.
• Students experience many valid points
of view about a topic.

• Part of a group sits in a close circle,
facing inward; the other part of the
group sits in a larger circle around them.
• Students on the inside discuss a
topic while those outside listen for
new information and/or evaluate
the discussion according to preestablished criteria.
• Groups reverse positions.

• Focused listening enhances knowledge
acquisition and listening skills.
• Peer evaluation supports development
of specific discussion skills.
• Identification of criteria for evaluation
promotes self-monitoring.

• Students stand in concentric circles
facing each other.
• Students in the outside circle ask
questions; those inside answer.
• On a signal, students rotate to create
new partnerships.
• On another signal, students trade
inside/outside roles.

• Talking one-on-one with a variety
of partners gives risk-free practice
in speaking skills.
• Interactions can be structured to focus
on specific speaking skills.
• Students practice both speaking and
active listening.

• Group students evenly into “expert”
groups.
• Expert groups study one topic or
aspect of a topic in depth.
• Regroup students so that each new
group has at least one member from
each expert group.
• Experts report on their study. Other
students learn from the experts.

• Becoming an expert provides
in-depth understanding in one
aspect of study.
• Learning from peers provides breadth
of understanding of over-arching
concepts.
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Cooperative Learning Structure:
Numbered Heads
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BenefitS & purpoSe

•
•
•
•

Students number off within each group.
Teacher prompts or gives a directive.
Students think individually about the topic.
Groups discuss the topic so that any member
of the group can report for the group.
• Teacher calls a number and the student from
each group with that number reports for the
group.

• Group discussion of topics provides
each student with language and
concept understanding.
• Random recitation provides an
opportunity for evaluation of both
individual and group progress.

• Seat students around a table in groups of
four.
• Teacher asks a question with many possible
answers.
• Each student around the table answers the
question a different way.

• Encouraging elaboration creates
appreciation for diversity of opinion
and thought.
• Eliciting multiple answers enhances
language fluency.

• Provide each team with a single large piece
of paper. Give each student a different
colored marker.
• Teacher assigns a topic for a web.
• Each student adds to the part of the web
nearest to him/her.
• On a signal, students rotate the paper and
each student adds to the nearest part again.

• Individual input to a group product
ensures participation by all students.
• By shifting point of view, students
develop broad and in-depth
understanding of concepts.

• Students think about a topic suggested by
the teacher.
• Pairs discuss the topic.
• Students individually share information with
the class.

• The opportunity for self-talk during
the individual think time allows the
student to formulate thoughts before
speaking.
• Discussion with a partner reduces
performance anxiety and enhances
understanding.

•
•
•
•

• Interviewing supports language
acquisition by providing scripts for
expression.
• Responding provides opportunities
for structured self-expression.

Cooperative Learning Structure:
Roundtable
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Cooperative Learning Structure:
Team Word Webbing
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Cooperative Learning Structure:
Think, Pair, Share
A

1
2

B

3
GROUP

Students form pairs.
Student A interviews student B about a topic.
Partners reverse roles.
Student A shares with the class information
from student B; then B shares information
from student A.

Cooperative Learning Structure:
Three-Step Interview
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• Prepare cards that can be matched as pairs,
such as a word and its definition.
• Hand one card to each student.
• Students mingle and talk about their cards.
• Teacher calls “Match,” and each student finds
the partner whose card matches with his
or her own. Students exchange cards and
mingle again.

ART FILE:
CUSTOMER:

TECH

MixMatch
NGSP

JOB NUMBER:

12121

• The mixing process encourages
students to have multiple
conversations with an academic focus.
• Discussions provide each student with
language and concept understanding.
• Cards can be traded, so students
don’t know who their partner is until
the end.
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Scripts for Letter Formation
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Start on the green dot and make a circle. Touch the
middle line and the bottom line as you go all the
way around to where you started. Continue up to
the middle line and then down to the bottom line.
Stop. That’s small a. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and go down to the bottom line.
Go back over your line almost to the middle line, curve
up, touch the middle line, and then go down to the
bottom line. Stop. That’s small h. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and go down to the bottom line.
Now go back up over your line almost to the middle
line. Then, make one little belly from the middle line to
the bottom line. That’s small b. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and go down to the
bottom line. Go to the purple dot. Stop.
That’s small i. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and go around in a circle.
Touch the middle line and the bottom line as you
curve round and around. Stop a little above the
bottom line. That’s small c. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and go down below the bottom
line and curve up to make a little hook. Then go to the
purple dot. Stop. That’s a small j. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and curve up to the middle
line, then go round and around. Make a circle.
Continue up to the top line and then trace over
your line all the way down to the bottom line.
Stop. That’s small d. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and go down to the bottom
line. Go to the purple dot. Go down at a slant and
touch your first line, then slant down to the bottom
line. Stop. That’s a small k. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and go across. Follow the arrow.
Then, circle up and around, touching the middle
line and the bottom line. Curve up a little bit at the
end. Stop. That’s small e. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and go down to the bottom
line. Stop. That’s small l. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and curve up. Touch the top
line, then go around and down to the bottom line.
Go to the purple dot and go across the middle line.
Stop. That’s small f. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and go down to the bottom line.
Go back over your line almost to the green dot, curve
up and around and go down to the bottom line. Go
back up, around, and down to the bottom line one more
time. Stop. That’s small m. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and curve up. Touch the
middle line, then go round and around to make a
circle. Continue up to the middle line and then go
down below the bottom line and curve up to make a
little hook. That’s small g. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and go down to the bottom line.
Go back over your line almost to the green dot, curve up,
touch the middle line, and then go down to the bottom
line. Stop. That’s small n. Now try it on your own.

Scripts
Scripts for
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Letter Formation
Formation

Start on the green dot and make a little circle. Touch
the middle line and the bottom line and curve round
and around all the way back to where you started.
Stop. That’s small o. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and go down. Curve around, touch
the bottom line, and curve back up to the middle line.
Trace over your line again as you go back down to the
bottom line. Stop. That’s small u. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and go below the bottom
line. Go back over your line almost to the green
dot, curve up and around to make a circle. First
touch the middle line and then the bottom line.
That’s small p. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and slant down to the
bottom line. Then slant up to the middle line.
Stop. That’s small v. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and make a circle. Touch the
middle line and the bottom line as you go around and
back to the green dot. Continue up to the middle line
and then go down below the bottom line, and make a
little tail. Stop. That’s a small q. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and slant down to the bottom
line. Now slant up to the middle line, back down to
the bottom line, and then back up again. Stop at the
middle line. That’s small w. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and go down to the bottom
line. Trace over your line again. Just before you
reach the middle line, curve up and make a hook.
Stop. That’s a small r. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and slant down to the bottom
line. Go to the purple dot. Slant down to the bottom
line. Stop. That’s small x. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and curve up, touch the
middle line, then go round and around. Touch
the bottom line, then curve up a little more.
Stop. That’s small s. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and slant down to the bottom
line. Go to the purple dot and then slant down. Touch
your first line, then continue down below the bottom
line. Stop. That’s small y. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and go down to the bottom
line. Go to the purple dot and go across the middle
line. Stop. That’s small t. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and go across the middle line
Slant down to the bottom line, and then go across the
bottom line. Stop. That’s small z. Now try it on your own.

Scripts for Letter Formation
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Scripts for Letter Formation, continued
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Start on the green dot and slant down. Follow the
green arrow to the bottom line. Go to the purple dot
and slant down to the bottom line. Go to the gold
dot and go across. Make sure you touch both of your
lines. Stop. That’s capital A. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and go down to the bottom
line. Go to the purple dot and go down to the
bottom again. Go to the gold dot and go across
the middle line until you touch your other line.
Stop. That’s capital H. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and go down to the
bottom line. Go to the purple dot and make two
big round bellies. Make one belly down to the
middle line, and then another to the bottom line.
Stop. That’s capital B. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and go down to the bottom
line. Go to the purple dot and go across the top
line to make a little roof. Then go to the gold dot
and go across the bottom line to make the floor.
Stop. That’s capital I. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and go around in a circle.
Touch the top line and the bottom line as you curve
round and around. Stop a little above the bottom
line. That’s capital C. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and go down. Just before
you get to the bottom line, curve around, touch
the bottom line, and curve up to make a little hook.
Stop. That’s capital J. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and go down to the bottom line.
Go to the purple dot. Go round and around. Follow
the purple arrow. Go all the way down to your first
line. Stop. That’s capital D. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and go down to the bottom
line. Go to the purple dot. Go down at a slant and
touch your first line, then slant down to the bottom
line. Stop. That’s capital K. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and go down to the bottom
line. Go to the purple dot and go across the top line.
Go to the gold dot and go across the middle line.
Then, go to the red dot and go across the bottom
line. Stop. That’s capital E. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and go down to the
bottom line. Then go across the bottom line.
Stop. That’s capital L. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and go down to the bottom
line. Go to the purple dot and go across the top line.
Go to the gold dot and go across the middle line.
Stop. That’s capital F. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and go down to the bottom line.
Go to the purple dot and slant down to the bottom
line. Slant up to the top line, and then go straight down
again. Stop. That’s capital M. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and curve up. Touch the top
line. Then curve round and around, almost making
a circle. Stop at the middle line. Now go across.
Stop. That’s capital G. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and go down to the bottom
line. Go to the purple dot and slant down to the
bottom line. Now go straight up to the top line.
Stop. That’s capital N. Now try it on your own.
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Start on the green dot and make a big circle. Touch
the top line and the bottom line and curve round
and around all the way back to where you started.
Stop. That’s capital O. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and go down. Curve around,
touch the bottom line, and curve back up to the top
line. Stop. That’s capital U. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and go down to the bottom
line. Go to the purple dot and make one belly around
to the middle line. Make sure you touch your first
line. Stop. That’s capital P. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and slant down to the bottom
line. Continue and slant up all the way to the top
line. Stop. That’s capital V. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and make a circle. Touch
the top line and the bottom line as you go around,
back to the green dot. Go to the purple dot.
Make a short line; follow the purple arrow. Stop.
That’s capital Q. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and slant down to the bottom line.
Now slant up to the top line, back down to the bottom
line, and finally, slant up again, all the way to the top
line. Stop. That’s capital W. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and go down to the bottom
line. Go to the purple dot and make one belly
down to the middle line. Make sure you touch
your first line. Now slant down to the bottom line.
Stop. That’s capital R. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and slant down to the bottom
line. Go to the purple dot. Slant down to the bottom
line. Stop. That’s capital X. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and curve up, touch the
top line, then go round and around. Touch the
bottom line, then curve up a little more. Stop.
That’s capital S. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and slant down to the
middle line. Then slant up to the top line. Go
to the purple dot. Go down to the bottom line.
Stop. That’s capital Y. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and go down to the bottom
line. Go to the purple dot and go across the top line.
Stop. That’s capital T. Now try it on your own.

Start on the green dot and go across the top line. Slant
down to the bottom line, and then go across the bottom
line. Stop. That’s capital Z. Now try it on your own.
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